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IS() 9002
REGISTERED F1R\l Waters 8( Stanton Fo560O73O-77:8IN8E

22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 40S
Open Mon -Sat 9.00AM - 5.30PM

Pay Nothing for Three Months - INTEREST FREE
On most stock items in our catalogue over £100, pay 10% deposit and nothing more for
three months.Then pay the balance or lake our credit payment scheme over 1, 2 or 3

Pan' Exchange Welcome years at 26.8% APR - the choice is yours. OFFER ENDS 31/10/97 -tiblect to credit status.

!COM IC -706 MK
t-;

t. 3601.100

ri4 iri: com

or £1097 inc 5yr Wtty

160-6m 100W 2m 25W + + +
We are pleased to endorse the performance and design of
the 10-706 Mk II transceiver as the best compact hf mobile
bar none. It out performs and out specifies any other
model. The only choice left is which dealer you buy it from!
We offer you an unbeatable price and an unbeatable back-
up service plus optional extended 5 year warranty for an
extra £98!

Yaesu FT -8100R
£449

or £467 inc Syr Wtty.
Yaesu's new dual band mobile makes the competition
look old and out -dated. Now you can buy a rig ready
equipped with 12.5kHz and 25kHz filtering. You get a
detachable head, 300 memories, true dual same band
re. CTCSS encode and the best display in the business.

ADIIv AT -600

ADI

Orders: 0500 73 73 88
01702 206835

Enquiries 01702 206835
01702 204965

FAX 01702 205843

AR -146 2m 50W FM

AD! mobiles are outselling all others
we stock. You won't find better value
or a better engineered product. Take
our advice - buy an ADI mobile and
keep the change!!

AR -446 70cm 35W

or £314 inc 3yr Wtty.

PW says: 'an incredibly
well priced radio - amaz-
ingly sensitive - audio -
worked very well with
12.5kHz channel spacing
- An Absolute Cracker'

 CTCSS encode/decode
' Full DTMF + 1750Hz tone
' Alphanumeric memories
' Full duplex

CTCSS tone reader
29 programmable features
AM airbancl receiver

* Rx up to 990MHz
* Nicads and charger

W&s
£269

3W Novice version available

AD111i AT -201 2m FM Handy

Lowest
UK Price!

ADI AT -400

The Novice Rig

* 40 Channels

CTCSS Encode

 CTCSS Decode

DTMF

 Channel Reasout or

* Frequency Readout

* Set to Set Cloning

JUST ARRIVED
Look at the Features
Compare the Price

70cm FM Handy

W&S
£169

70cm FM Handy
2W output

" 5W on 13.8v
' 1750Hz lone

Illuminated keypad
* Ultra sensitive

Wideband Rx
* 20 memories

Keypad entry
DTMF
Uses AA cells

Now the standard radio for
Novice hams. It's sensitive,
cost effective and was fea-
tured on Anglia TV

W&S

£249

2 Years Warranty

3 Power levels - Wideband receive
40 Memories plus call channel
7 Programmable steps
Channel or frequency display
The best sensitivity in the business
Keypad mic and mounting kit
CTCSS Encode and Decode!

New 1998 Catalogue

Out October 10th

In Colour

:5 Outside Europe £5
Pay by Credit Card. Cheque or send Stamps.

* Largest of its kind in Europe!
* 176 Colour Pages - 1000 Photos
* All Major Manufacturers' Rigs
* Every Conceivable Accessory
* Full Technical Specs.
* Additional Articles
* The Best Buyer's Guide Ever

Yaesu FT -50R 2m/70cms

£289

 Wideband Rx (AM Airband)
' FM Broadcast receive

CTCSS & 1750Hz
' 112 Alphanumeric Memories
' Dual Watch - Military rated
' 5W from 12v DO input

Ni-cads and AC Charger
 One of our top 5 sellers/

CT -30 Mic Adaptor 29.00
CSC -69 Case (FNI3-40 haft) £15.00

UK's Top Dealer for YAESU, KENWOOD & ICOM



VviS EXCLVVE 10 DAY APPROVAL - On All Mail Order Sales

Kachina 5050SP HF Rig
The 506DSP transceiver is remotely controlled {up to 23m

away - so no noise problem!) from your computer.

Includes 100W transceiver module. operator control head
and software. This has taken the USA by storm

 100W all modes ' Runs under Windows 3.1 or 95
' Gen. coo. receiver' Variable bandpass filters

' 11 -is tuning steps Antenna impedance chart' RF
speech processor ' SWR alarm Full DSP ' Full CW

break-in 7 Electronic keyer 100 memories ' Auto
notch filter' control head mounts in PC or on desk.

We hope to have the first UK demonstrator
early in September - Phone for full gen.

VHF & UHF Band Pass Filters
Digital Communications

NO
MORE PAGER PROBLEMS

We guarantee This will kill all ORM
caused by strong out of band signals - -
- or your money back'

DCH £8933 Och4,15 EMUS
Passband: 144  146MHz Passband: 430 - 440MHz
Loss: Less than 1 dB Less. Less than 1 dB
Selectivity: -68dB at 136MHz Selectivity: -47dB at 415MHz

- 55dB al 1 55MHz - 50dB at 455MHz
Power: 200 Watts Power. 200 Watts

ICOM IC -207H 2m/70cm Mobile

2m & 70crn
' 50W 130VV
* Detachable head

' Packet 9600 bps ready
' 180 Memory channels

CTCSS & 1750Hz tone

NEW KENWOOD RIG

Discount Price

" 144 & 430MHz 50/35W
" Dual Rx on same band+

280 Memories

'N&S
£499

TM-V7E
 Detachable front head
 CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone
 Large clear display

Kenwood 2m All Mode

WATsON

W&S
£749

QS-400Handy Mount

* Clips on to dash
vent (no sticking!)
 Adjustable angle
' Sprung fingers grip handy
' Single handed quick release
Accomodates all modern handys.

' ideal for portable phone / GPS

S

9.95

41.anitorInternet
We are pleased to announce that we have been appoint-

ed exclusive distributors for the new Kachina 505DSP

transceiver. What you gel is a complete control consul

on your computer, operating under Windows. The para-

meters and data is ail controlled remotely from the main

transceiver - just like professional installations. No nasty

plug-in computer hoards - the rig can sit up stairs or

down stairs, well away from your computer. This means

more money goes into the electronics of the transceiver

rather than being spent on elaborate front panels, dis-

plays and tuning dials. You get the luxury of S -meter dis-
play in volts. S -units of dB plus ALC. plus forward and

effected power and VSWR. A temperature controlled

crystal reference with builtin test unit ensures amazing
frequency accuracy. whilst a Smith chart tells you your

antenna impedance. CW operators will love the 60 char-

acter memory and the ability to adjust the keying wave -

torn. OH yes - you even get an electronic log book!

There's' lots more in the brochure - phone today for

details.

Yaesu FT -840 HF Rig

£749

We've purchased a quantity at this special price. You
won't get a base station rig any cheaper!

W-MM1 Multimode Modem
WATsON

2ttrar.rwr,

WATSON

F'ackel. AMTOri, CW
' SSTV. Fax. RTTY

NAVTEX, SYNOP
" Transmit and receive

vii&S
£69.95

' Needs PC 286 or better
* Includes software
' No external power required

Connects to RS -232

MFJ-784 DSP Audio Filter
Featured PW
This Month

ti 0 0 004P ).

Many would claim this to be the best filter in the business
- we wouldn't argue! Totally programmable, it will trans-
form your reception and you can store your favourite
settings in its memory.

MFJ-781 DSP
If data and CW are your main
interests, the MFJ-781 shown
to the right, is ideal.

Kenwood TS -50 HF Mobile

Kenwood TS-950SDXT

VV&S
?999 Kenwood's -Flag She rig, as used by lop

OXers. Now at a great pricer

NEW Ham Radio Electronic Magazine
Provides the latest news of our
products, prices and topical fea-
tures. Log on now and read about
ham radio plus much more!

http://www.monitor.co.0 k

NEW Yaesu FT -920
,111

Station

£1499
Or Better'
PHONE

5 Year Warranty £115

Yaesu FT-1000MP
iriVittic

5 Year Warrat. FT-1000MPs £115

FT 1000MP £2819 £2199
FT-1000MPDC £2599 £1999

ICOM IC -756 HF Rig

" 100W of pure Magic
' 160 - 5M
' SS9 - CW - AM -FM
" Spectrum display
' Auto ATU

" Superb DSP
' CW Memory keyer
" 100% duty cycle
" Keypad entry option
' DXers choice in the USA

KENWOOD HF RIGS

Kenwoods new transceiver that is earning a reputation
for offering one of the best receivers in the business. If
you are looking for a hot little number that is not too
expensive (Radio we mean!), send for brochure.

Station
ICOM IC -821H 2m/70cm

2m170cm All Mode
" 45/40W adjustable

Full duplex
' Satellite features

£1395

* 160 Memories
9600bps capability
Electronic keyer

' IF shift, noise blanker

Yaesu FT -736R 2m/70cm

Offers even
better value.

The classic 2rn70cm base station that just goes on and
on - plus the options of additional band modules.

VIES
UK's largest Catalogue £2.50 inc. post



WATsON
WATsON Lapel Talker

Earpiece with lapel mic.
and P7TModels for all

--=2 makes including Motorola.

WATsON

WATsON

OS -110 Speaker Mic.

£14.95
Available in versions to
match all models. Just
tell us which transceiver
you have.

QS -400 Mount

NEW

Base Mic.

Superb audio quality.
Can be powered
from most modern
rigs 8 pin mic plug or
use internal battery.
Full connection
details inc.

Clip onto dash grill and
simply push handheld or
GPS in between sprung fin-
gers. Another great idea
from Watson!

WATsON QS -200 Holder

Price Down 50%!

Dash mount
for handys.

WATsON VSWR Meters

WATsON Base Antennas

Fibre Glass casing and
pre -tuned. Fit and forget.

Watson - Unbeatable
Watson sell more VHF base
antennas in the UK than any
other manulaciurer. Famous

- world-wide, they are sold in
itUSA and all major European

*.. countries. Buy the best from
"9.' I.r' the UK dealer you can trust

for honest service and friendly
advice, We recommend
Watson because we know
they work - rugged. long last-
ing and low VSWR! No other
range can beat these well
engineered antennas.

W-2000 6m  70cm £89.95
(216.2/13.4dB 2.5m long)
W-30 2m/70cm £39.95
(316dB 1.15m long)
W-50 2m/70cm £54.95
(4.5/7.2dB 1.8m long)
W-300 2m/70cm £69.95
(6.5/9dB 3.im longl

WATsON

WATsON

All aerials have
50-239 sock-
ets, mounting
hardware for
masts up to
62cm diameter
and three radi-
als. All tuned for
UK bands.

Mobile Whips
Stainless Steel
Mobile Whips with
hinged base.
Pre -tuned.

W-285 2m whip
£15.95
W-770HB 2m/70cm Whip
£24.95

W-3CK Cable Kit

A 5m long
mobile cable kit
using 5D -BD cable

Matching hatch mount with
adjustable angle and
thumb wheel

W-220 1 6-200MHz 5/20/200W £69.95

W-420 118-530MHz 5/20/200W £69.95
W-620 1.6-530MHz 5/20/200W £129.95

Unique Alkaline Realign* Banes

Charger Plus
4 x AA cells

£17.99

* 3 Times the Capacity of Ni-cads

* No Memory Effects

* 1.5 Volt Cells

* Charge Holds for 5 Years

* Love Being Recharged Mid Cycle

Post £2

Additional 4 x
AA cell packs
just £4.99 Post £1

Must be charged with the
special charger provided
in starter kit above.

ushcraft
nnas

Cushcraft R-7000 Vertical

R-7010
7 Band ertical
40 -10 es

BOM Option KO Available

lirirstiN)

Whet the meal say!

Practical Wireless:
-An excellent DX

antenna - ExtrenlefY

impressed with
standard of work-

manship and ease

of erection

FugiCoMt the

-Ideally
suited

small garden

investment
lasts"

' 7 Bands 40-10m
' Power 1.5kW PEP
' Height 7.3m (24ft)
 7 x 49 inch radials

Self-supporting.

WSC-2 Belt Case

Combined quick release

spnng clip and bell loop.

Sell adjusting, tits all

handys. Keeps your

handy handy! Exclusive
Watson design

Alloy Antenna Wire

Exclusive to W&S. each reel contains 55ft
of 3.5mm alloy wire (ideal for G5RVs etc.)
Its ultra light - 55ft reel weighs 400 grams!
This alloy wire will not tarnish like copper
and its lighter weight means cater aerials.

Mast or base station Duplexers

Split -1:
Split 2:
Power
Loss
Socket

1.8-225MHz
350-540MHz
300W
0 2dEl
SO.239

Save on coax cable! Accepts masts up to
2.25' diam. Includes water -proof plug
shrouds_ Use indoors or outdoors.

Cushcraft HF Antennas

A -3S
A3S 3 El. 10, 15, 20m 2kW Gain 8ciB
F/B 25dB El. 8.45m Boom 4.72m £389
A4S 4 El 10, 15, 20m 2kW Gain 8.9dB
FIE 25dB El. 9.75m Boom 5.4Bm £469
A3WS 3 El 12 & 17m 2kW Gain 8dB
F/B 25dB El. 7.66m Boom 4.27 £299

10-3C0 3 El 10m 2kW Gain 8dB F/13 30dB
El. 5.38m Boom 3.05m £189
15-3CD 3 El 15w 2Kw Gain 8dB FiB 30dB
El, 7 OElm Boom 4.27m £249
20-3CD 3 El. 20m 2Kw Gain 5d13 Pe 30dB
El 10.96m Boom 6.1m £369
20-400 4 Et. 20m 2Kw Gain 10dB FIB 30dB
El illm Boom 9.75m £499
40-2CD 2 El. 40m 2Kw Gain 5.5dB FIB 20dB
Ei. 12.9w Boom 6.9m £499

WATsON WSM-270 Mag Ant.

£24.95
 Dual,' Band 2m.170cms
 Mini Magnetic design
 Super strong magnet
 Base just 29mm diameter
 Pre -tuned for 2m & 70cm UK

Low Profile whip
 2.75m of mini coax - BNC
 Power rating 50W max,

WATsON

£79.95

WATsON

WC -128 Counter

Now being shipped to
UK Gov. departments.

' 1MHz - 2.8GHz
 LCD Display
 BNC Whip Antenna
 Very sensitive "off air'

Ni-cads and Charger

WHX-7000 2rri7Ocm

' Dual band "Gainer" whip 2m 70cm
21cms long fitted BNC connector.

WATsON W-PL70 Patch Lead

A 66cm long PL -259 patch
lead using semi -stiff cable
that stays put. A smart idea!

DC Mobile leadsWATsON

Standard "1 connector lead
used by all modern rigs.
15A dual fused, 1.9m long.

re717ione 0500
- Fast Order

Line 73 73 88

Waters & Stanto
Enquiries: Tel. 01702 206835 / 204965

11
Fax. 01702 205843

22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS
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ti RECEIVING YOU
Readers' letters.

10 NEWS 1997
t his month. as well as bringing you all the
latest news and views we take a nostalgic
look Pack at the news of 1932.

12 PRACTICAL WIRELESS
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Order a subscription this month and get
two issues creel

12 RADIO DIARY

13 WHAT IS A ?

Ian Poole G3YWX sets out to answer the
question what is a Zener Diode?

14 CLUB SPOTLIGHT

18 REVIEW - COMPUTER AIDED
DESIGN PACKAGES
Tex Swann G1TEX looks at EASY -PC

Professional Xhil. ANALYSER lit and LAYAN,

three interlinking software packages from
Number One Systems.

21 EARLY WIRELESS DAYS
B renda Belcher reflects on the days of
wireless when the pace was a lot slower.

25 SAFETY ... IN THE RED
Mike Rowe GBJVE says you'll be a lot safer
operating 'In the red' If you adopt his design
for a remote control Dusn-to-talk unit.

28 HAND-HELD PIONEERS
n en Nock G4BXD looks at two valved hand-
held transceivers, the BC -611 and PRC-6.

32 DIGITAL SIGNAL
PROCESSING - AN OPTION?
Rob Mannion G3XFD looks at wnether an
adcion DSP filter Is a viable option for h.f.
Use.

34 ANTENNA WORKSHOP
Dick Pascoe GOBPS shares his Idea for an
end -fed half -wave SOMI-I2 antenna.

36 MATHS - NO REAL PROBLEM!
Ray Fautley G3ASC says that the maths
involved In antenna matching need not be a
daunting experience.

42 MOBILE HOME 'HAM'
D ennis Hartwell GOVDV explains why his
'mobile' home is ideal for his Amateur Radio
operations.

44 CARRYING ON THE
PRACTICAL WAY
George Dobbs G3RJV builds an r.f.ampiifier
using only seven components and 'Islands'.

46

48

50

BOOK PROFILES

BARGAIN BASEMENT

VALVE & VINTAGE
Charles Miller takes us back to the inos to
the era of Doctor Loewe's magical valves.

52 BACK TO THE DRAWING -PIN
BOARD!
Steve Ortmayer G4RAIN shows you how build
a simple 7MH2 pre-amplifer using little more
than drawing pins.

53 BITS & BYTES

58 SCENE USA
Ed Taylor HOED 'pens' his quarterly letter
from America.

60 VHF REPORT

64 HF FAR & WIDE

66 BROADCAST ROUND -UP
Peter Shore presents his regular look at the
world's broadcast bands.

67 FOCAL POINT
Graham Hankins GBEMX rounds -up the news
from the Amateur Television scene.

68 TRADERS' TABLE

72 BOOK STORE

75 COMING NEXT MONTH

76 ADVERTISERS' INDEX
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YAESU
FT-1000MP RRP £2499

FREE - MD100ABX desk mic
worth £110

FREE - HF3 VNB 12/17/30MHz
vertical aerial worth £69

PHONE FOR OUR PRICE

NIVVV\AAN\
FT -920 RRP £1699

FREE - FM1 Optional FM board
worth £44

FREE- HF3 VNB 12/17/30MHz
vertical aerial worth £69

PHONE FOR OUR PRICE

-V\ARARAN\
FT -50R RRP £319

FREE - CSC69 carry case
worth £15

PHONE FOR
OUR PRICE

VVVVVVVV\
KENWOOD
TS -570D RRP £1499.95

FREE - HF3 VNB 12/17/30MHz
vertical aerial worth £69

PHONE FOR OUR PRICE

ICOM
1C -706M kll RRP £1200

FREE - HF3 VNB 12/17/30MHz
vertical aerial worth £69

PHONE FOR OUR PRICE

'\1\1\1\1\AAAA
YAESU VX1R

Coming soon with a special
offer - phone for details

\A/VVVV\AA
YAESU

FT -5200 Dual band mobile

FREE- DVS3 digital message unit
worth £149

SPECIAL PRICE ONLY
TWO LEFT AT £459

V\AAAARRA
FRG -100 RRP £489

FREE - SMC Multi Data unit for
decoding Fax/AMTOR/Slow
scan/RTTY worth £19.95

PHONE FOR OUR PRICE

LIMITED OFFERS - SUBJECT TO

AVAILABILITY WHILE STOCKS LAST

LARGE STOCK OF ANTENNAS & ACCESSORIES

*SIVIC1017,03Z /



SONY

High quality portable world band radios
ICF-SW100E RRP £199.99
ICF-SW55 RRP £299.99
ICF-SW77 RRP £399.99
ICFOSW7600G RRP £179.99

V\AARAW
SISKIN

'Just starting with Data Comms?'
Call Phil Bridges 01 703 254247

our resident data comms expert

PacComm
Tiny2 1200 baud TNC £139
Pico 1200 baud portable TNC £119

Kantronics
KPC3 1200 baud TNC £149
KPC9512 1200+9600 dual port TNC £275
Kam+ Multimode data modern £395

AEA
PK12 1200 baud TNC £99
PK96 9600 baud TNC £219
D5P232 Multimode data modem £479

We keep leads in stock for most radios  TNCs

\ARARAAAA
SISKIN MULTICAT still only £69

PHONE: AILSA or PHIL
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

01703 251549

NARARRAN
PHONE: RODNEY or BILL

REG WARD & CO
1 WESTERN PARADE, AXMINSTER

DEVON EX13 5NY
TEL: 01297 34918

We have supplied radio

equipment to
over 40 countries world wide in

some of the most hostile
environments on earth.

The BBC, RACAL, GEC, BT,
MARCONI and many others.

SAVE THE CHILDREN, OXFAM,
CARE and other emergency

services

SIR RANULPH FEINNES
North and South Pole walks

SIR WALTER SCOTT
Retracing the journey in the

Antarctic

SIR CHRIS BONINGTON
Recent climb of Sepu Kangri

CAMEL TROPHY EXPEDITIONS
Radio, satellite and electronic mail

services for the past six years

OPERATION RALEIGH
Safety and emergency

communications

BRITISH ARMY
Secure systems for Bosnia

BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURVEY
Radio communications

U.S. MARINES, SAS, SBS
and Police services world wide

TRANCEI

RECEIVERS

DATA

I

mpommiki

FINANCE

AVAILABLE
Special monthly payment

facilities available.
Written quotations available

on request

WORLD
BAND

RADIOS

ANTENNAS

ACCESSORIES

ROTATORS

MASTS

usED NT
EauiPmE

pMR

FAX: 01703 263507 E-mail: amateur@smc-comms.com



More

than

18,000 top

quality

products

bound

for the

enthusiast
£3.45

000
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m
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MAPUN PROFESSIONAL

THE COMPLETE

CATALOGUE FOR

ELECTRONICS

September '97-
February'98
111211 ear Web sae

BRITAIN'S BEST-SELLING
ELECTRONICS CATALOGUE

IMPS
MAPLIN PROFESSIONAL

Available from 1st September 1997

The 'must have' tool for DIY enthusiasts,
hobbyists and students, amateurs and
professionals in the world of electronics.

Over 25 years experience
42 stores nationwide

- Same day despatch
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Rob Mannion's viewpoint on the World of Amateur Radio a
Personally, I'm always sorry
when a good specialised
Amateur Radio publication

closes down. However, having
heard that the RSGB's excellent
little 'DIY Radio' subscription only
magazine has ceased publication...I
was very disappointed indeed.

The RSGB have their reasons of
course - and they've told
subscribers what they are
(economics, not enough people
subscribing) - but in reality 1 think
the RSGB has made a long term
mistake. With continued promotion
and 'mentions' I feel sure that DIY
Radio would have succeeded. And
in fact nny own Publishers had made
an offer to assist.

Although I have no 'axe to
grind" with the RSGB (I am a
member!) unlike Radio
Communications magazine where
this magazine is very rarely
mentioned or acknowledged
editorially (It's an extension of the
RSGB's 'Not Invented Here'
syndrome I've mentioned before),
PW frequently mentions Radio
Communications, the Society's
efforts on our behalf, and their
publications.

So, we've 'done our bit' in PW
to assist our hobby by informing our
readers about RSGB books and
services - and we will continue to
do so with vigour to assist
everyone in the hobby. I also hope
that in the near future we'll get the
chance to announce and promote the
RSGB's newly -relaunched DIY
Radio...because for our hobby to
survive. it needs magazines of such
calibre for the beginner. relatively
inexperienced and Novice alike.

Club Spotlight Magazine
Competition
As you'll see in 'Club Spotlight'
both ZO Crabb and I (and the
other judges) are delighted at the
response to the second 'Club
Spotlight Club Magazine'
competition sponsored by Kenwood
and PW. This year has brought a
dramatic increase in entries - I)) in
1996 and 26 for 1997!

However. we've now come
across a problem because of the
entries and the type of 'club'
entering. I say this because this year
has attracted entries from 'National'
specialist clubs who have far
better resources than even the

largest local club. So. with that in
mind - and to be fair to everyone
concerned land not wishing to
discourage anyone from entering)
I'm planning a special interim
award this year and we're aiming to
introduce a second category for
1998.

The 1998 competition will
have a category for the 'National'
clubs who cater for specialist
interests and who in most cases
produce almost professional
magazines for their members. The
winner of this category will receive
a special award and 1 plan to
announce what this will be as soon
as we've decided what it will be!

In the meantime I plan to make
a 'one-off' special 'Editor's Prize'
this year to the winning 'National'
or 'Specialist' club scoring the
highest marks, once the judges have
finished their work. This award will
he made at the same time as the
main 'Club Spotlight' trophy is
awarded.

I hope that everyone will agree
with our decision that it's only fair
to introduce a second category. And
I also hope that my interim decision
will prove satisfactory to all
concerned. After all...both
categories efforts will be fully
recognised.

Mena Wig
For those of you who missed me at
the Woburn Rally this year on
Sunday 3rd August, I have to
apologise for my non appearance.
And (despite what some of you
were told) I wasn't ill - it was just
that as had been busy visiting the
Hoover Club (Merthyr Tydfil in
Wales) and was due to visit the
South Downs ARS in Eastbourne
on the Monday...I couldn't manage
to be everywhere!

met many 'Woburn Regulars'
among the 400 or people attending
Bert Newman G2FIX's funeral on
Monday 4th August (see Obituary
in 'News 1997'1 and they asked
after my health! So. your friendly
enquiries were appreciated, and I'm
sorry I couldn't make it this year. I
look forward to seeing some of you
at Leicester instead!

Male 6011 Feud/
If you read my appeal for help to re-
establish contact with a Welsh
reader (in connection with the

'Locking The Robin To Droitwich-
article) in the August issue: rest
assured I've found him. He hadn't
really disappeared but was busy
with urgent house renovations!

Ron Harris GWSDUP has had
other things on his mind lately (he
says "house renovations must be the
euphemism of the year" in his
case!). But now things are sorted
out and the builders have almost
finished, his article will soon be
ready.

In the forthcoming article (we'll
publish it as soon as possible). Ron
will explain how he overcame the
problems with the 'Robin' and
discuss his own modifications and
up -rating on this otherwise excellent
project.

One Wren' Challenge
The response to my 'One Valved
Challenge' in the August 'Keylines'
took me by surprise. And even
though I realised that many of us are
still very keen on -home-brewing'
of course..,the level of interest for
simple valved receivers did surprise
me!

I have received many enquiries
on 'The Rules' (see Graeme
Wormald G3GGL's letter in
Receiving You') and basically
there's only one rule: And that's
there's no rules! However, to keep
in the spirit of the thing, I'd be
pleased if anyone having a go builds
the unit themselves, and that it only
uses a single valve unit (whether
or not that valve is a double triode
or a double diode triode or triode
pentode doesn't really matter in
this context),

Just build, enjoy
yourselves and let other
readers know how you
get on! In the
meantime. l'm
looking for the
special base

for the r.f,
pentode -double

triode valve
I've got (I joke
of course!). But
whatever you do
with the one valve base equipped
receiver - share your success with
others. Whether you use the EF91,
the marvellous EF5O (what a lot of
'bottle' that is!) 1.8, 3.5, 7, 10 or
4MHz is doesn't matter. Just try

your hand!

We've even got one reader who
is experimenting with a single
valved reflexed design). Now that
does bring back memories!

The C3XFD lop Three
My recently introduced 'G3XFD
Top Three' choice for reviewed h.f.
equipment is proving very popular
with readers. And I really believe
that readers now believe I mean
what I say! (At least I have achieved
something at last!).

So, in my attempts to bring you
the best practical tried and honestly
tested review, the successful new
policy will continue with
equipment 1 review. We know that
readers appreciate the new policy
because of the much increased
requests for back numbers of PW
carrying reviews mentioning any of
the 'Top Three'. But please he
patient as Michael and Shelagh in
the Book Department are very busy
preparing your requested
photocopies and getting back issues
off to you as quickly as possible?

Celebritiag 6$ Years
This issue of PW sees the magazine
celebrating 65 years of service to
the 'wireless' enthusiast and the
Radio Amateur. September 1932
saw the first magazine on the
bookshelves and I plan that we'll be
very much with you as the new
century and much vaunted new
Millenium approaches.

Whatever happens in
the future, it's been a
great privilege to share
the magazine I love so
much with you all. So I

thank everyone on the PW
team for their support and you

the reader for making it all
possible. After all,..readers

are part of the
magazine

aren't they?
Here's to the
future!

gag entai#'
IrxID
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The Star Letter
will receive a voucher

Worth £1Q to spend on

items from our Book

or other services.

offered by practical

Wireless. All other

letters will receive a

£5 voucher.
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\.,
PW s Postba . If our letter is iuhlished you'll win a t rite.

This Month's Star Letter

One Valve Challenge

Dear Sir
I read your 'Key lines' in the August issue and the 'One Valve Challenge' caught
my eye. A few days later my copy of the G-QRP Club's newsletter Sprat landed on
the doormat and the enclosed valved transmitter -receiver feature reminded me of it.
I think the author Peter DJOGD has also got the message with valves!

The first question is: would a twin triode count as one valve for your
Challenge? The second is: please send me a copy of your EF91 circuit and ideas.

Last November's Radio Coatnuinh.ations carried an interesting feature. It was
by Bob King G3ASE about his activities as a 'Voluntary Interceptor' in 1940
using an Eddystone `All World Two Receiver' and a picture of its mains version,
the 'Short Wave Two'. as described in the Eddystone Short Wave Manual No. 4 of
1939. This fired my interest and earlier this year ! built an SW2 with p.s.u. (also
described in the manual). It worked like a dream and I entered it into the
Concourse D'elegance at the Shifnal Radiophile Exposition in April. It won the
class for Best Performance! It's quite happy on the speaker and will read c.w, down
to an incredibly weak signal (about 1pV).

I haven't been a regular user of 7me/s (see, I even use the old terminology!)
since they took two thirds of it away from us in 1952 or thereabouts. But all my
first year of compulsory Morse was done on '40' using IOW input to a pair of
TT I is in push-pull and a dipole fed with flat twin plastic mains lead! 1 must admit
I've got more crystals for 7 than 3.5MHz (my usual band) in my junk box, so how
about it? A one valve RX, a one valve TX and a PW marathon! I'm game...
Graeme Wormald G3GGL
Worcestershire

Editor's comment:
Congratulations on the
'Wormald's Winner'
Graeme', Your success is
bound to encourage
others. (For further
information and
comments on the 'One
Valve Challenge' please
see the Editor's
'Key lines'). Wormald's Winner!

Dismayed Of Zambia

A Hobby For Life

Dear Sir
I was fascinated to read the
article 'Amateur Radio - A
Hobby For Life' by Steve
Appleyard G3PND. My
experiences are very
similar to those of G3PND.
I too went to school in
Grimsby and was an s.w.l.
member of the Grimsby
Amateur Radio Club. I
think I was probably three
to five years ahead of
G3PND in the education
system, and finished in the
sixth form in 1960. I don't
recall knowing Steve.

I too received my
licence in 1961, and
operated initially with an
R107 (followed by a
BC3481 and Panda Cub. I
too had a break of many
years from amateur radio.
being QRT from 1967 to
1985. When I became
QRV again in 1985, I
found many changes. both
operationally and
technologically.

Of Steve's friends that
were mentioned in the
article, I know Peter
Chadwick G3R2P
extremely well. after
leaving Gnmsby in 1960, 1
moved to North
Nottinghamshire, where
Peter and I were both
members of the North
Nottinghamshire

Dear Sir
I was dismayed to read another letter in the August issue regarding the December 1996 RAE and how difficult it
was. I too sat the exam.

Living in Zambia. my resources are very limited to say the least. 1 only had one source of information - How To
Pass The RAE (RSGB ) supplied by my friend G3ARU. I simply read it before the exam.

After sitting the exam. 1 then had to wait for three months for the results to be returned. I was successful. The
exam was neither difficult nor easy, it was simply an exam. Those who failed. did so because they gave the wrong
answers.

To pass. one just needs to know their subject and answer the questions correctly tat least the minimum
percentaue). Please can the valuable 'Receiving You' pages be used for more relevant comments?
Jeremy Thomas 9J2JT
Zambia

Letters Received
Via The Internet'

. ,.raters intended tot "Receiving
at nue via the Internet'.

And although alere's
114:117,0Werngeneral waft E -Mad. (nary

incorrespondents
are forgettiog a

You how

provide their postal address. i h
readers that although

we
:

publishiirresmaitare a all postal address
furless we are asked in do sot,wereptirre ii if the letter fs to he
considered. So, please

doort forget
to include your furl

postal address
and cansign along

with your E-Maii
hieroglyphres! Editor

Amateur Radio Club and
Peter's father GSON
(sadly now a silent key)
was very much an 'Elmer'
to me. I'm still in touch
with Peter from time -to -
time and we are both
members of The Chiltern
DX Club as is Dave
Mason G3RXP. another
of Steve's friends
mentioned in the article.

Amateur Radio
certainly helped shape my
career and was entirely
responsible for me taking
an Electronics Engineering
degree, making a career in
the electronics industry. I
fully agree with Steve's
closing paragraph that
Amateur Radio is unique,
providing both career
opportunities and
numerous leisure time
technical and operational
challenges. Also, of
course. it's a wonderful
way to meet people and
form long term friendships
on an international basis.

Thank you again for
such an intriguing article.
Alan Jubb G3PMR
Bedfordshire

Editor's comment: Steve
G3PND's article was
fascinating wasn't it Alan
and it certainly drew
much comment from
readers. Looking back at
the 1963 article of
G3PND's (Which
actually sparked off the
idea of the recent article)
I think the Editorial staff
of PW at the time either
did not know he was so
young or overlooked the
fact! Incidentally, the
G3PND 'Four Valve
Transmitter For 3.5 &
7MHz' (using an EF91,
EF80, 6L6 and 807)
became a popular design
and I've worked many
stations (recently) still
using them, particularly
in the so called 'Third
World' countries because
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Amateur Radio Expensive?

it can use many different
combinations of valves.
(If readers are interested,
I would be prepared to
republish the project).

My Experiences 
51 Years Ago
Dear Sir
I wonder if some would-be
amateur who seem to be
'crying into their beer'
about the difficulties they
face trying to get on the
air, may be interested in a
brief account of my
experience?

received my licence
in 1946 following my
demobilisation from the
RAF after five years as an
HF/DF Radio Operator.
The place where we lived
had no electricity and only
a short back yard in which
to erect an antenna (about
eight metres long).

I made a simple
Crystal Oscillator Power
Amplifier (C) -PA) battery
operated transmitter
(described in the June 1948
issue of Short 14/ave
Magazine) and together
with a simple I -V -I battery
receiver started my
Amateur Radio activities,

I well remember my
first 'CQ. - with the gear
still under construction.
and laid out on the kitchen
table. I didn't expect any
reply, so didn't have
anything with which to
write details of any call.
sent out my c.w. CQ at
1900 hours on the 12
November 1946. and was
almost scared when
G3ACC came back with a
579 report. Many old
timers will remember with
affection Margaret Mills
G3ACC (now a Silent
Key) and I still have her
QSL card.

I remember too, the
thrill of my first QSO with
G3SZ on February 22
1947 using my battery
transmitter. Arthur was in
charge of the HF/DF
Station at Watton to which

was sent in 1941 and it
was he who whetted my
appetite tbr Amateur
Radio. We have recently
established contact again
through our membership of
the World Association of
Christian Radio
Amateurs And Listeners
(WACRAL).

So. I say to those who
are hesitant because of lack
of money to buy the
sophisticated 'black
boxes', etc., or who have
other problems to 'have a
go'? Simple and
inexpensive equipment
will still get you going and
you will find fellow
amateurs are almost
always willing to advise
and lend a hand. And
wish you good luck.
Cyril W. Finch G3AHO
Bedfordshire

USA Licence
Classes

Dear Sir
I really enjoy my
subscription to Practical
Wireless, It's interesting to
get the point of view from
across the ocean. However.
in your August issue
('Ham Radio Ticket - USA
Style') in the side panel on
page 45. a slight error was
made about licence classes
in the US.

We actually have six
licence classes, Novice
(5w.p.m.), Technician (no-
code/no h.f. privileges).
Technician + (5vv.p.m.),
General (13w.p.m.),
Advanced (13w.p.m.) and
Extra Class (20w,p.rn.). In
addition to the extra
privileges n the hands that
are earned by upgrades,
only Extra Class operators
can have 1x2 and 2x1
callsign formats and only
Extra Class callsigns can
begin with the letter A.

Advanced Class
operators can have 2x2
format callsigns (beginning
with K, N or W ). Of
course, you may keep your
old callsign when you
upgrade. that is your
choice.

PW is a fine quality
magazine and l look
forward to getting it.
Thanks for a job well
done!
Bruce A. Taylor AEOT
Missouri
USA

Editor's comment:
Sorry...OUR mistake
Bruce (trying to be extra
helpful). Thanks for the
comments and for
writing and the PW team
are always delighted to
hear from our
International friends!

Dear Sir
Some people say that amateur radio is an expensive hobby. The letter from G4YVM
['Receiving You', August issue, page 9) suggested buying "the more basic radios" in
order to reduce the cost of the hobby. I agree with Ci4YVM's suggestions, but 1 also have
an alternative solution, I buy second-hand whenever possible tpre-QSOd equipment,
perhaps?).

I ;also upgrade as rarely as possible, like 04YVM, I am happy to use equipment that
is not state -of -the -an so long as it meets my needs. My current hi'. station is an elderly
Yaesu FT -7570X (bought new and it will be replaced only when it becomes
unrepairable) coupled to a second-hand FT.-757AT a.t.u.

The station consists of Yaesu FTX90 radios. all bought second-hand and
all in good working order. Personally, I like buying second-hand because I get the
equipment which I want...at reasonable prices.

I have been involved in Amateur Radio long enough to remember the time when
radios such as those 1 now own were state-of-the-art and were very popuhu- with
amateurs at that time. 1 am happy to own and use them even though their day. at the
forefront of Amateur Radio design, has now passed.
Ian Brothwell G4EAN
Nottingham

Ken Evan's
Mystery Object
Dear Sir
In the August issue 'News'
section, Ken Evans asks
for information on the
RadioVet type 211 'radio'
given to him, Rather than a
direct contact with Ken,
the answer may he of
interest to other readers as
this and similar
instruments may
occasionally be spotted at
radio rallies.

Firstly. the unit is not a
radio, but a combination
test instrument introduced
in the mid 1950s by
Airmcc as the answer to
every technician's prayer
for a compact instrument
to replace the mass of
often ex -Second World
War test equipment on
their workbench.

The RadioVet 211
contains a c.w.. a.m. and
f.m. signal generator
covering 0-15 and 85-
100MHz (Mcis of course
in those days). crystal
calibrator, wobbulator,
oscilloscope, audio
oscillator and a.c./d.c.
voltmeter. Unfortunately,
its price (around £70 I
believe) represented
several weeks' wages in
those days and put it
beyond the pocket of most
Radio Amateurs. A similar
model. the TeleVet 877
was for TV maintenance
and additionally contained
a 405 line pattern generator
and an extra high tension
(EHT) voltmeter.

The instruments use
mains driven valve
circuitry, but as far as I
remember, the valve types

are still available while the
2.5in cathode ray tube
(CRT) was possibly a
VCR139 or similar which
may still he found in the
junkbox. Some of the old
capacitors and/or resistors
may need changing - as in
a lot of old valve
equipment - but it's still a
useful instrument if
repaired. Beware though,
of the 1000V or so EHT
supply!
N. L. Smith
Staffs

Editor's reply: Thanks
Mr Smith. the 'Radio Vet'
sounds as if it could still
be a boon on the test
bench. A fascinating
story and I wonder just
how many other unusual
items of test equipment
there are limiting about
at rallies and 'junk
sales'? (Someone even
advertised a Dental X-
ray machine yin `Bargain.
Basement' recently!).

It's A Small
World!
Dear Sir
We all realise that with the
event of radio the world
has become a much
smaller place, this is of
course due to the modern
methods of transport and to
the great advantages in
radio techniques. but now I
am digressing from the
purpose of this letter.

I'm reading the
current issue of PW
(Aunt) and in 'Receiving
You', there appears a letter
from Frank Meredith
VE6CB (ex GW3NAM).
When I read this I thought

'that callsign rings a hell'.
I dug out my early logbook
and on the first page. two
days after receiving my
licence, there was the
entry:- 19.08.60 (0
2105hrs on Top Band
(1.880 Mc/s 59 both
ways). Frank, in those
days. lived in Bany in
South Wales, and we had
many QSOs after that.
until he emigrated to
Canada.

have. on the strength
of your article, written to
Frank in Calgary hoping
that he might remember
those early days prior to
the import of the little
black boxes when a trip to
Lisle Street was a necessity
if you wanted a bit of
government surplus radio
equipment (at a sensible
price, Hi)

Thank you once again
Practical Wireless. it's a
pity the price is not as
good as it was in 1960,
remember'?

John Taylor G3OHV
E. Sussex

Editor's reply: Well, they
say all good things
increase in value as the
years go by John! The
PW team are pleased
you've found your old
friend but I warn
you...take care if you
venture down Lisle Street
nowadays. The radio
shops have been replaced
by a rather different type
of establishment!

Send your letters to
the PW Offices,
marking it dearly for
`Receiving You'

,Inetrerrre.!

1 I
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Com lied by Donna Vincent G7TZB

Silent Sells 

Bert Newman

'Silent Bells' rather than
'Silent Key' seems far more
appropriate a fashion to
acknowledge the passing of
internationally well-known
Radio Amateur and Bellringer
Bert Newman G2FIX who
died on 24th July aged 79, Bert
was a Campanologist
(Bellringer) and Radio
Amateur 'extraordinaire'.

To say Bert Newman
G2FIX had many friends was
an understatement. He was greatly respected by everyone us kettle]
it be in Amateur Radio itself, the Salisbury Club, Bellringing,
helping and supporting the RAIBC, Talking Books for the Blind.
Animal Sanctuaries, Scouting or Ballroom Dancing (he was a
Gold Award winning dancer). And when acting as 'controller' of
the Royal Airforce Amateur Radio Society Net on '80' metres his
soft Wiltshire accent and gentle manner endeared him to many
more.

Born and brought up in beautiful south Wiltshire, and
following his service as an RAF radio specialist in the Second
World War, Bert ran his own Radio & TV (TV came later of
course!) repair business. Needless to say his customers also
became friends!'

1 had known Bert for approaching 45 years and the last time I
saw him (and my last chance to jokingly polish his bald plate - a
joke we both enjoyed) was at the Longleat rally. Bert came to the
PW stand in June to chat and to say he was looking forward to the
Flight Refuelling (Wimborne) rally. Sadly it wasn't to be.

A measure of the respect for Bert G2FIX was clearly
demonstrated on the day of his funeral. The very large, beautiful
'Italianate' style (appropriately enough with a silent bell tower
awaiting restoration) Wilton Parish Church was packed for the
service on Monday 4th of August. I stopped counting at 350
mourners in the church but reliable sources later told me the
figure was over 450. Such a man was Bert Newman G2FIX, and
although unmarried he had an extended 'family' of friends. We'll
cherish his memory and the photographs of the ever -smiling lace
and the legacy he's left us....whether it be on the bands or '01,111,..
bells'.

Our sincere wishes go to Bert's sister Hilda, her family and o1
course Bert's nieces and nephews.

Rob Mannion G3XFD

Open 411 "ours!

Jaycee Electronics of 20
Woodside Way, Glenrothes,
Fife, Tel: (01592) 756962 are
now open seven days a week!
Their revised opening hours are
Monday to Friday from 9am to
5pm. Saturdays 9am to 4pm and
Sundays I 2pm to 4pm. Jaycee
can supply a variety of new and
second-hand equipment and are
approved Kenwood, Yaesu and
Icom dealers.

Dial hydso

If you have a telephone with an
alpha numeric keypad (letters
under the numbers) you can now
call Haydon Communications
simply by dialling 07000
HAYDON (the letters
correspond to the numbers
429366). It's that simple!

So, go on call Mike Haydon
and his team today! You never
know you might discover that
bargain you've been looking for.

Microset Cotelope

Waters & Stanton
Electronics can
supply. free of
charge. the new
product catalogue
from the Italian
Manufacturer
Microset

Electronics. This A5 size
catalogue contains the full
Microset range of power supplies
and linear amplifiers. To get your
copy call (01702) 206835 or
write to 22 Main Road,
Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS.

New look tits

Maplin Electronics has recently
re -designed the packaging for

their range of
electronic project
kits and modules.
The new design is
intended to reflect
the quality and
diversity of the
projects and make
them more 'eye-catching' and
easier to spot on the Maplin
shelves.

Rob Ball, Maplin's product
group Manager, commented that
the packaging had been made
more colourful and informative
in a bid to explain that the
project range can open up a
whole new world for the
electronics enthusiast. The
current best sellers in the Maplin
projects range are those
associated with home
automation. computing and
communications.

So, next time you're visiting
one of the 40 Maplin stores
throughout the country keep an
eye out for those re -designed
project packages!

Reciprocal Licences

The Radiocommunications
Agency (RA) have informed the
'Newsdesk' that reciprocal
licensing arrangements have
been made with the following:
Japanese Class

Japanese Class 2

Namibian General
USA Technician Class

UK Class A
UK Class A
ES Class A
UK Class 11

The UK will issue reciprocal Licences for
up to 6 months where the applicant cannot
supply a contact address or a full UK
licence' and callsign where perinancnt
residence in the UK is estahlished or
where the applicant is a frequent visitor to
the UK. The same conditions will apply of
orpur5t7 to visitors on holiday to these
countries.

For mere information please contact
the RA on 01 71-2 15 2171 or via their new
E-mail address:
ASIA CH@ ru.ginet.gimuk

Roll Comes

Here are some more RAE course
details. If you wish to enrol on any of
the following you Mauer be quick!

An RAE course will be held at Stroud
Adult Education Centre on Tumdat
evenings. The course. run by Ray Petri
000AT, s ill commence late
September and no previous knowledge

of the RAE is required. More details
can be obtained from Medway ARC
on1010341 845359 or Ray Petri on
1014741 811602.

The and District ARC are
waning on RAE assure [III Monday
evenings from 7 - Spin hog fining in Late
September. They will also be miming a
Morse course on Tuesday cyan i ngs
during the same times. I1.nli courses
will be held ul Balweatie High Schrml
in Kirkcaldy. Gummi Ken Horne

GM3YBQ on 0115921 265/119

[evenings[ sir Evelyn Ifantilton inn
101592) 640335.

Enrolment is taking place now for
candidates interested in the RAE
course which is running at Avondale
School, Stockport, Chothire 1/11
Thesdays at 7pm. More inforrnat ion LS
available ram: the course nail, Erie
Chantler GOORD on 0161.427 1027
or the class administrator on 0161477
2302.

The North Cheshire Radio Club are
running hot h RAE and NRAE courses
.ton tag lute September on Sunciar
cscnings. The courses will take place
al the Morley Club, Morley Green.

Cheshire and candidates
can join the coune until the end of
Nosember. Further din ni Ls can be
obtained from Gordon Adams
G31,EQ on (015651 651652 or FAX:
1015651614560.

Warrington Collegiate In .re'

running an RAE conise starting late
September on Thursday evenings at
North Campus. Winwiek Rood,
Warrington, Cheshire. Candidates
can join the course until the end of
November. Further details can he
obtained from Gordon Adams
G3LEQ an 1015651 652652 or FAX:
10156516345611.

PLEASE SENESOLIIINDYS TO DONNA VIIICE .-

571211ATTI4E0TOPkt,.ACOFTSS
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Round The World of
Wireless
As this issue marks the 65th Anniversary of the
first issue of Practical Wireless (published on
24th September 1932) we are taking a nostalgic
step back -in -time with a selection of news and
extracts (reproduced as they first appeared) from
those very first issues. The team hope you enjoy
reading them and that it helps to show just how
much our hobby has progressed in its 65 years.

Introducing Ourselves
PRACTICAL WIRELESS makes its debut in the
confident belief that it will receive a hearty
welcome from the large and ever-growing circle
of wireless enthusiasts, more particularly those
interested in home construction and the
experimental side of wireless. Although in the
brief space of a very few years the knowledge of
this fascinating new world of the ether has grown
to large proportions, we are still little more than
on the threshold of the intriguing possibilities the
future holds forth. Rapid as the advances have
been, the near future will bring forth new
discoveries, new ideas and new techniques just as
certain as day follows night and every wireless
enthusiast, if he is to derive full pleasure and
interest from his hobby will require as an absolute
necessity that his knowledge be kept right up to
date. 24th September 1932

A Real Portable
This portable radio set
is an important part of
the back pack of this
member of the United
States Forest Service. It
is used in quick
reporting and
communication during
fire emergencies in
national forests. The
two types of portable
sets weigh 10 and 35
pounds and have
average radii of 10 and
50 miles respectively.

8th October 1932

Checking Radio Piracy
in Canada
THE Canadian authorities are taking stern
measures to deal with radio pirates. No dealer is
permitted to effect the sale of a wireless receiver
to any customer unless the latter can prove his
possession of a licence for the current year. The
penalty for using a radio set without authority is a
fine of fifty dollars or, at the discretion of the
judge. three months imprisonment.

5th November 1932

Ladies Only!
CONTARY to the principle adopted by other
Continental countries, with the exception of one
male official at Milan. the Italian broadcasting

1997

Sky Police Control The Waves
THERE is an official laboratory in Berlin on the roof of the
Reichspost-Zentralamt at Tempelhof, where officials carefully
watch to ensure that radio transmitters all over the world
transmit on the wavelength as stipulated for them at
international conferences. 26th November 1932

Int
UL

studios only employ women announcers. With the
opening of Bari, they now number a round dozen.

24th September 1932

Radio Luxembourg
THE official opening of the Radio Luxembourg
station has been delayed. owing to complaints
received by the authorities from official
aerodromes in respect to the interference caused to
the services by adoption of a 1,200 metre
wavelength. In the meantime the station is testing
on 1,275 metres daily between 12.30 and 1.30pm.
26th November 1932

A Short -Wave
ALL short-wave enthusiasts will be interested in a
Short Wave Manual which has just been published
by Messrs. Strattton and Co.. makers of
Eddystone short-wave components. This manual
which is priced at Is 6d, gives full and illustrated
constructional details of a range of S -W wireless
receivers, adaptors and wavemeters. Each
description is accompanied by a clear wiring plan
draw to scale, and the exact cost of the various
instruments is stated in all cases. In addition to the
constructional articles there are others on
"Logging Short -Wave Stations-. "Trouble
Locating", "The Short -Wave Variable Condenser".
etc. On the last three pages are given the circuits
of two S. -W transmitters and a list of short-wave
stations accompanied by details of their working
schedules. Altogether a refreshingly interesting
publication. if you want a copy of this manual the
address of Messrs. Stratton and Co. is Eddystone
Works, Bromsgrove Street, Brimingham.

15th October 1932

A Note For DX Fans
BROADCASTS from WKAQ, San Juan. the new
I KW transmitter operated by the Radio
Corporation of Porto Rico have been heard on
several occasions during the past fortnight. The
station works on the 241.8 metres (1.240
kilocycles). and its concerts are tuned in between
midnight and 2am GMT. The station is already on
the air at 6pm GMT.

31st December 1932

Break -Through
IF you are troubled by nearby medium wave
stations breaking through when receiving
Daventry and Radio Paris, you should insert an
Aniti-Break-through Choke in series with the

4.

Ilk
0106.

rele,,or

aerial lead. It must be remembered that the choke
must be short-circuited when medium -wave
reception is required: a simple push-pull switch
can be employed for this purpose. Incidentally, a
suitable choke is made by Messrs. Lissen and
costs only 4s. 19th November 1932

A New Idea In
Radiogram Cabinets

A cleverly designed Radio -Gram cabinet is shown
above, in the open and closed positions. The
cabinet is of ordinary small table type, and the the
top portion houses a turntable and pick-up. This
lets down after the manner of a flap, permitting
the gramophone to be used. The receiver is mains
operated and fitted with a Magnavox moving coil
loud -speaker.

24th September 1932

What is said to
be one of the
largest wireless
frame aerials in
Europe is
situated on the
roof of the
Bush House.
Aldwych. W.C.
It was erected
by the United
States Shipping
Board to
conduct the
business
between
London and the United States. It is 8ft by 6ft
and is wound with fourty-eight turns of aerial
wire. Mounted on ball bearings. it can he made
directional from the interior of Bush House by
a wheel similar to the steering -wheel of a
motor -car. Messages can be received from
places 8.000 miles distant.

22nd October 1932

,446
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Having trouble getting hold
of your copy of PW?

Can't wait to read the hot
news and reviews first?
Then why not take out

a subscription?
If you subscribe this month
you'll get 14 issues for the

price of 12.
Subscribing is easy, all you have to do is use the
Order Form on page 74 of this issue or call the
Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930. Then

you Call sit back knowing that vourftwourite radio
magazine will drop through your letterbox evely

month as regular as clockwork!

Subscription Rates (1 year):
L K f25
Europe (1st Class) £30
Rest of World (Ai rsaver) £32
Rest of World (Airmail) f37

So, what are you waiting for?
- Isn't it time you subscribed?

RAMO
Compiled b Zoe Gmbh

September 13: The
Hastings Computer Fair
will be held at the White
Rock Theatre (opposite
the pier). The event is
open from 1000 to 1600.
Admission is f2 for adults,
£1 OAPs and under 16s.
Steve Bealch on (01342)
842966.

September 13: The
Reddish Rally is to he held
at St Mary's Parish Hall,
Reddish Road, Stockport,
Cheshire. Doors open at
1000, and there is parking -
Talk -in on 522. Further
details on 0161-477 6702.

September 14: The Bury
Radio Society's Annual
Rally will take place at the
Castle Armoury, Castle St,
Bury, Lancashire. This is
close to the M66/M62
motorway network and is
near to the town centre
Metrolink and bus
stations- Morse tests will
be held on the day. Doors
open at 1030 11000 for
disabled visitors).
Admission is fl at the
door. Talk -in on 522.0161-
761 5083.

September 14: The BARTG
will be holding their rally
at Sundown Park
Racecourse, Esher,
Surrey. BARTG '97 will
follow the proven and
popular format of previous
BARTG rallies, however,
there is one major
difference - this is
DataStream '97 - a series
of lectures covering
various aspects of data
cornms in amateur radio.
General enquiries from
Ian Brothwetl G4EAN, 56
Arndt Hilt Road, Arnold,
Nottingham NIG5 61_0._ Tel:
0115-925 2360

September 20: The
Worthing Computer Fair
will be held at the
Assembly Hall, Stoke
Abbott Road, in the centre
of Worthing. All manner of
computer bargains for
sate by a wide range of
exhibitors_ Doors open
1000 to 1600. Admission is
£2 for adults, £1 for OAPs
and under 165. Steve
Bealch on 101342)842966.

`September 21: This year's
Scottish Amateur Radio
Convention !SARGON)
takes place at the Royal
Highland Exhibition Hail,
Ingfiston, Edinburgh. The
rally is full supported by
the RSGB, and there will
be a large Bring & Buy,
large trade presence, Full
lecure programme, Morse
test on demands and lots
more. Admission is f3 for
adults, £2 for disabled
visitors and OAPs and

`Prorate a!

children under 14 go free.
Doors open 1030 to 1700.
Tom Menzies GM1GEO on
6131-445 3926 or FAX on
0131.229 3111

September 21: The
Peterborough Radio &
Electronics Society East of
England Rally will be held
at the Peterborough
Shawground; easy access
from Al, A605, A47. There
will be trade stands, radio
car boot plus other local
attractions, acres of free
parking, catering and bar,
etc. Doors open 1030(1000
for disabled visitors).
Admission £1.50. Talk -in
on 522 via G3DOW. Far
booking details contact
Ted GOREM on 10170
766471, ciTHR,
tmelnyczuk@compuserve.
corn or for rally enquiries
contact Vince GANG.2 on
(01733)331211. C1THR.
G8NG2@compusene.com

September 21: The Central
Lancaster Radio Rally will
be held at the Central
Lancaster High School,
Crag Road, Lancaster. The
show will be sign posted
from J34 MO motoroway
(five minutes). Doors open
1030 and admission is £1.
There will be three halls a
Bring & Buy,
refreshments, plus ail the
usual traders. Sue Griffin
an 1015241 64229.

September 21. The
Kidderminster Radio &
Electronics Fair is to be
held at the Kidderminster
College, Hoo Road,
Kidderminster,
Worcestershire. Coors
open at 1000 until 1500 and
admission is f1.50. Them
will be the usual traders
along with a Bring & Buy,
Flea Market, food and
drinks and talk -in on 522.
John GMIAGK on 1015271
545823 or mobile on 1011601
147954 or alternatively
contact Teny G4ALT on
(015621 69652 or mobile on
(08601 902165.

September 27:The
Crawley Computer Fair,
this time M Crawley
Leisure Centre, Haslett
Avenue, Crawley, West
Sussex. There will be a
large range of new and
used computer equipment
on offer at bargain prices.
Doors open 1000 to 1600.
Admission is f2 for adults,
El for DAPS and under
16s. Steve Bealch on
1013421 892966.

September 28: The
Eastbourne Computer Fair
is to he held at the
Cavendish School Sports
Centre, Eldon Flood. Doors
open 1000 to 1400.

Wireie.c.c & SWM in

If you wish to have your

Rally featured in Radio

Diary, all you have to do is

to pot together as much

information about the Rally

as possible, ie. date,

location, time. who to

contact, etc., and send it to

Zoe Crabh at the PW

Editorial Office.

Admission is f2 for adults,
£1 for OAPs and under
16s. Steve Bealch on
10/3921 892966

September 28: The Harlow
and District Amateur
Radio Club Rally is to be
held at the Sports Centre,
Harlow, in Essex. Doors
open at 1030 (1000 for
disabled visitors). Talk -in
by GOUT on 522 and 5U22.
The large ground floor
main hall will feature a
selection of traders, both
old and new with products
ranging from complete
radio/computer systems
through software,
electronic components
and second-hand
equipment. There will also
be a special interest area
and a large club room,
Bring & Buy stall. Morse
tests on demand will be
available (two passport
photos required).
Refreshments will also be
available. All car parking
is free, plus there is
disabled parking near the
entrance. Len G71fFF on
(012791 832700 or the Rally
Manager Mike GTEINF on
M21511165092.

October 5: The Blackwood
& District Amateur Radio,
Computer & Electronics
Rally is to be held at the
Community College,
Oakdale, near Blackwood,
Gwent, South Wales.
Doors open at 1000. There
will be traders, a Bring &
Buy sale and a talk -in on
522. Norman GWOMAW
on 1014951227550.

"October 5: The 21st
Annual Lumley Rally will
be held at the Community
Centre, Great Lumley, Co.
Durham. Doors open at
1100. (1030 for disabled
visitors). There will be a
good mix of traders inc.
PW & SWM, Bring & Buy
and refreshments
available. Talk in on 522,
SU22. Paul Moss on 0191-
5121360 or E-mail:
pau(.moss14virgin.net or
cueck the website at
http://freespace.virgi n.n et
fpaulmoss1/

October 12: Computer -
cations 97 Computer/
Radio Rally is to be held at
Hillhear Camping,
Kingswear Road, Hillhead,
Brixham, Devon. There is
overnight camping, trade
stands, car boot sale,
Bring & Buy,
refreshments, unlimited
free parking, talk -in on S22
by G7FDC, Special Events
Station GB2CPU. Bill
G6ZRM on f01803) 522216.
E-mail:
1064452574@compuseme.
corn

attendance
If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could he worth 'phoning the contact number to

check all is well, before selling off,

The Editorial staff of PW cannot be held responsible for information on Rallies, as this

is supplied by the organisers and is published in good faith as a service to readers. If you

have any queries about a particular event please contact the organisers direct. Editor
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f)ifJfii:t?
This time Ian Poole $3YWR sets about answering the question

What Is 4 tenet Diode,

Zener diodes are widely used in
today's electronic equipment.
Without them, power supply
designs would be totally
different. requiring another

means of generating a stable reference
voltage. These diodes are now very cheap
and widely available. making them ideal for
use in a host of circuits.

Diode Characteristics

Zeiler or V °Rage reference diodes have a
characteristic like that shown in Fig. 1. ft can
be seen that they conduct like a normal diode
in the forward direction.

However, in the reverse direction diodes
do not conduct any current until a certain
voltage is reached. At this point the diode
'breaks down' and current is carried.

From the curve in Fig. I it can be seen
that virtually the same voltage is present
across the diode regardless of the amount of
current flowing, giving a known stable
voltage. It also means that when designing
the circuit a series resistor must be placed in
the circuit to limit the current as shown in
Fig. 2.

Although voltage reference diodes are
usually called Zener diodes. there are two
processes which can give the same effect.
The first is called 'Zener breakdown'. and
the second is 'impact ionisation'.

The Zener effect is the predominant one
above about 5.5V whereas impact ionisation
is the major effect below this value.The two

 !,I!ii.II
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Fig. 1: Characteristics of a Zener or 'reference'

diode.

effects operate in totally different ways.
Impact ionisation occurs when a high

electric field is present in a semiconductor.
This causes the electrons to he attracted
strongly towards the positive voltage, and in
view of the field strength their velocity
increases rapidly.

When a high energy electron collides
with the lattice of the semiconductor it can
cause an existing atom to generate an
electron hole pair. The electron and hole
then migrate in opposite directions because
of the field. and the electron may generate
further electron hole pairs as the result of
another collision.

If the field is sufficiently strong the
number of collisions means that a large
number of new hole electron pairs are
generated and what is called 'avalanche'
break down occurs. This happens only when
a specific field is exceeded. i.e. when a
certain reverse voltage is exceeded for that
diode, making it conduct in the reverse
direction for a given voltage. This is what is
required for a voltage reference diode.

The Zener effect operates in a different
way to impact ionisation. Normally electrons
are contained within atoms in the crystal
lattice. In this state they are in what is called
the 'valence band'.

If a large electric field is placed across
the semiconductor this may be sufficient to
pull the electrons out of the atom into what is
called the 'conduction hand'. When they are
free from the atom they are able to conduct
electricity, hence the name conduction band.

However. tor the electrons to pass from
the valence band into the conduction hand
there must be a certain force to pull them
free. It's found that once a certain level of
electric field is present a large number of
electrons are pulled free allowing current to
suddenly start to now once a certain reverse
voltage is reached.

Voltage Reference

Voltage reference diodes are widely used in
electronic circuits. Although seldom used in
the basic circuit as shown in Fig. 2, this
configuration is used as part of a larger
circuit to ensure the current to the diode
remains almost constant and the best stability
is maintained.

Temperature variations must also be

I W06723 I

Input
voltage

Current limiting
resistor

Stable output
voltage

Fig. 2: A basic circuit for use with a Zener or
reference diode.

borne in mind if a constant voltage is
required. Like many other components, and
particularly semiconductors the parameters
change with teinperature.

However. it's found that diodes with a
voltage of about 5.5V are most stable. The
reason for this is that the temperature
coefficients for the two breakdown methods
are opposite to one another. At a voltage of
around 5.5V. the coefficients tend to balance
one another out. giving the optimum
temperature stability.

When designing a circuit. sufficient
current needs to he allowed to flow through
the diode. For the standard 400mW types
currents of a few milliamps are best.

If too little current is allowed to flow, the
diode will not stabilise properly and an
incorrect voltage may result. This has been
the cause of many design engineers
scratching their heads because the wrong
voltage came out of otherwise correctly built
circuits!

its, To On

Zener diodes for more correctly reference
diodes) are cheap and very easy to use. They
come in a variety of sizes.

The most common types are capable of
dissipating 400mW. However. much larger
versions are available which can dissipate
powers of several watts.

Reference diodes are normally used for
more specialised applications, often in
protection circuits. However. for the average
home constructor a selection of the 400mW
versions can be a great advantage in the same
way that a good selection of resistors and
capacitors can be. PW

Next Time
I'll be looking at the varactor diode.
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Zoe says:

"keep the News and

those Club magazines

coming!"

Com lied b 2.oe Crabb

Rob and myself would like to say a BIG thank you to those local clubs, and some national clubs, who sent in their
entries for the Club Spotlight Club Magazine Competition. We received a total of 26 in all, 16 more entries than last

year - what an improvement! The entries are currently being judged, so watch this space to see who the winner will be
this year!

GM Millennium

Run by members of the Tenby ARC and the Cleddeu
ARS, GB2MIL Millennium (Pembrokeshire 2000)
will be operating from 1 April 1997 and will run up to
the year 2001. Each operating member will hold the
callsign for 28 days and is limited to 100 contacts per
month up to the year 1999. when the limit will be lifted.

A special QSL card has been designed and there is
also a certificate available to help raise money to fund the
50MHz repeater GB3AE and the TCP/IP BBS GB7RQT,
Any money left over will be used to purchase equipment
to help with the Novice RAE.

The certificates cost £3, or 10 IRCs or $5 US Dollars
and is available from John Rees GWOJRF, Caerleon,
Picton Road, Tenby, Pembs SA70 7DP. You must
return the QSL card as proof as contact, which will then
be returned with the certificate. All cheques should he
payable to GB2M1L.

6132rno-
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Police Radio

The West Yorkshire Police
Amateur Radio Club was
formed in 1980/81 when
Mr M. Fox G8EWH, who
was then an officer with the
Post Office Radio
Investigation Service,
suggested to a Radio

Amateur friend G4IEJ, who
was also a serving Police
Officer in West Yorkshire,
that the callsign G8WYP
was due to be issued shortly
and suggested that it might
be a good idea for the West

Yorkshire Police to start a
radio club.

After some
consideration, the club was
eventually started and its
first Chairman was Brian
Midgley G4MNW, a
Superintendent in the Force.
The first shack was set-up in
the Training School at
Bishopgarth. Wakefield,
where it still is, but not in
the same room.

The room was changed
in the late 1980s, when the
force wanted a larger room
and shack, but to the club's
advantage an offer was
made that could not be
refused. This offer was to
completly re -wire and fit
cupboards, which would be
done at no expense to the
club.

The callsigns G3WYP
and G4WYP were later
added to the G8. However,
the club was then informed
that it was not allowed to
hold more than two
callsigns, so one of the club
members took on the
G4WYP, as he had just been
successful in his Morse test.

It is believed that the
club was the first official

Radio Club, which was part
of any Police Force in the
UK and members were very
active in participating in the
International Police
Association Radio Club
(1PARC), of which
there are 1600

members world-wide.
contest. Over the
years.

membership
has ebbed

and flowed.
but the club
has continued to
exist.

In 1994.

Ron Grove GU4XGG,
the President of the IPARC,

suggested that it might be a
good idea to have a UK
award similar to those
already in existence in other
countries throughout the
world. It was at this time
that the club in West
Yorkshire lost a dear friend,
Brian Midgley G4MNW.
who became a silent key
after a long illness.

Brian had retired from
the force after reaching the
rank of Chief
Superintendent. The club
members discussed the

possibility of sponsoring an
award in Brian's name and
after receiving permission
from his widow, the
proposal was put to GBIPA
RC, who accepted the offer.

The award would be
available to any Radio
Amateur who had made
contact with 10 IPARC
members or any short wave
listener who had heard 10
IPARC members after 1
January 1995. This award
has been very popular and
many applications were
received for it.

In 1996, it was agreed
that a further award would
be offered. But this time
applicants had to make
contact/hear IPARC
members from 10

countries.
The cost of each

of the awards is £2.50
or the equivalent
in IRCs. Any

surplus monies

received
for the

award are
donated to
GBIPA RC and
none is retained

by the West Yorkshire
Police or its Amateur Radio
Club. The only deductions
made are for the cost of
postage that the club bears
for the cost of the
certificates.

All the certifications
are individually numbered
and are designed by the

Force Graphic artist Bob
Foster. After the awards
first started, members
approached the Chief
Constable Keith Hellawell.
who had been a friend of
Brian's for many years, to
ask if he would be willing to
have his signature Ia
computer facsimile is used)
on the certificates instead of
GORZP's, the Awards
Manager. and he agreed to

this request.

As far a.s can be

ascertained, the award is the
only one currently available
that is sponsored by an
individual Police Force
Radio Club in the world.

Back on the 25th
February 1997, Chief
Constable Keith Hellawell
attended at Dewsbury. West
Yorkshire. Police Station
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where a number of the club
members and friends of
Brian's gathered together
to witness the

presentation of a Trophy
inscribed 'The B.
Midgley Memorial
Trophy' to the club by
Brian's widow
Kathleen.

The Trophy was
accepted by Mr Hellawell
on the club's behalf. The
Trophy, which wilt never be
presented to any individual
but will be kept at the club
shack, (certificates will only
be presented), is insured for
£3000!

A radio station was set-
up at the presentation and it

had been hoped to get the
[PARC Net on SOm

(3.5MHz) when Mr
Hellawell was hoping to
give greetings messages
under the club callsign, but,
unfortunately, conditions
were very poor and whilst
stations like ON4IPA and
G3PGA could be heard at
Dewsbury, they could not
hear the Dewsbury station.

However, all was not
lost. A Packet station had
been set-up and many

messages to 03WYP,
including one from Bill

Spriggs
G3PFE, who was in fact the
latest applicant for the
awards and his certificates
were on display for the
visitors to see. Best of all,
Mr Hellawell personally
signed one for Bill, which,
so far, is the only personally
signed certificate!

Bill explained in his
message that he had been a

serving officer in the
Lincolnshire Police and had
attended a driving course at
the West Riding
Constabulary driving school
at Wakefield in 1955. The
force has had many names
throughout the years, but
was originally the West
Riding Constabulary

(L to R) Chief Constable
PC Derek

Allan GORZP and Mrs
Kathleen Midgley.

Swindon's ACM

Swindon & District Amateur Radio Club's AGM held back in June acted as the
springboard for the new year's activities and a membership drive. As the new committee,
under the continued chairmanship of Ian G3YBY, begin the task of planning the coming
year's club activities, the membership paused to remember with fondness two of the
stalwarts of the Swindon Amateur fraternity who passed away during the year.

A past chairman and equipment constructor par excellence, Maurice G3LICZ, whose

last public act within amateur radio was to provide the club with an excellent talk just days
before he passed away last November. And Gray G4KBN who, despite serious long term
health difficulties, was so active on h.f. that he won the SDARC HF SSB Contest for
I 996.Gray was an incredible cheerful contributor to amateur radio on both packet and
'phone, until he also suddenly died at the beginning on June. The club mourn both members
passing, but cherish their contribution and memory.

Anyone wanting further details of the club or wishing to visit, please contact Den
MOACM on (01793) 822705.

Poldhu Amateur Radio Club

Iwo meetings during the summer at Poldhu Amateur Radio Club told the history of
marine radio from 'Spark To Satellite'. Three former Merchant Navy Radio Officers told of
their experiences at sea and the job they did on board ship.

George Banner G3AHX recalled going to sea as a Wireless Operator in the early
1930s using spark transmitters. He explained the animosity that existed between deck and
engine room and how he would have to plead with the engineers for power when time came
to transmit. In those days he could get messages from Hong Kong and back in two hours -
the hands were less crowded!

David Barlow G3PLE explained the importance of sending regular weather reports
and how they formed the basis of weather forecasting in the 1960s. The RIO was also the
ship's librarian and the projectionist. Radar was improving, although it was not helped
when deck hands tipped buckets of soapy water on the display unit and had to be repaired in
a matter of hours!

Paul Enrico jumped another 30 years and to the time the Radio Officer became an
electronics engineer. Telephones and v.h.f. came on board and satellites were used
extensively.

Television, FAX and E-mail have become prime methods of communications. From
the days of CQD through SOS on spark emitters, emergency calls have moved to the
automatic GMDSS system with Morse no longer required, although a Russian ship in
trouble recently reverted to the key when all else failed and was received by a Belgian
amateur who passed the message on and effectively helped.

Mike's A Supertram Man!

Mike Skinner M1AGR glides effortlessly about his business
in Sheffield. Why? because he's one of the rare (at the
moment) breed of new 'Supertram' drivers to be found in the
UK. Proud of his job Mike displays a photograph of his sleek
new German made 3 -car articulated vehicle on his QSL card.

A member of the very active Sheffield club, Mike
arranged to present a 'Supertram' driver's tie to PW's Editor Rob
Mannion G3XF'D when the Editor visited the club earlier in the year.
But they have yet to risk letting Rob drive one!

However, Mike will always pleased to have you as a passenger on
his Mtn if you ever visit the huge Meadowhall complex. All you have to do is to look out
for MlAGRITM (Tram Mobile!). And once you've ridden on a Supertram you'll never
want to travel on a dirty, noisy and rough -riding diesel bus again!

vt"Isoca---2

Club Reminders

The EcheWord Amateur Radio Society nicer on the 2nd and
4th Thursdays of each month at The Hall, St Marlin's Court,
Kingston Crescent, Ashford, Middlesex at 7.30 for an 8pm
start.

Up and coming events in 1997 are: September I I -

Wireless Before Radio by Steve Cook G8CYE, 25th RF
Building Blocks by Robin Hewes G3TDR. October 9 - Global
Positioning Systems by Lyn Dutton.

Further infounat ion about the Society is available from the
Secrc tap; Rohin Hewes, QTHR. 0111017841456513.

Members of the Hoddesdon Radio Club meet on alternate
Thursdays at 8pm at the Conservative Club, Rye Road,

Hoddesdon. Just a few up and coming events this year are:

September l 1 - Talk on First Aid by Tony Sargent, 136 -
Hoddesdon Carnival, callsigri GB2HCD. and the 25th - Slide
Show & Talk on IOTA by Neville Cheadle G3NUG.

Further information front Don G3.174,1 on 0181-292 3678.

The Liverpool & District Amateur Radio Society meet at
8.30pmicourse begins at 7.30pno every Tuesday evening.
Meetings arc held at the Churchill Club. Church Road,
Wavertree, Liverpool.

Just a few of the events happening this year are:

September 16 - Liverpool History. 23rd - Construction Contest.
30th - Surplus Sale. October 7 - pre -AGM.

More information about the club can be obtained front Ian
Mail G4WWX on 0151-7221178.

The Mid -Warwickshire Amateur Radio Society meet on the
2nd and 4th Tuesday in the month at 8pm at the Club HQ, 61
Emanate Road, Warwick. All members and visitors are
welcome.

On the 23 September there is a meeting on book reviews

by club members. Find out more from GIXDL on (01926)
498115.

Members of the Strathmore & District Radio Club meet every
Tuesday in the ATC Hut, Forfar, at 7.30pm. New Novice
classes will be available from the beginning of September.

Further information front Bill GMOVIT at QTHR. or
'phone on (01250)886324, FAX on 01250) 886314 or E-mail
bill.henderson@zetnet.conk
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NEVA I A

NEW 32 page
AUTUMN catalogue
now available

ALINCO
DX -70TH
HF Transceiver with 6 mtrs

 All HF Bonds 100W output

 50MHz 100W output
 General coverage RX
 Remotable front panel
 Receiver pm -amp
 Filters fitted as standard
 Superb TX audio and RX
 Good RX sensitivity
 Full break in on CW
 Speech compressor
 100 memory channels

 All modes: LISB,
LS13 CW, AM, FM

 All mode squelch
 CTCSS encoder
 Noise blanker
 Scan facilities
 Quick offset for

DX pile-ups
 IF shift control
 Antenna sockets

for HF and 6M

DX -70T
100W HF 10W 6mtr TX

Alinco's TOW on orntrs version of the DX -70
TH above. Narrow receive filters and CTCSS
fitted as standard.

,DR-M06TH
6mir FM Mobile

50-54MHz

With the new 6 metre
repeaters now up and
running, this is the ideal  Repeater shifts
radio for the Band. With an  100 memories
optimised receive front end, a CTCSS encoder
CTCSS and easy to use  Time -out -timer
controls you will be amazed  Output 20W
at the range achievable.

DR -6051 Dual B

Easy to use twin band
mobile TX that delivers  50W 2m) -35W VOcms]
both high power and  100 memories
performance with user  Full Duplex
Friendly features.  CTCSS encoder fitted

DR.610E Twin'a lid I bile

 136-174/420-470MHz FM
 Channel Scope  AM Airband RX
 Full duplex  120 memories
 CTCSS encoder  VHF 50W/UHF 35W max

DJ.05EY Dual Band Handheld
A brilliant twin band handheld
that does everything including
spectrum display of adjacent
channels. The RX has a superb
front end that does not suFer
with breakthrough like other
handhelds & has CTCSS/DTMF
built in as standard.

 Spectrum channel display
 Optional extended receive

including Airbond
108-173.995MHz
400-511.995MHz :-'
800-999.990MHz

 Full VHF/UHF Duplex
 Over air cloning  Cross ban repeo
 Up to 5W RF output  100 memories

DJ.1911 2 Metre Handheld
A new slim line 2 meter
handheld that's easy to use
and has an enormous
clear display.

 Up to 5W output
9.6V NiCad pockl

 40 memories channels
 Cloning copuble
 CTCSS encoder
 DTMF fitted
 Battery save facility
 Scan functions
 Time out timer

MICRO SIZED HANDHELDS

 340mW output option

 Scan function

DJ -S1 1 E
144MHZ VHF Hiheld .E99.95
DJ -541 C
TOrms UHF H/beld .... 0119.95

CIIDIT CARD SIZED
A wafer thin pair of
transceivers that slip into a
shirt or coat top pocket.
DJ -C1 features Airbond
receive coverage

 300mW RF output
 Extended receive coverage
 Supplied c/w earphone
 Repeater offsets

DJ -C1
140112 £189.95
DJ -C4
430MHZ £189.95

 Repeater shi

RUCHE*

Send SAE for colour leaflets
on full Alinco Range

R produds far the Amnieur, leaking for a NEW NF Radio?
Marine or Commercial user Chu call us fur expert advice!

HF-VHF SMARTUNE
Model 56231

Now a new low

profile metal

cased and rugged-

ised widelsond auto

ATU that covers HF plus SG 231

6 mfrs! Designed for use at the masthead as

the centre of a multilxind wire antenna - or in

mobile, marine or base station operations.

 1 - 60MHz  100W PEP

 Waterproof
 Covers 6 mtr Bond

 Mulkband with a single mobile whip

 Multibond any length of wire end or

centre fed [min 80 far 160m1rs}

SMAIMJNER°
Weatherproof Automath Tuners

Now three models of fully

automatic weather-proof

tuners that

use a

computer

system to

continuously

monitor all the

antenna parameters

and instantly select the correct

match.

Ala#le
remembers the

correct match for

the last 500 35
operating frequencies. 500W RF
 1.6MHz 30MHz £1195
 Tunes random wires from 8ft to 300k

 Multibond with a single wire

 Keeps the RF away from the shock

 Ideal for HF Mobile or Marine multiband

operation with a single 70 whip

I SEND AN SAE FOR FULL DETAILS
OF THE SGC MODELS

SG 230

150W RF

SG 500 Smart rawer Cube

500W Mobile HF linen om  lifie
 500W RF output

 12V operation
 1.6 - 30MHz
 Microprocessor

controlled

 Ideal far Axed - Mobile & Marine

Monitors your power needs and antenna

condition and automatically in less than 15

milliseconds - selects the right bandwidth Alter.

ICBM 756

PRICE f2 -r0:5 E 1 89 5

TAES11FTIOOOMP AC

PRICE POPE 2199 -

YAESIO FT -920

PRICE... £360f 1499 a p&p
FT -920 ACCISSORIel

FM -1 FM Unit £44.00
YE -116A AM filter £49.00
YE -116C CW filter £49.00

NEVADA was recently appointed UK Distributor for 561

OA/ (ASIT OUR WEggirf

Itt ireRtufr? http://www.nevada.co.uk
includes all the very latest secondhand listing

YAESU FT -1140

PRICE f 749
Optional FM fitted £39.95

1COM 706 Mk 11

PRICE Fl -t45 f 1 049
IC -706 ACCESSOP

Ft - 101 9MItz 1W Filter 250Hz

OPC - 581 Separation noble

M13-636rodmqurFiumel
OPC - 589 His adapter lead

AT - 180 Am 011J tins

£69.00
£29.00

£6.50
£16.50

£315

PRICE 1499 p&p.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Infrared remote control £49.95

Carrying/Jilt handle £7.95
Mobile mounting kit £14.95

E 114,aft. US Art
info@ nevada.co.uk
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IA LOW, LOW PRICES

1E1 HUGE STOCKS

yi FRIENDLY ADVICE

AT300
150W compact tuner

nun compact high quality antenna tuner that
provides adjustable impedance matching for all
types of antennas. The AT300 also measures
power and SWR using an illuminated frequency
compensated SWR/Power meter.
Using a 48 position switched toroth -al inductor with
silver plated double contacts it is possible to easily
adjust for the lowest SWR Ratio on the selectee
transmit or receive frequency. A built in dummy
load allows for off air tuning and testing.

.  AND PAY BY
3 POST-DATED CHEQUES

ON ANY ITEM OVER £100 IN VALUE

Simply divide the price into 3 equal payments. Write 3

cheques dated in consecutive months stoning with

today's date. Write poor telephone If, cheque card

& expiry dote on the hark of each cheque.

Pail them to OS. Waning year name 8 address & we

will (sublert to status), semi your goods immediately

the NEW name in Amateur Radio!
NEW J_ri ..t) TransceiverHandy

 50 - 54MHz
 4 Watts RF out (12V)

2 Watts RF out (9V)
 UK Repeater offsets
 Intelligent Power Save

circuit

Matches dipoles, centre fed doublets, G5RV's,
Balanced feeders. Verticals, Single wires, Delta
loops. Beams, Windoms and Inverted Vs.
Built in 4:1 Balun for open wire feeders or balanced line fed antennas.
Bypass position for quick straight through antenna connection but still
with SWR/Power monitoring.
8 position antenna selector switching. Built in dummy load.
4 way antenna switching including: -

Up= coax 1, coax 2, bypass & dummy load.
Tuned coax 1, coax 2. wire and dummy load,

Average power reading to 200Watts.
Standing Wave Ratio measurements with easy set function.

 CTCSS Encode/Decode
 Scan functions
 Memory recall
 Supplied with 8 cell

AA battery case
(batteries not included)

Optional Extras P&P £2.75 on each item

KIM/HP-126 .NiCad pack (12V) £29.95
KH6/HF-50L.Flexi Higher Gain Whip £12.95
KH6/CC-27 ...Soft Case £9.95
Nic/060 NiCad Mains Charger £9.95
KH6/DA-27 ...Slide on DC/Charger adaptor £7.95
KH6/CPOI ....Cigar lighter lead £8.95

iL

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency
1.5-30MHz
Power Maximum
150W continuous
150W for 15 sec
idumrny bad)
Dimensions
5.7cm H 18.2cm W
x 23cm D Capon*
Weight
1.3641%

£129.95

P&P £6.00

AT 1500
1500W high power tuner
The 41.1500 is a solidry constructed high power
antenna tuner using heavy gauge materials for the
case and a 'Beefed up" roller inductor
constructed from 10 gauge wire on a Delrin low
absorption former. Designed by Paul Hnvnak
'founder and former owner of Vectronics in
Canada) this unit is built to last!

Matches dipoles, centre fed doublets, G5RV's,
Balanced feeders, Verticals, Single wires, Delta
loops, Beams, Windoms and Inverted V's.
Built in 4:1 Balun for open wire feeders or
balanced line fed antennas.
Bypass position for quick straight through antenna connection but still
with SWR/Power monitoring.
6 position antenna selector switching.

Direct coax 1. coax 2, bypass.
Tuned coax 1, coax 2, wire.

For balanced feeders select wire and link on back panel.
 Average power reading to 3000Watts.
 Standing Wave Ratio measurements with easy set function.

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency
1.8 30MHT
Power Maximum
1000W single lone,
1500W PEP
Dinvitesilons
12.9cm H x 32.2crn W
x 34cm 0 ind.
terminals lappeotO
weight
4.82kg

£365.95

o -M

vv, !WV, .
v

0.

4..

z0

AA30 Active Antenna Matcher
A NEW shortwave listener antenna tuner
using active electronics to give high
selectivity & variable gain. The tuneable
input peak control ensures best possible
weak signal reception and interference
rejection. Suitable for random long wire,
dipoles, beverages. Delta loops,
liveried V's. Verticals, G5RV and most
',7ceiving antennas.
Frequency 100kHz-30MHz
Power 1'2V DC or internal battery
Antenna Telescopic whip included for

active antenna if required
Dimensions 5.3H x 14.3W x 15.5Dcm

£69.95

.4!

VR28
High power roller inductor
SodOly constructed using 10 gauge wire
& Delro- low loss former this roller is
suitable for use in high power appli-
cations .:p to 2000W (when matched).
Power 2000Watts
Inductance Variable to 280H max
Dimensions 8H x 22.5W x 7Dcm

£59.95

VC220
High Power Variable Capacitor
220pF high power commercial grade air
vocable capacitor. 4.5kV wkg. Suitable
for 1.5kw tuners, amplifiers etc.
Dimensions 6.5H x 19W x 6.5D cm

£34.95

FL30 Low Pass Filter
A low loss heavy duty filter that suppr-
esses harmonics above 35MHz by up to
70dBs. Using a 9 pole inverse
Chebyshev design and high quality cons-
truction this unit will substantially help
to reduce TV interference etc. at source.

£49.95

DL1500
Dummy load
High quality n wit U.,ill in tan
cooler. Enables snort term off air testing
up to 1500W for freqs up to 500MHz.
Dimensions 7H x 22W x 7.7Dcm

£59.95

---EB1500
Niigh Power Balun

High power balun using Ruthroff Voltage
design to give efficient 4:1 matching of
open wire or balanced feed systems.
Designed for internal mounting
Ratio 4:1 Balun
Power 1500 Watts peak
Frequency 2-30MHz
Dimensions 6.3H x 6.3W a 4.2Dcm

£19.95

arTEMII TEL: (01705) 662145 FAX: (01705) 690626
 189 London Road  North End  Portsmouth  Hampshire  P02 9AE
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Number One Systems produce

several computer software packages for

computer aided design ;CND, of electronic circuits,

So, Tex Swann OITEX Pigs resident computer

enthusiast, got the job of looking at just three of

them and how they interlink to make the design task

faster and more productive,

I.,111.1 I- I i

,11E.1-1

-I i

.14-. IP 411.7 bc 6.1 MNI11

1- n
il

0 1 tl
The three packages I've been able
to have a look at together are:
EASY -PC Professional XM,
ANALYSER III and LAYAN. So
what can these three packages do

for any electronics enthusiast? To answer
let's look at each one individually first.

EASY -PC Professional XM is a schematics
and printed circuit board (p.c.b.) drawing
package. These two tasks are actually very
much related: each deals with a library of
pre -drawn symbols and connects them
together with a variety of lines.

As a starting point EPC, as I'll call it from
now on, comes with a large number of
symbols to get you going. When designing a
new circuit I like to deal with a circuit
diagram first. So, what has EASY -PC to offer
in this line?

On offer here are symbols for transistors,
fet.s, resistors, capacitors, coils, integrated
circuits, both linear and digital. Each type
has many variants, each one linked to a
particular p.c.b. layout symbol. More of this
later.

new program, it's
often very instructive to have a look at some
existant circuits. And that's just what I did,
as EPC comes with around twenty circuits to
have a look at and play with before
beginning your own.

The provided circuit also forms part of an
extensive learning guide that features in the
320+ paged book that accompanies the
program. As EPC has a large number of
keyboard related features, it's better to curb
your natural desire to 'get stuck in' and work
your way though the very good tutorial
within the book.

Along with ail the programs EPC is best
driven by mouse until you have become
familiar with the many keyboard shortcuts
Of course, being interested in radio related
electronics I chose a circuit called
`RFAMP.SCH' the '.SCH' suffix setting it
out as a circuit diagram. On loading it a
single transistor amplifier was presented
(Figs. I and 2).

I was able to easily reposition and change
and move the various circuit elements. A
nice feature was that all connecting links
were 'rubber -banded' and remained fixed at
both ends. So, a quickly drawn out circuit
could be soon tidied up for presentation.

Now comes the second part of the story.
Under the 'Tools' drop -down menu is the
ability to pass this circuit of to either an
analogue (ANALYSER III) or a digital
(PULSAR) simulator.

On letting ANALYSER /// look at the
circuit it decided that as it was presented it
had a resonant frequency of 5MHz and a
peak amplification of about 18dB (Fig. 3).

Changing the coil LI to be only 51.111 gave a
new resonant point of about 7MHz.

Although I'll describe it in more detail
later, further changes allowed me very
quickly to create a pre -amplifier for l0 or
14MHz. and see the effects of component
values. This has been almost too easy up to
now, so now what?

Well! normally a printed circuit board is
the next item on the agenda and again on the
'Tools' drop -down menu was the option to
'Translate to PCB'. Once more the screen
cleared and this time a square was presented
with what looked like a long slanted 'smear'
on it.

On looking closer with one of the eight
preset zoom levels, I identified the various
components that had been in the circuit
diagram only this time they were as p.c.b.
pad layouts. The various pads were
connected together with straight lines. This
was the 'Rat's -nest'.

From the rat's -nest you may move and
rotate components until you get a layout
shape that makes sense. Each connecting
track may be picked up and moved, bent and
manipulated to get the components on the
designated p.c.b. area.

Instead of starting from the rat's nest.
where you knew all connections in the
circuit diagram had been made in the p.c.b.,
you could of course do it the hard way. You
could have printed out your circuit on
plotter, laser or dot-matrix printer and lay
the thing out yourself. But I know which I
prefer!

To make things even easier when you've
given up on the layout of the board you can
ask the autorouter, an additional program, to
have a go at laying out the p.c.b. for you.

Second Part

But let me now turn to the second part of the
trilogy although I've already touched on it.
This is the ANALYSER 111 Professional
program which I'll call AN3-Pro after this.
So what is this AN3-Pro? What does it do?

In simple terms AN3-Pro takes a list of
components and connections and attempts to
calculate the way the circuit would seem to
test equipment in terms of Input and output
impedance, gain, bandwidth, phase 'Y' and
'S' parameters and v.s.w.r. Along with the
parameters mentioned above, there are two
other parameters that Fm not familiar with:
Linvill/Stem, and MAG/Rollett. But let me
explain how it would be used.

If you are beginning a new circuit, then
you have to draw it first. It makes sense to
use EPC and pass the circuit over to AN3-
Pro when its drawn. But let me assume that
you cannot do this. Within AN3-Pro the
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values of any of the components may be
changed without having to return to EPC.
This makes circuit design easy.

A circuit is defined, as far as AN3-Pro is
concerned as a series of interlinked nodes. A
node being a point at which two or more
components join. Each node is given a
number or name to identify it. This list of
components and the nodes to which each is
attached is known as a net -list and An3-Pro
works from such a list.

As in the case with EPC, AN3-Pro comes
with a comprehensive library of linear
passive and semiconductors models as
supplied. There are coils, capacitors.
resistors, named transistors and integrated
circuit amplifiers. Although the list isn't very
large, the library models are more than
adequate to evaluate most analogue circuits.
for many of the given parameters are
editable.

Mini hit

Now for the third of the three programs I'm
looking at, and the only one that is not 'stand-
alone'. However, it is in many ways the most
interesting of the three and the first time I've
come across such a function.

The program LAYAN is a p.c.b, layout
analytical engine that can take an area of
p.c.b. layout (including the real components)
and create a model that ANALYSER III can do
its work on.

Even a section of track has inductance.
implied resistance and capacitance to both
itself and other sections of track around it.
What Layan does is to take a layout and
break it down into its physical components

C, R and active components) and into
'implied' components.

The implied components. more usually
known as 'strays'. can have devastating
effects on the working of the real
components. As we move up in frequency,
and down in size of layout, these stray
components becomes even more important.

One of the examples offered is an r.f.
amplifier circuit that has no coil and even
shows a shorting link across the capacitor
(Fig. 5). Now conventional theory says the
circuit is wide -band but unfortunately has no
output.

So, the next step in the chain of events is to
create a p.c.b. and I've shown the supplied
layout in Fig. 6. The short circuit has been
translated into a length of track that wriggles
(with 90' corners) its way between the
supply point and the collector of the
transistor.

Now let LAYAN analyse the section of track
that wanders along the board (Fig. 7) and
adds in the real components and when it calls
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up AN3-Pro the result is an r.f, amplifier with
a well defined peak at 45MHz (Fig. 8). More
importantly there's no setting up needed far
this amplifier - it's on tune!

For microwave enthusiasts, there is a small
p.c.b. (Fig. 9) that looks like a curve of short
lines without any direct connections between
input and output. After LYAN has done its
work the output graphs from AN3-Pin show
it to be a 10-12.5GHz pass -band filter with
commendably steep skirts (Fig. 10).

Short wave enthusiasts haven't been
forgotten either as there is a pass -band filter
shown as a p.c.h. layout in Fig. 11. After
LAYAN has worked on it and passed the
results over to AN3-Pro for analysis, the
resulting filter shape is shown in Fig. 12.
(A repeatable 'brick wall' filter I think).

Without a doubt LYAN is the star of this
trilogy that hides behind, but greatly
enhances the design possibilities of both
EASY -PC Professional and ANALYSER Ill
Professional (Both of which are superb in
their own rights as stand-alone development
programs).

Combine EASY -PC Professional and
ANALYSER III Professional with LAYAN and
they become an extremely powerful
combination that would be at home in any
level of design. They may be rather costly for
the individual. but some of the larger clubs
should be tempted.

Machine Needs

The machine needs of such a group of
computational intense programs is, as you
would expect, quite high. But it is certainly
within the reach of almost anyone. The
programs are all DOS -based but will run
under either Windows 3.1 or '95. l ran the
programs on a '486DX/2-66 and they
performed well.

On a Cyrix '686-150' based machine the
results were very commendably quick. The
general rule seems to be if the machine will
run Windows 95, then it's more than
adequate for these three programs.

My thanks go to Number One Systems
Ltd, of Harding Way, St. Ives,
Cambridgeshire PE17 4WR. Tel: (01480)
461778, FAX: (01480) 494942, E-mail:
sales@numberone. corn for supplying the
three programs which are available from
them for the following prices: EASY -PC
Professional XM costs £245. ANALYSER III
£195 and LAYAN £495. The additional
autorouter programs range in price from £295
- £950 and the library additions are £48.
Postage and packing on all the above is a
one-off charge of £7.50 and please remember
to add VAT to all prices.

I'll
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Analogue Design? Simulate the effect of the Layout!

LAYAN - Affordable
Electromagnetic Simulation

35MHz Low Pass Filter
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Affordable Electronics CAD
EASY -PC Professional XM: Schematic
Capture and PCB CAD. Links directly to
ANALYSER III, LAYAN and PULSAR

$475.00 £245.00

MultiRouter: Multi -pass, Shape Based,
32 hit, shove aside, and rip up and re -try
Autorouter for EASY -PC Professional XM

$515.00 £295.00

PULSAR: Digital Circuit Simulator $195.00 £98.00

ANALYSER III: Linear Analogue Circuit
Simulator

$195.00 £98.00

LAYAN: Electro-Magnetic PCB Layout
Simulator. Includes Board Parasitics in your
Analogue Simulations

$950.00 £495.00

FILTECH: Active and Passive Filter Design $275.00 £145.00

We operate a no penalty upgrade policy.
Technical support is FREE FOR LIFE
Special prices for Education

US$ prices
include
Post and
Packing

Sterling
Prices
exclude
P&P and
VAT

Number One Systems
Ref: PW, Harding Way, St. Ives,
Cambridgeshire PE17 4WR, UK

For Demo Disk Please Write, Phone or Fax

Tel: +44 (0) 1480 461778
Fax: +44 (0) 1480 494042

http://www.numberone.com
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Practical Wireless wasn't
even published in 1927
when my father decided to
make a wireless set. Even
without such guidance as
the magazine could have
provided. apparently
constructing a wireless was
quite possible even then
and with a minimum of
basic knowledge. It would
he just the thing, he
thought, right up to the
minute enjoyment for my
mother and him on their
first Christmas together as
a married couple.

Ile knew where to buy
the materials, not from a
warehouse or multiple
store as today. but from the
much grander sounding Offices and
Showroom of an Electrical and
Radio Engineer in the nearest town.
So, on 16 December he visited this
emporium and purchased 31 items -
with a value oft8-15s-1ld. This

414.-a

PU,...

Dr ry T H 0 R N-ro N 'S,
keand Showe.maa 37. Hegecit Street.

Early Wireless Days tole,
By Brenda Belcher

Brenda Belcher

recalls how her father

built a home wireless

set 70 years ago in

the days when Ming

were in a much

slower moving age.

r

--TT 0 N. '

gcgo°

4pro.Y.." 1

A work of art in itself, the
hill Ia photocopy from the

now delicate originals is a
tribute to a more slower
moving age.

an mane wrom...11
WILEXHANet.

r

.1 0

gave him everything he
needed to make a wireless
down to the last screw.

Proof Rept

Like many in the 1920s. my parents
were so in dread of being in debt.
so they kept every bit of proof that
they had paid for what they bought.
Seventy years later, that bill with
the date and receipt attached is still

legible. as exact and careful as the
wireless making craft itself.

Details list the most expensive
item as the loud speaker which cost
£2-10s with the cheapest being 2d
worth of screws, counted out by
hand. of course. Exotic items like
an Ormond vernier dial jostle with
technical mysteries of transformer,
condenser, insulator against more
recognisable things like valves and
valve holders, plugs. battery.
switches and leads.

Wrapped Separately

suspect all the components were
all wrapped separately in paper
bags or screwed in tissue paper.
boxed and wrapped in a strong
brown paper parcel and then tied
with string for him to take home.
No money apparently changed
hands ai the time. The way the bill
is Folded suggests it was placed in a
small envelope and perhaps sent by
post later.

The bill is written in ink in
painstaking copperplate hand
writing without a single correction
on two sheets of quarto sized ruled
billhead. A work of art in itself, it is
a tribute to a more slower moving
age.

Discount Allowed

When my father paid the bill in full
on 7 January 1928, he was allowed
a discount of El -6s- I Id, which
brought the total cost of these
materials to £7-9s. The bill is
signed with thanks over two bright
red one penny stamps to make it
legal.

Settling the bill must have
almost broken the bank, leaving
nothing to spare tbr a cabinet to
house the wireless in its place of
honour in the sitting room. But this
wireless is a significant memory of
my childhood and 1 know it did
eventually have a cabinet, which
my young fingers were forbidden to
touch.

Mach Admired

I suspect it was much admired
though I never thought much of it,
satisfied only that the wireless
should be tuned in for me to listen
to the 'Ovaltinies'. 'Romany' or
'Uncle Mac'. My father had got
hold of some wooden boxes that
had been packed with Outspan
oranges on their long journey from
'abroad'.

In their original state these
packing cases were rough, splintery
and stamped in black lettering with
evidence of their purpose. Yet, with
the ingenuity that characterised his
time, my father saw their potential.

In our sitting room, cut to size.
planed, glued. screwed and
varnished, mahogany couldn't have
been treated with more respect.
Besides, in 1927. no one else my
parents knew had a wireless at all.

I doubt if faded screwed up
computer slips, proof of purchase
with a 'plastic card'. will have such
a fascination or tell such a story 70
years from now, in the same way as
hills of sale from those 'early
wireless days'.

PW
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onommempronswesp,

MULTICOMM 2000;,,
WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER

LARGE SHOWROOM BEST PRICES

ALINCO ALINCO ALINCOKENWOOD
DX -70TH DR -610 DR -605

1 -IF + 6 meter High spec TS -570D £1125 Dual band
£7-75 5.489* TS -570S £1499

LOOKING FOR ALINCO?

HANDHELDS

Get on the 6 metre repeaters with the new

Alinco DR-M06T
10 watt FM mobile

Just
Multicomm 2000 are ALINCO specialists

Here's a selection of our stock
MOBILES

DJ -190E 2mtr h/h Tx + nicad & chgr j.1-49:95 DR -140E 2mtr 50W mobile FM Tx .£249:17S -

DJ -191E 2mtr h/h Tx + nicad & chgr .1.169:15 DR -150E 2mtr 50W mobile Tx + chs 1.2-79:91-7

DJ-G5EX Dual band h/h Tx J.249:95 DR -430E 70cm 35W mobile FM Tx 3:269-05
DJ-S41C UHF 340Mw hill Tx .£.1.19:15 DR -610E Dual band 50W mobile Tx SWART
DJ -SIZE VHF 1 40Mw hth Tx ,-.1.449:15 DR -605F Dual hand mobile Tx 1.399:45
DJ -C1 VHF pocket Tx j389745
DJ -C4 UHF pocket Tx J18915 HF TRANSCEIVERS

DX -70T 10 band HF mobile Tx inc 6mtr...,1695:01i
TUNERS DX -70TH All band HF & 6= Tx X-17rx171T

EDX-1 Manual ATU for DX -70 J-169:95 DX -701 Commercial style HF Tx 1499106
EDX-2 120W automatic ATU j289:41. 5

ezr
Call this
number
NOW!

(01480) 406770
We guarantee:
 Best stocks
 Best PfX deal
 Best prices
 Fast deliveries

0
AOR AR 8000
£295.00

AOR AR 7030
£689.00

---

AOR AR 5000
£1299.00

1
4....
!r--11:-

AOR
3000A
£699.00

AOR
3000A+
059.00

RECEIVERS

JRC NRD-535
Superb De -luxe short wave receiver

£1199.00

ICOM
IC -R8500
£1399.00

YAESU
FRG -100
£459.00

JRC
NRD-345
£699.00

BEARCAT
9000- XLT
£269.00

YUPITERU

MVT-9000
£385.00

MVT-7200
£315.00

MVT-7100
£229.00

MVT-7000
£210.00

VT -225
£225.00
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SALES !Mt
USED EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED * GUARANTEED TOP PRICE

ICOM IC -756
HF + 6mtr Tx/Rx

£1825.00

AESU FT -920
HF + 6mtr Tx/Rx
only £1449.00

TIMEWAVE
DSP 599ZX
DSP Filter

only £325.00

UNIVERSAL
M-450

decoder
£295.00

ICOM IC -70611
HF + 6 + 2 Tx/Rx
only £989.00

YAESU FT-1000MP
HF deluxe Tx/Rx
only £2095.00

MFJ
784B

DSP Filter
only £225.00

UNIVERSAL
M-8000 V7

Rolls Royce decoder
£999.00

MEI 11,....111.110.1111.111

MFJ
949 ATU

Inc. dummy load
£139.00

MIRAGE
2/70

Linear amp
£139.00

ICOM IC -821H
2 + 70cm base Tx/Rx

only £1310.00

MFJ 969
Roller coaster
ATU inc. 6mtr

£189.00

WATSON
decoder

WMM1 Tx/Rx
£69.95

FOR OUR USED PRICE LIST ir
SEE THE "TRADERS" TABLE

TOP PRICES PAID
I

USED EQUIPMENT**
.GURRRNTEED !!!!

EQUIPMENT FOR YOU

I UNIT 3, 86 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ST. NEOTS, CAMBS P
FAX: 01480-356192

EBSITE: www.multicomm2000.
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GARMIN 1

GPS 38
GPS II
GPS12XL
GPS 45XL
GPS 120XL
GPS MAP 130
GPS MAP 135
GPS MAP 175
GPS MAP 230
GPS MAP 220
GPS 12
GPS 40 trecony

Aviation -

£135
£159
£219
£229
£299
£499
ECall
ECM!
ECM!
ECall
£149

£99
Marine - Land

MAGALLAN

MAGALLAN
3000XL

GPS 2000 £129
GPS 2000XL £149
GPS 3000XL £159
GPS 4000XL £219
GPS MeridianXL £239
NAV DLX10 £459
Sky Blazer ECall

Aviation - Marine - Land

GPS ACCESSORIES I

Car antennas
PC kits
Cigarette lighter adap
Mounting bracket
Power data cables
Unit to unit cable

Call for latest accessories

ECM!
ECall
ECM!
ECall
ECall
ECall

PSION

Psion 5 series
Psion 3 series
Psion Siena

PSI on full range
24

£Call
£Call
£Call

ELECTRONICS
ONE STEP AHEAD

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE =

IDIV1QtTi
Fax: 0171-637 3728 E-mail: sales@sun-rise.co.uk

229 Tottenham Court Road, London WI
All prices include VAT. Next day delivery available

SCANNERS

YUPFER
VIVT-7100
INC CliAR GER

& BATTERIE

Welz 2 WS -1000 £230
Icorn IC -R10 £335
Uniden UBC-22OXLT £149
Uniden UBC-80XLT £99

Many more in stock

TRANSCEIVERS

Alinco DJ -190
Alinco DJ -541
learn IC-T7E
Kenwood TH-22E
Alinco DJ -45

(Too many to list, please call)

£149
£129
£285
£230
£265

CENTRAL LONDON'S ONE -STOP
COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE

7(71 -a
oLo

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD

superdrug

DIGITAL CAMERAS I

Casio QV10 £299
Casio QV11 £329
Casio QV100 £449
Casio QV300 £549
Sony DSCF1 £679
Olympus C410L £529
Olympus C800L £809
Kodak DC120 £789
Canon PS350 £499
Canon PS600 £779

LASER POINTERS

Lazerlyte Bullet £39
Lazerlyte 100 £39
Lazerlyte 200 £54
Lazerlyte 400 £64
Lazerlyte Executive £79

RADAR DETECTORS"

BEL 735
BEL 845
BEL 855
BEL 945
Uniden G399
Cobra RS213

Call far latest prices
.C317001 be licensed in the UK

£149
£249
£299
£349
£249
£169

I USR PILOTS I

USR Pilot Personal
USR Pilot Professional

£199
£309

We promise to beat any
genuine quote
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Safety..
In The Red Zone

By Mike Rowe GitiVE

Most of us don't feel

safe 'in the red zone'

with our bank

accounts, But when

you're operating

mobile it's another

matter and Mike Rowe

UM says you'll be

much safer operating

`in the ref with his

remote control push-

lolalk unit,

Fig. 2: The infra -red

receiver circuit (see text).

Operating hand-held car telephones
and radio telephone systems while
mobile has been in the news a great
deal recently because of the safety
problems. And to help, I've
designed a unit to overcome the
obvious disadvantage when
operating mobile - you need both
hands on the wheel for safety -
leaving no hands left to hold the
microphone!

The unit operates using infra-
red to control the p.m.. with the
microphone being wired into the
receiver unit. Once installed, it
should greatly improve the safety
aspect when you're on the air and

the move.

The Trinsmilter

First, let's look at the infra -red
transmitter circuit, shown in Fig. 1,
which operates at 38kHz. The
required frequency is generated by
IC I. a 4093 quad NAND Schmitt
trigger. However, only two gates
are used, the remaining inputs are
earthed to prevent damage to the
IC.

The oscillator's output is
amplified by Tr3 and drives three
infra -red light -emitting diodes

D2, 3 and 4. These are
arranged at 45" to each other to
ensure that the receiver gets a good
signal when the steering wheel is
turned during driving.

The mounting screws for the

CS

1C9 199
100k

1.1(50707

IC6a
4093 14 iC4b R11

e 4k7
7

C10

T 4n7

R10

5k8

* see text

85012
1

7r3
ZTX1013

PP3

printed circuit hoard (p.c.b.) are
connected to the battery contacts so
that the battery condition may be
checked without dismantling the
unit.

teed Is bap
The heart of the receiver, shown in
Fig. 2. is the Sharp IUISU60 infra-
red receiver. This device is a
complete infra -red receiver. tuned
to 38kHz, containing the necessary
amplification, limiting and
demodulation.

The IU I SU60 is primarily
designed for TV type remote
controls. It would normally receive
a binary coded signal, which would
then be decoded in the i.c. and give
logic level output. In our case, the
transmitter simply transmits a
steady signal, so the output will
simply go low when a signal is
received.

Fig. 1: The infra -red transmitter circuit

Isee text).

The output from ICI is
capacitively coupled to a 'flip-flop'
14013). And each time a signal is
received, the input of the flip-flop
receives a negative going pulse.

The pulses are divided by two
in the 4013. i.e.. one signal received
turns the '0' tat pin 13) output
high. where it remains. The second
signal gives another input pulse,
this in turn switches 'Q' low. (The
i.e. has a reset circuit. C5 and R6 to
make sure that the output always
comes on with the mobile rig in the
receive mode).

The output drives a single
transistor. Tr2, which operates a
reed relay to provide p.t.t. operation
for the transceiver. At the same
time. DI illuminates to give visual

83
4k7

C2

R2
00

C1

270k

ire Tr1
ZTX 108

[441

Eleciret
mix

1

Rd
10k

C3

'Cl
!Slue°

C4

.1005

C5
081

TO

11

10n

1005

a

1C2
112 4013

12

R7
2k2

ti

r

R8
180

005

ALA

1C3
7805

in

COT

O C7

ra
zrxioe

1WS.07DS * see text

*12v

O p.1.1.

d i

0 OV
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Fig, 3: Printed circuit
hoard and associated

component overlay for the
infra -red transmitter.

I WK07051

indication of the operation.
By using a flip-flop, the

receiver needs only a short burst of
signal to operate, a single press of
the p.t.t. button on the transmitter

Photo 1: The prototype infrared transmitter. Note the spacing of the
three diodes (see textl.

Photo 2: The remote receiver. The inset diode is the infra -red detector and

the 'proud' diode on the right is the operating indicator (see text).

LEM
WR356 PW Publishing Ltd t997 - IS TX

0

O02

03

alternatively turns the mobile rig on
and off.

In addition to p.t.t. operation.
the receiver unit also contains a
microphone head amplifier and
gain control to enable a hands free
microphone to be used. I've
included a photograph of a simple
home-made microphone. although

often obtainable at rallies, being
sold for cellular 'phone use).

Nat COMMA'

Construction is not complex as both
units are built on double -sided
p.c.b.. as in Figs. 3 and 4. On both
boards there are some through links
to fit to connect the printed track on
either side of the hoard together...so
make sure you solder both sides?

I suggest you start by building
the transmitter, in Fig 3, first.
Mount all the resistors, capacitors
and the i.e. (using an i.e. holder is
recommended).

Next drill the top of the box
using the p.c.b. layout as a
template. When drilling the holes
for the 1.e.d.s, don't forget these
should be angled at ahout 45° to
give coverage of the beams as the
wheel is turned.

Mount the switch on the
opposite side to the components.
i.e.. the switch is soldered on the
track side of the p.c.b. Next, mount
the infra -red 1.e.d.s on the same
side as the switch making sure that
the polarity is correct. Photo 1
shows the prototype transmitter.

Connect up a PP3 battery. press
the switch and using an
oscilloscope or counter check that
the frequency is in the region of
38kHz. (This is not particularly

critical as the receiver has a
bandwidth of 36 to 41kHz).

The output should switch on
and off with the press button. The
current when off is much less that
1mA, and approximately 20mA
when activated.

the Receiver

The receiver, shown in Fig. 4, is
built in the same order as the
transmitter. However, this time. the
infra -red receiver Lc. and Transmit
indicating l.e.d. (D1) are both
mounted from the copper foil side.
(Make sure the i.e.& is correctly
orientated, the 'flat' on the diode
body normally indicates the
'cathode").

The regulator i.c. 7805 is bolted
through the p.c.b. as the negative
connection to this device is by the
tab. So it's essential to use a
regulator with a metal tab in this
application.

There's no alignment necessary
on the receiver board. When
powered up, the I.e.& should be
out, pressing the button on the
transmitter should change the state,
and another press of the p.t.t.
should put the Transmit l.e.d. out
again.

Mounted On Wheel

vc,isminend that the transmitter is
mounted on one of the steering
wheel spokes using self adhesive
'Velcro' strips. The receiver
mounted on the roof interior near
the door again using Velcro with
the lead to the rig going down the
door pillar.

The microphone is simply made
using a modified crocodile clip and
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a small piece of heatshrink
sleeving. The 'crocodile clip' is
modified by carefully reversing the
wire clamp so that it points to the
outside of the body. The complete
unit is shown in Photo 3.

Solder the leads to the rear of
the microphone capsule and leaving
about lOmm space between the clip
and the microphone and secure the
cable under the clamp. Then you
should cover the microphone
capsule and the crocodile clip up to
the hinge with heatshrink and
shrink into place. (This short length
of heatshrink provides some
acoustic isolation between the car
body and the microphone).

The microphone may then be
clipped on to a suitable part of the
car near to the driver's mouth and
the gain control in the infra -red
receiver adjusted for best audio.
And there it is....mobile safety in
the red zone.

Happy driving and safe mobile
operating! PW

WARNING
Please bear in mind that this

simple unit uses uncoded

infra -red transmissions and is

unlikely to cause any

problems to car security

devices. However it will
respond to coded

transmissions. and the rig
should be switched off when

left unattended, as it could

well be triggered by other
transmissions.

Shopping Gst

Resistors
Miniature Metal (or Carbon) film
1500 1

180Q 1

2.2k12 1

4.71xr2 3

6.8kQ 1

100kS2 3

270kS2 1

Preset (Min. horizontal mount)
10kS2 1 R4

R12
R8
R7

R1, 3, 11
R10
R5, 6, 9
R2

To Rig {mic Rye}
-.- To Rig Ink return)

Capacitors
Miniature Polyester
4.7 nF 1 C10
100nF 4 CI, 2, 3, 5, 9
Miniature disc ceramic
10nF 1 C4
Miniature Electrolytic
220u F 1 C7

Miniature tantalum bead
1p F 2 C6,8

Semiconductors
4013 1

4093
7805
IS1U60
ZTX108 3

1C2

IC4
IC3
ICI
Tr1, 2, 3

To mic
Supply I3 term)

12V  vie St

0

Miscellaneous
Two Maplin FT31J type boxes, one Maplin type DC9OX type
d.i.l. relay, three miniature infra -red I.e.d.s (Maplin type
YY65V or similar), one 5mm I.e.d. (colour to suit) to show
transmitting status (DI ), a battery connector for a 9V battery,
a single pole 'ontoff' type switch (S1), a momentary push -to -
make type switch (52), an eiectret microphone capsule
(optional), interconnecting wire and plugs to suit the rig.

Fig. 4: Printed circuit hoard
and associated overlay for
the infra -red receiver.

Photo 3: A suitable simple

microphone.

Safety

In The

Red
Zone
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Hand -Held Pioneers -

The BC -6 I I & PRC-6
Ben Nock 648XD

takes a look at the

pioneering 8C-611

and ARC -6 valved

hand-held

transceivers.

Fig. 1: Block diagram of the
BC -611 salted hand-held

transceiier (see text).

There have been many hand-held
transceivers used in the military.
There were several British 'hand-
helds' in use during the Second
World War and these versions
included sets like the 38. 46. 88 set,
and possibly just scraping through in
the class, the 18 Set.

Yes, I know the 18 Set had to he
strapped to the back and hardly held
in the hand! But it was one man
operable. and could be carried!

The true hand-held breakthrough
though must go to the American
Army. And I'd like to mention one
of the first, probably THE First,
military hand-held ever made, the
BC -611, and then its replacement,
the newer PRC-6.

Replaced An Icon

The PRC-6 replaced an icon in the
field of radio communication,
namely the BC -611. The 611 was
probably the world's first hand-held
transceiver and was designed to he
carried by the foot solder into battle.

The 611 is just 13in long by
3.25in square. Weighing only 5.51bs,
it employs five valves that operate
both on receive and transmit, Self
contained batteries of 1.5 and
103.5V provded the set a quoted life
of 15 plus hours.

The BC -61I. development
starting around 1939. saw service in
the Second World War, and the

V1

r.f.

Receiving

V2
Osc/mixer

V3
i.f.

Transmitting

The compact PRC-6/6 with

accessories.

smaller altercations. the Korean
Policing action and the Vietnam
War. Apparently many were taken
by the opposing side in Vietnam and
were used by them until the final
whistle blew, they never gave them
hack'.

On the home side. the BC -611

V5
a.f.

PFEarphone

was eventually replaced by several
developments, including the PRC-6.
This. unlike the amplitude
modulated (a.m.) 3.5 to 6MHz
coverage 611 set. used v.h.t. and
employed frequency modulation

The power amplifier (p.a.) valve
of the 611 is rated at I to 4W, But
the short whip antenna used on the
set (39in1 meant that something like
10% of that was radiated.

The quoted range for the 611
was a mile over land and 3 miles
over salt water (for beach
landings?). The set was for single
channel operation but by having
several next to each other. could
they be used to monitor more than
one Frequency.

lifting The lid

On lifting the lid, I lOund that on the
receive side the five valves are used
as the r.f amplifier, crystal oscillator
and mixer, i.f. amplifier, automatic
volume control (a.v.c.) and detector
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THE VINTAGE WIRELESS LISTING
,..Nblisbeil er inn /bill, rofinit entail& containing I eNts. qr 5111 of print .0111 /dial collectable,
wireless and TV boOks rind magazines and non. incorporating "..tbe Vintage Pio rdii rare List
Med forthibis for Note - cintage domestic radios. communkations rereicres.. audio equip.

wrote. calr.es. vintage romponeras etc. Send six first class stamps for An No la or I -I for mat
four catalogues.

NEW BOOKS
Fakir I orninunleation Receiver Handbook Loniams oft uirs and rixliiikdi ini mull: in kin idalit common'-

, - hill, ci in inierrial anc 1 of milaray regin. 1.9ills 1.511.1s. Incorporates a sudpEriviiiinnleltial Prims

. :: '. ..i.... ,. !: Approx 100 pages. Fgesimile copy.L16.30 P&P Q.SI.1

193N -19511.i al, e I ri !ail:anti Data. %frith useful inform:Rion. 68 rages. £7,50 inn lisp Is h,lap.e.

mew'. 1.1ilimn. l 011111ffillirdlio.111, 121h edition ILP. 1- 1992. A wst volume of lilapp. large Immo strain
: mires militnry pammunicrrions equipmeur Rrand

: rddiLii .p.. ki a : 1, SPECIAL PRICE £311; . 15 SP. Ilyericds. Iasi*. troni.

Ed:dr.:Ione Communications Receiver Data 19511-19"0. 1 facsimile refill nr cil the cinmir diagrams. general
' : "ii .11 and qinie enice mitt-, Iii wit friss 19311.1d-1: ill pap. £9,75 inil PAP.

Racks. P. S. Hall (Li dell. Aniiraitting and infirm:10'x study hvouriairs fmni The Rin..11 Miliury College of Science

LAJVCI1 the origin. tleirlopment and i Teratir in of military radar from Chain Rome n, Patron. ft,: NLIMMUS pho

rirsi and illustralion of equipME-n1 Arid its prim -mks of UpUraillal. 171vp.PuhkshoThr Brassras Weapon Tephirolit..7.

seririsai ..1:21; (la Price £7.50 PAP £2.50.

81155 Receiver Data. Contdinstirtriiisand reChn kill notes fatsimile prim I- large formal raiges. g.11..-9 induct

kn.:, 1 a rd

Radio Valve Data Manuals. [nosed rrn Bann manuals. Publisher' in the 19911. Contents include sake rating.
o runalems, el Link wrist ii. s. tusecr inilecniff15.1.11 Br iihinEurnes 50 pages =h. i 14.50ihe moyoluniesei. i ni 1 P4 P

Radio Radio by Jonathan [fill. The vintage radio collectors bible A lefty ;x 0ti me flu ildreris ili rihorr igrdph...p.!
liCtAR tilknestic radios 1021x 1951.. Stich ink 01VA 1 11 kir the 1.'4 63.11/1 .i20 I agCS. 3n1 eclair in. jog ii:ili

lashed. 135. P&P S.3.A0

Vintage Radio Valve Line-up Guide, 1939s - 1950s. Thas Ripka* hook trintains the ;alit lira......ni and
relikkeniem guide fiir hundreds of tar Iii is. predaar mid ix/sr-war I hi ups. £12.50 indluding PAP.

Wireless Set [Canadian,. No 19 Atkin Technical Manual. Faommile raps mint:rim detalio.1 dc- npririn. 1.a.
of n., : in nil. iipcniraig iEht:1141.11111!,. CI L' r:i.7.. 'we's. Large fr nix. 112.50 including PAP.

TIRO Communications Receiver Data. A facsimile repent rd daub arid dolt kin models 1-11K). 11110-'l. 11R( 1
IR. 11.110..T 1100.911 MO 1.1.11R1.11X.1 11{).M110.11110-TM.1[11-56 35 pages. Low format £9.35 inn PAP.

A siiitztge wireless shop opening in Blackpool
AL I,. i ',.O...mi., ,.... Sill ht.  ,IXIll,r1 ..ur inmll N11,.1, AI the arldo., radii,. fr II 1 tiC N..11C la it,
lag e windess v, i iiiiinnii a en lin I NIX Ina mill. as rm. Vill2rS. vale,- t .111111AlliCd i II MS recimvea.,( ii ,
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(Dept PW) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.
157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FYI 2EU

Tel: 1032531 751055. Fat 1012531302979. vISA

Telephone orders accepled.

RST LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD RST
PHONE FAXDISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES
0181 684 0181 684TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.

1 MAYO ROAD  CROYDON  SURREY CRO 2QP 30561166

24 HOUR EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS

f p KT66 China 10.00 52487 100 856G 000
1211 500 KIN China 12.00 0105 2.00 656GT (OD
1113 10.00 076 0.00 5285 20.00 534 100
[MCC 9.50 012 3.00 6557G 750 63517 3.00
El DDF 3.50 0132 100 6A55IGT 9.00 2ATI 3.00
(8103 20.00 013 3.00 6.156 200 20117 3.50
EAB C80 2.00 003 3.00 5AWBA a00 EMI 5.00
EB91 1.50 PCFBD 2.00 61316 22 00 2AX7A 7.50
EB FRO LSO PCLI62 200 6826 1.50 2037105 8.00
[0480 1.50 PCL85/805 250 68E6 1.50 2826 2.00

r8131 1500 8CL68 2501 58146 260 28E5 2.00
ECC33 He P05130 EGO 6131075 /001 2BH7iA 10.00
ECC35 050 P136 3.00 6897 4.00 2BY71 7.00

ECC81 3.00 P1.81 200 669'. 0.00 2 OVV7 1800
ECC82 3.50 Fl L504 3.00 66115 4.00 2E1 1040
ECC83 5.011 P L506 3.00 58W7 310 3E1 05.00
FCC85 3E0 F1509;519 1000 61386 3.00 5728 95.00
ECC80 620 P1502 tee 6C4 2043 805 45.00
EC0806 15.00 P15002 3.00 OCB6A 300 887 7.517

ECF80 1.50 P1000/001 1.60 6006G 500 811A 25.00
(1035 550 00002-6 12.00 6016 310 8122 55.00
E11142 3.58 0170133-10 5.00 6007 7 50 813 27.50
ECH81 3110 110903-20A 10.00 OCH6 300 8335 5500
[111.62. 1.50 00506-401 12.00 60W4 609 866A 20.00
ECM 3.50 511 6.00 6005 17.50 8721 30.00
(111_800 2560 4128C80 1.50 6007513 10 00 9010 2500
EF372 350 UIC 842 5.50 660 6 00 20502 12 50
EF39 215 UCL52 200 611117 1.50 5751 EMI
EF40 4 00 U01.11.3 200 6005 4.00 5763 600
EF55 10 00 5F85 4.00 6J516 580 58141 5.00
EF91 2.00 5141 12.011 6J5M 1.00 5842 12 00
EF18314 200 111164 3.00 637 300 60722 EDO

E133 10 00 5041 4.00 6.1862 27E0 6080 6.00
EL34 8 00 410135 2.00 53051 27E0 61460 15.00
EL34G 6.00 50(0510 3.00 6,1156C 2750 6201 550
[136 500 VR150/30 3116 605GT 4.00 6336A 3E00
EL41 350 2759 10.00 6168 1500 6550A 25.00
ELEA 225 MN 151/0 61610 1500 58830 15.00
EL95 2.00 2021 3.50 5L6WGB 10 00 1025 7.50
[1350 1E00 3825 1200 607 300 7027A 25.153

[1505/519 1200 4CK2508 45.00 6517 3.00 7199 15.00
EM34 15.00 E840 6 7E0 6517 3.00 7360 25.00
EM5114F7 41171 5543 10.00 5137 300 7551A 15.00
[N91 7.50 511400 10.00 65J7 3.00 7566 15110

(Z00181 3.50 5040 4.00 6347 3.00 7597 20.00
G232 6E0 513GT 2.50 6517GT 500
16233137 6.09 523 5.013 6SN7G1 5.00 Prim coueit Iniee
K161 15.00 524G 6.00 6115A 1.50 greerg to WM%

OPEN TO CALLERS MON - FRI 9AM - 4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY.
This is a selection hem our sleek of over 6000 types. Please enquire for types not
I ivied. Obsolete items are Old speciality. Valves are new mainly original British or

Americas brands. Terms CWO/ min order CIO or credit cards.

P&P 1-3 valves [ZOO. 4 - 6 valves E3.00.
Add 17.5% VAT to total including P&P.

Essex Amateur Radio
Services

The little dealer with the big heart

BUYERS ARE WAITING NOW FOR

YOUR PRE -ENJOYED EQUIPMENT!

* VHF/UHF *
* HF Transceivers *

* Station Accessories *

AVOID Part Exchange

WE PAY TOP PRICES
We pay cash same day or 24 hours by post. Always

large stock available. Phone today for the best deals.

Silent Key sales handled efficiently and personally.

4 Northern Avenue, Benfleet
Essex 557 5SN

01268 752522
7 days a week 8am to 8pm

COMPUTER
FAIRS

WORTHING
Computer Fair

Saturday 20th September

The Assembly Hall,

Stoke Abbott Road

CRAWLEY
Computer Fair

Saturday 27th
September

Crawley Leisure Centre,

Haslett Avenue

EASTBOURNE
Computer Fair

Sunday 28th September
Cavendish Sports Centre,

Eldon Road

HASTINGS
Computer Fair

Saturday 18th October
White Rock Theatre,

White Rock

Enquiries/stand sales
BEACOMP

01342 842966
Large amounts of new and used hardware/software etc at

highly competitive prices!!!
Open 10am - 4pm

Admission £2 adults, £1 OAPs and under 16s
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Fig. 2: Block diagram of
the PRC-6/6 f.m.

transceiver (see text).

Fig. 3: Battery supply

details for the PRC-6/6 (see

text for passible modern

alternatives to original h.t.
batteries),

and audio output.
On transmit, the r.f. amplifier

acts as the p.a. stage and the
mixer/oscillator acts as the
transmitter oscillator. Following
through. the a.v.c./detector acts as
the microphone preamplifier and the
audio output acts as the modulator
valve. (I've provided a block
diagram in Fig. 1).

The unit utilises two crystals,
one for transmit and one for receive.
The receive crystal is 455kHz higher
in frequency than the transmit
crystal. which is on the actual
frequency in use.

It appears that the set was well
liked by the tn)ops as it was simple
to operate. There were no controls
other than an On/Off switch

45V

45V

V11..15

7C

V1..10

sc
Vi3

connected to the antenna.
Pulling the antenna up turned the

set on, pushing it in turns the set off.
The only other control was the side
mounted Transmit/Receive switch.

Full receive volume was
obtained with the aentenna fully
extended. And if a reduction in
volume was required the aerial had
to be retracted slightly.

All operations like changing of
channel and tuning had to be done in
the workshop, though the batteries
could be changed in the Field by
opening the bottom cover. Like the
PRC-6 which follows, there were
test equipment boxes that plugged
into the set and allowed for
alignment and other other
maintenance.

H

4 5V 1

1.5V

is V1.10 V1/2

[WS04231

V11--15

Ext-C-- handSet

o
Push to tali

The sets were supposed to be
waterproof but the seals suffered a
little from continual compression.
The last model, the BC -6l 1-F, had a
replacement base which allowed
external headphones and a
microphone to be used.

Evoked fro helm
The particular transceiver I've
illustrated (the 6/6) evolved from the
American designation ANI/PRC-6.
It's a 250mW output, f.m., six
channel radio employing some 15
miniature valves.

The transceiver is of a compact,
hand-held design running on internal
batteries. It utilises either a built-in
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Fig. 4: War breaks out in

Kidderminster! Ashley Hull models
the transceiver, illustrating the
compact size of the valve unit.

Fig. 5: Not much room! An inside view.

microphone and speaker on the case
or an external handset which can be
plugged into the base of the unit.

The set uses a 24inch 'flexi-
whip' antenna of the metal tape
measure type which was very
flexible! When not in use this is
stored around the outside of the set.

Frequency coverage is any of six
channels between 47 and 55.4MHz.
Only one crystal per channel was
required to provide both the receive
and transmit frequency.

The PRC-6, issued around 1952,
was a single channel version. the

PRC-6/6 designation presumably
referring to the 6 channel
modification. The block diagram of
this set is shown in Fig. 2.

The atilt

The circuit is based around a
common oscillator (V9), with the six
channels operating between 35.62
and 44.02MHz. On receive this
signal is mixed with the amplified
aerial frequency (in VI ) in V2 to
give a first i.f. of I 1.38MHz. A
second crystal oscillator (V10) then
mixes again (in V3) with this signal
to give a second i.f. of 1.71MHz.

A limiter and discriminator
follow the second i.f. amplifiers,
three in all (V4, 5 and 6), feeding the
audio output stage (V8). The
receiver has a quoted sensitivity of
I pV for 20dB S/N at 15kHz
deviation and a !kHz tone.

On transmit the frequency
modulator (V15) operates on a
variable oscillator (V 14) running at
11.38MHz. This f.m. signal is then
mixed with the common oscillator in
V13, amplified by the buffer (V12)
and finally by the p.a. stage (V11).
A quoted output of 250mW can be
expected from the transmitter with
an expected range of around I mile.

Batteries Everywhere!

There were batteries everywhere!
The battery pack consists of four
separate supplies: a 1.5V cell for the
heaters, a 4.5V battery for biasing
and two 45V h.t. batteries connected
in series to give both a 45 and a 90V
output.

The handbook states that the
batteries give a duration of some 20
to 30 hours use with a 10% transmit
cycle. The battery connections,
based on a B7G plug and socket, are
detailed in Fig. 3.

letegreted Network

The PRC-6/6 is designed to fit into
an integrated communications
network, being able to communicate
with several other transceiver types.
Other models that have frequency
ranges compatible with the PRC-
6/6 (for example) include the GRC
3/4/5/617 and 8, the PRC-l0, the
VRC 7/10/15 and 18 and the VRQ-3
radio.

The PRC-6/6 handbook gives
some good illustrations as to where
and where not to use the set. For
instance "Don't use the set whilst
sitting on the side of an
embankment, stand on top of the
bank and operate it" (Perhaps not
advisable if there are snipers
around!). Alternative instructions
were: "Try not to operate the set
whilst in the middle of a steel

structured bridge, wait till you are
across the bridge" (into enemy
territory presumably!).

Controls on the PRC-6/6 set are
simple. They include the channel
switch mounted on the top of the set
next to the aerial connection and a
volume control. There's also a
function switch that selects between
internal microphone/speaker and
external handset and a push -to -talk
(p.t.t.) button on the side of the
casing. The channel selected. l to 6,
shows through a small window
mounted on the rear casing.

The unit measures
approximately 15in long by 5in and
4in deep and weighs in at around 71b
with the battery fitted. A canvas
strap on the rear of the set can be
adjusted to allow the set to be
carried securely in the hand or slung
over the shoulder.

Teat Set

A small test set facilitates the
alignment of the transceiver on the
required channels. The test set
includes a switched metering circuit
that plugs into a 7 -pin socket on the
rear of the main chassis once the
main cover is removed.

The test set also houses a set of
trimming tools with which to
perform the alignment. When not in
use the socket on the transceiver has
a shorting link inserted between pin
1 and 7 to enable the p.a .stage to
function.

With the frequency coverage of
the PRC-6/6 there is the possibility
of operating it on the 50MHz
amateur allocation in the f.m.
section of the band. However,
although these sets are available on
the second-hand market the batteries
may present a problem. Fortunately
though, there is a large space
available though that should lend
itself to some form of NiCad pack of
cells, or even a small inverter
operating from a couple of D cells.

Timely Innovation

I think the BC -61 I u as something
of a timely innovation. Especially
when you consider that the
replacement, the PRC-6, used 15
valves in place of five! It also had a
more complicated battery
requirement, still only had a quoted
range of I mile, and weighs two
pound more!

Both the 611, and the PRC-6,
show an insight into miniaturisation,
clever design, and an extremely
useful end product. One of the better
things to come out of war funding.
Finally, my thanks go to Paul
Thekan N6FEG, and Bob Warner
for information and photographs of
the BC -611 and PRC-6 PW

References: Teil 1-3,
Der Funkgeratesatz
PRC-616, Der
Bundesminister fur
Verteidigung, Bonn.
(20th January 1962).
Description of Radio
Sets SCR -536-A. B. C,
D. E. F. Technical
Manual, US Army Radio
Service, 1945.

Pelves Used

PRC-6/6
DF61 V1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, 7, 10,
15

1AD4 V9, 12, 13
5672 V8
5678 V14
6397 V11

BC -611
3S4 r.f.

amplifier/
p.a.

1R5 receive
mixer/
oscillator &
transmit
oscillator

1T4 receiver i.f.
amplifier

1S5 a.v.c./
detector/
transmit
microphone
amplifier

355 Receive
a.f./
transmitter
modulator
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Rob Mannion C3XFD

has gained much

experience with

equipment fitted with

digital signal

processing during the

last three years. And

following questions

from readers, Rob

sets out to answer the

often asked question

`Is digital signal

processing an option

for me'?

Waters & Stanton
kindly loaned me the DSP
unit I tried with my Alinco
DX -70. The IVIFJ-78411

coos f239 plus
postage. Details of this
unit and others can be
obtained direct from
W&S. Additionally,
readers who did not see

the offer of a free booklet
from the SGC
Corporation in the USA
entitled DSP Fars &
Equipmenr (see page 11,

September issue) can

obtain one free by
contacting Waters &
Stanton Electronics,
22 Main Road,
Hockley, Essex SS5
405. Tel: (01702)
206835, FAX: 101702)
205843.

J

i)]

Readers often write to me. or ask
during QSOs or shows and rallies
whether or not I think that digital
signal processing (DSP) is "all it's
made out to be'"? However, the
question that's most often directed
to me is: 'I'm very satisfied with
my present rig...is it worth 'trading -
up' to a transceiver with DSP
fitted"?

So, it's with the various
questions ringing in my ears and
for my own benefit fl wanted to see
just how useful DSP would be
when it was used in conjunction
with my Alinco DX -70) I got busy.
And l must say that my excellent
little transceiver is part of the
argument I'm going to lay before
you (or debate depending on your
stance!).

This article is not a review as
such. Instead, it's my attempt to
answer the questions asked by
readers I've met, spoken to on the
radio, etc. Despite this, I will
mention one particular unit I
specifically tried. It was
manufactured by MFJ and is the
784B unit I'd seen (and heard)
working in Dayton in 1996 (and
reviewed in PW January 1995 by
Ed Taylor G3SQX/NCIED).

At the moment in my opinion no
Amateur Radio equipment comes
available with true radio
frequency digital signal
processing. The DSP were being
offered at the moment is done at
high audio frequencies, in other
words it's still audio processing
(albeit very effective).

Mind you, r.f. DSP has been
around for many years now
although it has been well out of our
reach for just as long! And in fact
my colleagues and I in broadcasting
were using true r.f. DSP specialised
TV field strength measuring
receivers in the late 1970s and
1980s. They were far ahead of their
time, quite temperamental (built by
the BBC for use by them and the
Independent Broadcasting
Authority).

Eventually true and indisputably
r.f. DSP will become available to
the non-professional user. Then the
incoming analogue r.f. signal will
be converted via an A -to -D
converter, the i.f. will be truly
digital - with the many benefits the
'treatment' can bestowe via
complex processing, before it

eventually appears as
audio for
communications
purposes. Until then,
manufacturers will
continue to provide
what is in effect
digital audio
processing tacked
onto a conventional
receiver.

Several years ago
I disagreed with
Kenwood's claim that the DSP
stage (at high at'. of course) was an
intermediate frequency. However.
I'm slowly beginning to come
round to the realisation that their
claim is arguably right. Especially
as I've now seen a full circuit of the
TS -870 and the DSP does appear to
be treated as an 'intermediate
frequency'. So. perhaps Ken wood
have started the process off with
their efiective transceiver,

However, this article is aimed at
helping you to decide (like me)
whether or not adding -on DSP to
your receiver is a worthwhile
option - not to get involved in
interminable technical designation
dissertations (how's that for
'techno-speak'?).

Good Rf filtering

One of the reasons why I have
commented so frequently recently
in reviews regarding DSP is that in
my opinion manufacturers are
tending to include DSP as
'standard' in equipment in
particular price ranges, while still
making (in most cases) narrow r.f.
filtering and (in some case) electro-
mechanical r.f. filtering an option.
In effect I think they're going for
the cheaper option, leaving the end -
user 'the choice' of adding
traditional high quality filtering
ourselves - at a price.

In my opinion, good r.f. filtering
(via crystal and/or electro-
mechanical filtering) is very
necessary. Once this is fitted, I think
that the advantages of audio DSP
can then be used to full advantage.
And that's why I used my Alinco
DX -70 for the tests...because the
manufacturers have in my opinion
done the right thing and provided
what's needed in the first place...and
all I have to do is to add DSP and
that's just what I did!

/ (--Jc

PAPJ- 784 a
Felt, I'S

 9.

""a 7.1'a" 
Noc *1H 4k
F Pliws PA

NPL.

Consider DSP as an optional
'add-on' - Equipment such as the
MEJ-784 provides you with the
choice.

The Idea Works!

Belore going further, I should
make it very plain that the audio
frequency DSP in common use
does work and works very well. On
the various transceivers I've tried
(not all fitted with full DSP of
course) the level of processing
fitted has always been useful and
often proved spectacularly
successful.

However, there are limitations to
audio filtering and to cite an
example I'll hark back to the days
when I - along with most keen
Amateur Radio operators - only had
what were in effect very basic
receivers. And nobody would claim
that a simple direct conversion
receiver (where the i.f. is in effect
at audio frequencies) is made a
better receiver when used with a
specialised audio filter. All the filter
can do is help to narrow the audio
bandwidth to such an extent that
(with a bit of luck!) the wanted
signal can be heard (albeit it often
severely distorted and very often
limited to reception of c.w. only).

Of course, I used audio filters in
conjunction with more
sophisticated receivers too -
including those that used the
extremely useful 'Electroniques'
factory -built 'front -ends'. The
various designs published using the
pioneering units usually
incorporated basic crystal filtering
and when used with simple audio
filtering and if. 'off -setting'
techniques proved very helpful.

Nowadays things have
progressed and there are some
excellent factory -made transceivers
around. I know...I have the
privilege of trying them out. But
when complete 'modularised' r.f.
DSP unit become

tu.
Tun.
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Killer' or whatever the
manufiicturcr wishes to
call the facility. In
essence as far as the

IP operator is concerned all
that happens is thath

111164 when the control is
ZVen,

available...perhaps we'll see a
dramatic resurgence of 'home
brewed' receiver building
incorporating them.. just in the
same way the 'Electroniques'
ready -built front -ends did 30 years
ago?

But until ready-made r.f. DSP
units are available, you can use an
a.f. DSP to advantage. And in some
instances just one benefit makes the
expense worthwhile! (See separate
panel).

Static $ Noise

Incidentally, the Dayton
HaniVention always seems to be a
good location to test equipment 'on
air'. This is because not only is
there an enormous amount of static
and general QRN on the h.f. bands
during the summer (because of
summer storms) there's also a lot of
activities locally on the hands!

Without exception. all the DSP
units I have tried (both at home and
in the USA) provided a good
degree of DSP 'treated' spectral
noise reduction. They all also
proved to be effective at noise
blanking with ignition type
interference although unless you
got a keen gardener next door
(using one of those infernal, very
irritating two-stroke engines which
radiate ignition noise extremely
well)) this is not so much of a
problem nowadays.

Auto -Notch

Perhaps the most useful function
(and this is where the debate comes
in with me) provided on many
'add-on' DSP today. is the 'Auto -
Notch', 'Beat Cancel' QRM

'A"
'"' IL selected the interfering

GE*

signal disappears! (and
so will the c.w, station

you're listening to if you
accidentally select Auto-

Notch..,so be warned, it's very
effective!).

The Auto Notch or whatever the
facility is called; can often handle
up to five interfering
'heterodyners', 'Microphone
Whistlers' or 'Scratchers' at the
same time. Most effective and
very helpful.

And even on the occasions I've
been plagued with strange people
joining in with any of the
highlighted problems - plus the
occasional c.w. version who sits on
your ('phone) frequency trying to
break up the conversation - cease to
he a problem. (You'd have to be
really unlucky to attract more than
five!).

Obviously, when 'Auto -Notch'
is selected, there's bound to be
some effect on the final audio
quality. But in all honesty the only
noticeable effect I have experienced
is a very (almost un-noticeable)
drop in the audio output level on
the various units I've tried.

Swings & Roundabouts

As with any form of filtering - r.f.
or audio - there's always a price to
pay and it's the old story of 'swings
& roundabouts' rin afraid. And if
you've never experienced the
effects of narrow band filtering -
please don't be surprised at the
effects produced. You don't get
something for nothing with
filtering processes, and a narrow
bandwidth means just that - you
cannot expect broadcast quality
sound after the filtering.

Our hobby means we have to
use often crowded and extremely
busy frequencies under multiple
occupancy (just listen to 3.7M1 -1t to
understand what I mean). Reducing
the bandwidth of your receiver will
often minimise the problems - but
there's a price to pay with the
resultant limited audio bandwidth

making the speech less pleasant and
more difficult to understand.

However, if you're a keen c.w.
operator, you'll really appreciate
the benfits of the extremely narrow
audio bandwidths available. But
again, there's often a price to be
paid in that the resultant audio
tones can very very tiring to listen
after a relatively short time),

Obviously, tunable audio DSP
will help a great deal on the
crowded bands and if your receiver
is already fitted with good quality
r.f. filtering... an add-on DSP will
help a great deal.

Viable Option

So. to sum up my opinions on the
audio DSP units - as an 'add on' I
can honestly say the system is
certainly a viable option for most of
us. The 'add-on' units will help any
receiver under modem conditions,
but obviously the better your
receiver the better
he with the a.f. 'add-on' DSP unit
available at the moment.

Think hard before you part with
your high quality (hut DSP-less)
transceiver. You could find that the
external DSP unit could be your
answer. They're simple to fit and
very easy to use as they can often
he plugged straight into the
headphone socket (or loudspeaker
output) of your existing rig.

In practice I've only come
across one problem when using
`add-on' and that was simply cured.
The problem was caused by the fact
I was using an end -fed antenna
ands the r.f. 'broke through' in the
audio (after the filter) stages of the
DSP unit, The problem only
occurred with the end fed antennas
and was only noticeable as I was
'listening through' the unit on
headphones. A couple of ferrite
beads soon stopped the
breakthrough.

So, there it is...and I hope I've
answered some of your questions
regarding audio DSP. But in the
end, you have to decide whether it's
an option for you, and I can only
say once again you've got to hear it
in action to believe how effective it
can be on your existing rig. You
don't have to part with your
favourite rig just yet, you can 'add
on' to get DSP if you wish....the
choice is yours! PW

liggest lenefiti

Which is the biggest
benefit offered by
the various 'add-on'
DSP units I've tried,
is debatable. Not
because the
usefulness is
debatable mind you,
but because the two
most useful facilities
provided by most
units, namely 'Auto
Notch' and DSP
noise reductions,
both vie for 'top
choice.

I've recently
written an article for
our sister
publication Short
Wave Magazine
aimed at helping
listeners decide on
whether or not 'add-
on' DSP was ideal
for them. And in the
article, aimed at PW
readers I have
similar advice and
comments.

For the SWM
article I tried the
American made

Talk' add-on DSP
unit. It was very
effective...but if you
want to read the full
account you'll have
to see SWM!

But joking apart,
the reason why I
have mentioned the
SWM article is to
convey the correct
impression that I
have had
experience in
working with 'add-
on' units. And the
model I tried out (in
my own search for a
possible DSP 'add-
on') and already
mentioned briefly,
was the MFJ-784B
tunable unit.

I've also tried the
American Timewave
DSP filter and
several others (I'm
afraid I cannot
remember all the
various
designations...
except they were all
American -made!) at
the Dayton
HamVention.
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Dick Pascoe CO8PS

`Wes' around for

an explanation of

an end fed halt

wave antenna for

50MHz working.

Fig. 2: The coil and
fixed capacitor resonate
at about 50.125MHx.
The capacitor has its
`legs' insulated.

There's a huge number of antennas
available for the home station and
many many more for attachment
to cars and vans. But there are
very few for the backpacker or the
amateurs who love to take their rig
out into the wilds. This particular
idea is based on a design by Peter
PE1MHO, a good friend who
visits me quite often.

My own version of the
backpacker's antenna is
based upon an end -fed
half -wave that can be
packed away when not
in use. The photographs
will say much but the
main difficulty with any
antenna is getting it to
resonate. Especially
when out in the wilds
where an a.t.u. is just
unwanted weight.

The antenna shown
built here is based
around a very cheap
glass fibre reinforced
(g.r.p.) fishing pole
bought on a day trip to
France. While in France
I so taken with the
idea that I actually
bought two to
experiment with. These
fishing rods, often
called 'Roach -poles',
have no rings for the

line to run through. And many of
them are telescopic, the smaller
sections collapsing to fit inside the
larger elements for storage.

The 3m Roach -pole I bought
cost the Franc
equivalent of
about £3 and
the 4m one
cost the

Fig.3: Checking
For resonance

and a 501.2 feed.

point at about
50.125MHz.

This section
is supported
on a g.r.p.
fishing rod

(nominal)

A

Loading and
matching tail

{See text)

WTO726

equivalent of £4.50. The wire I
used for the antenna element and
the coil, was surplus stuff found at
a rally for a pound or so. So, here
we have a very cheap antenna that
can be used as a walking stick, and
even at a push, when the bands are
'dead', to catch a few fish for the
evening barbecue!

Words Of Warning

But first a few words of warning.
During my initial tests I used a
longer 7m pole that I already had.
But I forgot that it was made of a
carbon fibre composite material.
This newer composite material is
of course conductive, and I've
found this can be a problem.

Because the carbon fibre
material is conductive, any coils
wound around the body of the pole
are less effective and lossy. Many
of the more expensive modern
Roach -poles are made up of this
carbon fibre composite material
and should not be used for
antennas (or should be used with
caution).

Another strong word of
warning, never use any long pole
or mast near any overhead
power or telephone lines.

The end -fed half -wave must
have some form of matching
system to feed the antenna in the
form of a tuned circuit. I used
ordinary household mains wire for

Fig. 1: A simple idea for a
portable antenna.

the coil and wound ten turns
around the bottom of the pole. The
overall idea is shown in Fig. 1.

The coil started out with ten
turns of the single strand copper
wire of about 1-2.5mm diameter.
The coil has a diameter of about
15mm and each turn has about
3mm separation. You could try a
coil with seven and a half turns at
20mm diameter, again spaced at
3mm, as well if it fits better.

The wire I used. I found in the
heavy flat cable used for
household wiring. Lightly tie the
ends of the coif in place, but do
not fix it in place. as you may have
to make some slight changes later.

When made to either of the two
'recipes' I've given, I found that
the coil will resonate on 50MHz
with a capacitor of about 20pF.
Take the 20pF capacitor and
insulate the legs and solder it
between the two outer ends of the
coil.

The coil and capacitor
combination is shown in Fig. 2,
where the capacitor is to the right
of the coil. Next take the feeder
coaxial cable and cut back the
outer insulation about 25mm and
discard.

Unravel the screen and separate
it from the inner. Twist the screen
into a single leg' and lightly tin it.
Trim back the inner insulator
(about 5mm) a little to expose the
inner conductor. Solder the screen
leg to the corner of the first bend
and the inner to the second coil
next to the shield.

Now comes the difficult part,
with either a dip meter or, if you
have access to one, an MFJ
Antenna Analyser (model number
MH-259) check the 50f1 matching
point and resonance. In our case it
should be somewhere between 40
and 60MHz.

By moving up the coil a turn at a
time, you should find a reasonable
match to 5011 at about 50.1MHz.
To get an even closer match to
50k2, try moving the inner
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conductor
around the coil
a little until
the exact
resonance and
match is
found.

An
alternative
method is to
try opening or
closing the
spacing of the
coil. When
this is
achieved tape
(whip) the end
in place. Note
at this point
there is no
need to be
worried about
the actual
value of the
s.w.r., you are
only interested
in finding the
resonant
frequency of
the tuned
circuit formed
by the
inductor and
capacitor.

Hopefully
the frequency
of resonance
will end up at
about 50.125
or so. I've shown my set-up and
the MEI analyser in Fig. 3, where
you can see the match of 5052 but
with an s.w.r. that's through the
roof.

low Power Only

Most small ceramic capacitors will
handle low power only. They
cannot handle high power in these
tuned circuits, but they should
handle QRP levels well enough.
For power levels above a few
watts, up to 100W or so, then a
much larger (physically) capacitor
will be needed.

Happily such capacitors are also
easy to make, especially if you
have some spare lengths of any
other thin 5057 coaxial cable
available. Coaxial cable of 5052
characteristic impedance has a self
capacitance of about l pF per
lOmm which we can use.

To make the required 20pF
capacitor, take about 300mm of
coaxial cable and trim one end
hack about 50mm with the outer
shield and the inner separated.
Trim the inner insulation about
5mm. Cut the other end back so
that the shielded length of the cable
is about 200mm. This length

Fig. 4: Checking to see 'if it works' before committing yourself to
buying an expensive fishing pole. (I've used the coaxial capacitor in
this version).

excludes the ends
we have just
trimmed. Now cut
back the braid
about 5mm leaving
the inner plastic
coating in place.

Next check the
tuned circuit once
more, it may have
varied a little as
you've changed the
capacitor. If it is so,
cut back the coaxial
cable a little or
squeeze (or open)
the coil a little. We
now have a
capacitor and coil
combination that
will handle the high
power. Solder this
in place of the
capacitor as shown
in the photograph
of Fig. 4.

The advantage of
using coaxial cable
instead of a heavy
duty capacitor is
that it can be taped
along the pole out
of the way. Once
you have got the

tuned circuit at feed -point to 5052
you can add a
little over a half
wavelength of
wire (the
element) and
trim its length
back slowly until
you get the
lowest s.w.r.

When you
have achieved
the lowest s.w.r.
then, by putting
a small clip at
either end of the
wire, you can
clip one end to
the tuned circuit
and the other to
the top of the
pole ready to
use. The antenna
element may be
unclipped for
stowing.

Fishing poles
are easy to use,
quick to set-up
and do many
jobs, i checked
with my local fishing shop and
found poles similar to the ones I
bought in France. In my local

fishing shop a 4m pole cost £7.99.
I found various lengths and cost
rising to an eight metre pole
costing £25.99.

During the setting -up and testing
of the bamboo model I tried first,
Fig. 4. The photograph of Fig. 5
shows a coil and coaxial capacitor
setup without the pole in the way.

I listened on 50MHz, which at
the time seemed to be wide open
all over. But of course and
typically, when I was ready to
transmit the band died the moment
I put the antenna on the air!

I did find a couple of beacons
but as often occurs, no activity was
apparent. Even at 100W the test
model, and later the pole version
worked very well with an s.w.r. of
less than 2:1.

After testing I opened the base of
the pole and wound the wire
around the middle section and held
it in place with some tape. It was
out of sight and ready for use on
my next holiday and I've shown
this set-up in Fig. 6.

In use, the fishing pole antenna
worked best when held about one
metre above ground. Radials could
be added to that base but they are
not required. The bases of my
poles were push -fit covers with a
threaded cap on the bottom. Ideal

for fitting a post after
flipping the sections
out. Closing the pole
was just as easy, a
quick rap of the base
on the floor and it all
collapsed inside
itself.

My idea works not
only for the 50MHz
band, it can be made
up for (almost) any
band by changing the
coil and capacitor.
So, I'll leave you to
work out the values
for the coil and
capacitor that are
needed for say 70 or
144MHz. Then you
just add wire to
complete.

Your comments on
this design are very
welcome via either
the magazine or
direct to me.

PW

Fig. 6: The final loading
coil wrapped up in
electrician's insulating
tape. The coaxial
capacitor runs up the
pole under the tape.

Fig. 5: A 'nude' version of the coil/capacitor for more detail.
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Maths - No Real Problem!
Ray hutley MSC, shows you there's no need to be Frightened of the maths involved in matching networks.

All you need is a calculator and one or two small Formulae,

B Ra Fautiev G3ASG

The theoretical part of matching
antennas to transmitters to obtain the
maximum radiated power comes under

die general heading of impedance matching.
Most modern transmitters require a load of
501 to be connected to the antenna. or output.
socket.

Many manufacturers state that their
antennas have a feed point impedance of 50Q.
matching that of a coaxial cable with a
characteristic impedance of 50Q. So, any 500
cable having an acceptably low loss at the
frequency in use, may he connected directly
between the transmitter output socket and the
antenna.

What happens when you don't know the
feed point impedance of an antenna? (Let
alone what it looks like at the shack end of the
feeder!). The practical answer is always use
an antenna tuning unit between the feeder and
the transmitter ias I've often said before).

However. this article is not intended to he
completely practical, it's to show you how to
do the maths to determine what 'bits' of
inductance and capacitance are necessary to
match your antenna feeder to your transmitter.

When you don't know what the impedance
is at the shack end of the feeder, how do you
determine the impedance at the shack end of
the feeder? The best answer to this question is
to use an antenna bridge, or a noise bridge,
which can provide these important figures.
But let me assume that part of the job has
been done.

I've assumed that you have already
measured the impedance. at the frequency to
be used, with some sort of r.f. bridge. If
several frequency bands are to be used with
the same antenna system. the impedance
should he measured at around the centre of
each hand so that the correct matching
components are used for each band. Usually
one frequency in the middle of each band will
be good enough, although it'll only he
absolutely correct at the design frequency.

There are two different cases to deal with.
The first is when the resistive component of
the antenna feeder impedance to be matched
is greater than 500 and the other when it is
less than 5011

WS0702a 1

First Example

In the first example, where the resistive
component of the impedance at the shack end
of the feeder is greater than 5011. as shown in
Fig. 1. Here the impedance to be matched is
shown as RA and XA and the two matching
reactances as X1 and X3. The required
resistance of 5052 is shown as RL and the
calculations will be carried out step-by-step.

If RA and XA are given as a series
combination they must be changed to their
parallel equivalents, Rp and Xp (see Fig. 2).

Let p = Rp + RL
Let q = xl(p - 1
Determine Xi = + (RL q)
Determine X2 = - (Rp + q)
Determine X3 = (-Xp) (X2) + (X2 - Xp)

That completes the necessary calculations.
so now we'll put our problem values in place
of the algebra. All the arithmetic is done
using a pocket calculator. And as an example.
let's assume the impedance appearing at the
shack end of the feeder has been measured as
3500 resistance in SeFiCti with +25052
reactance 1(300+j250)D1. you will now want
to transform this impedance into a pure
resistance of 5012.

So, following the procedure shown in Fig.
2. change 35012 in series with +25052 to
parallel equivalent where RA = 350 and XA
+250

On the calculator I'm going to use the
key means enter into memory and the .21 key
means recover from memory.

So, the keys to press on the calculator are:
JJJJJJJJJ
JJ
1850 0 0

(this is (3502 + 2502)
11.11111

506.5114e8 6
So Rp = 528.6 (or near enough!)
Now Iet's determine value of Xpk where Xp

= t 3502+2502) + 250

18 5 0 00
A11121A
140

Xp = +740 (remember the + sign)
Determine p. where p = (Rp+RL)= (528.6

+ 50)
211111JIL'121111
10.512

(10.6 is near enough?)
Sop = 10.6
Determine q as xi(p - 1)
q xl(10.6 - 1)

1,21111LL1,2r1
3,096366511

So q = 31 (near enough)
Determine Xi = + (RL * (.1) = +(50 3.I )

,12LLIA
155

So X1 = +155 (remember the positive sign)
Now determine X2 = - (Rp + ql = - (528.6

± 3.1)
_112.12J

110.516129
1170.5 near enough)
So X, = -l70.5 (remember the - sign)
Now to calculate the effective impedance

of X2 and Xp in parallel is shown in Fig. 3.
So, putting in values gives: (-740)*(-170.5)+
(-170.5 -740)

Now on the calculator again, but do the
right hand side (r.h.s.) first
JJJJJJJJJJJ
-910.5

(will be needed later)
JJJJJJJJJJJJ
126 110

-138.5122131JJJ

So X3 is -138.6 (again near enough).
Those few calculations were enough to

have determined the complete network for
transforming the impedance at the shack end
of the antenna feeder. This network matches
the input of the coaxial cable 1(300+j250)111
to the output (500) of the transmitter.

Figures Right?

Can we be sure these figures are right? Has
the arithmetic been done correctly? if the
figures are correct, then calculating the
impedance looking into the network from the
antenna feeder end with the antenna feeder
disconnected you should find that it is 350Q

Fig. 1: Here the

parallel equivalent
of RA and XA (RP)
is assumed to he
greater than RI..
(Figure in brackets
are for example 11.

WS0702151

Rp

2 2
HP * A

RA

RA'AX 2

XA

Fig. 2: Changing

from series

combination

impedance to the

parallel
equivalent
values
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resistance and -250Q reactance, or figures
very close. Why minus 250Q? Well, it's so
that the antenna system reactance of +25052 is
resonated.

The arithmetical results may not be exactly
the same as were expected, as our calculations
were only accurate to one decimal place. So,
how do you do the checking? It's as long-
winded as were the original sums I'm afraid.
but here goes.

Have another look at Fig. I. If the antenna
feeder is disconnected from the network, then
looking into the network from the part
marked Zin the impedance should be (350-
j250)52. The checking procedure is as
follows:

Find the parallel equivalent of RL and X1
(call them Rp and Xp) where RL is 50Q and
X1 is+15512

So, Rp (RL2 + X12) + RL = (502 +
1552) + 50

112L'11JL1L1L1"
2 6 52 5

1.1 2_1 .11

5 3 0 . 5
So Rp is 530.51
Now to find Xp where Xp = (RI} /2)

+X1 = (502 + 1552) + (+155)
11.LI1J111.11:1
26525

1 2_1

111.1290323
So Xp = +171.1 (near enough)
Calculate the effective reactance of Xp and

X3 in parallel, where Xp = +171.1 and X3 = -
138.6 (similar to Fig. 3).

And on the calculator

-237 14.46
1A.11.L11.1.2JJL1211Jill
32. 5 (it will he needed later)
JJJJJJJ
- 12 9 .6 156 92 3 (say -729.7)
Effective reactance of Xp and X3 in

parallel is -729.70
Determine the series equivalent (R5 and

Xs) of RR Xp and X3 all in parallel, where
Rp = 530.5 and Xp with X3 in parallel (call it
X4) = -729.7. First find numerical value for
(Rp2 + X42) = (530.52 + 729.72). We can
ignore the negative sign in X4 as when
squared the number will be positive

11211L1111LA
201430.25
JJJJJJJ key
8 1 3 42 3 LIJ (needed later twice)
11 Now clear the display

To find Rs, where Rs = (Rp * X42) i (Rp2
+ X42)

= (530.5 *(-)729.721+ 81389234
ILI1ILILU1211J11J

WS0702c

x3
=

(-X p}{X2

X2-Xp)

2 8 24 1 1138.8
JJJ
3 Li 1.0 620 4 3 6 (or 347.1 near enough)

So series resistance equivalent (R5) is
347.1. nearly 3501

Now for the effective series reactance (Xs)
where Xs = X4(Rs21+ (R82 + X42) =(-
729.7)*(530.52) + (530.52 + 729.72)
JJJJJJJJJJJJJJ
205359653.4

1J
-252.3119582
(or -252.3, remember that it's negative).

So, after all that you have the answer! Rs is
347.112 and Xs is -252.352. Both Figures near
enough. (Xs is negative so as to resonate with
the positive XA) So after all that, we've got to
the end of the arithmetic check!

Second Example

The second example is where the
resistive components of the
impedance at the shack end of the
feeder is less than 5052. The matching
network is shown in Fig. 4 and the
design procedure as follows.

lithe resistance and reactance are
given as a parallel combination they
must be changed to the series
equivalent. In our example RA and
XA are already given in series form.

Let p = RL+RA
Let q = v(p - 1)

determine X 1 = + (RAN)
determine X2 = -(RL+q)
determine X3 = XI + (-XA)

Here's another worked example.
The impedance at the shack end of
the feeder connected to the antenna is
measured as a series network of (18-
j820)0 impedance. This impedance is
to be transformed to a pure resistance
of 50Q. We'll put these figures into
the above procedure. Calculators at
the ready'.

RA = 1812 and XA = 82012
determine p = (RL + RA) = (50 +

18) = 2.777777778
So p = 2.78 (is near enough)
Determine q = Ai(p - 1) q = V(2.78 -

1)

= 1.78) = 1.334166406
So q = 1.33 (is near enough)
Determine X1 = + (RAN) =

+(18*1.33)
X I = +23.94 (remember the + sign)
Determine X2 = { - (RL )1 =1-

(50+1.33)1
±121aUJJ21aU
-31.59398496

Fig. 3:

Calculating the
parallel
combination of
Xp and X2 as

the equivalent

value X3.

Then X2 = -37.59 (near enough
and remember the sign)

Determine X3, where X3 = X 1 + (-
XA)

X3 = +23.94 + (1+820) =
23.94+820.

So X3 = +844 (near enough)
In the drawing Fig. 4 you see the

complete network to transform the
feeder impedance of 18f2 resistance
and -82() reactance to a resistance of
50Q. Better just check the arithmetic?

Again you can check the
impedance looking into the network
from the feeder end. The sums should
give us an input impedance of 18Q
resistance and +8200 reactance. It'll
be positive so as to tune out the -
820Q of XA.

Find the series equivalent of RL in
parallel with X2 (call them Rs and
X5)

RL is 5012 and X22 is -37.590
Rs = (RL * X22) + (RL2 + X22)

(we can ignore the negative sign in
X2 because when squared it will be
positive)

R5 = (50 *37.592) + (502 +
37.592)

LJJ.J:LI,J,J2ILLUILilL1
18. 05525514(or 18 near

enough)
So R5 = 1852
Now find Xs = (RL2 )(2) (RL2

+ X/2)
X$ = (502* (-37.59)) + (502 +

37.592)
2.JJ 212_1,L1

Aidal.dzi_alL1J11.21AJ:1
-24.01605041(24 is near

enough)
Remember it's negative siens so,

X5 =-24Q
Calculate the effective reactance of

X$ and X3 in series (X5+X3) =
(844+(-24))

920
So, Zit, = 1851 resistance and

+820Q reactance. The +82052
resonates with the -820Q (the
reactance at the end of the feeder)
leaving R$ = 180.

Now you know how to evaluate the values
of reactance necessary to match whatever
impedance your antenna system happens to
provide you with to the 50Q required by your
transmitter. The only point left to clear is that
positive reactances are provided by inductors
and negative reactance by capacitors. But you
knew that anyway, didn't you? PW

Fig. 4: Here the

parallel equivalent of
RA and XA (RP) is

assumed to be less than

RL, (Figure in brackets
are for example 2).
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IF YOU SEE IT

ADVERTISED

CHEAPER

ELSEWHERE

CALL
US!

0181E50 11/0
Its never been a better time to

buy your Amateur Radio
equipment. With all the price
cutting, new equipment has

never been so low!

 CA1110014 FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION Of HEW & USE° EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE.

TEL: 0181 -550 1120

 FAX: 0181 - 555 12(17

 CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 -616 0 580 RSGB

OPENING TIMES MON - SAT : 9.30 - 6.00
LATE NIGHT THURSDAY BY APPOINTMENT
 Martin tyncti can also offer finance terms up to IS mints. Deposits bun a minimum ot 10%. WI} WEIILLIMe your

part e Nctioug-e against any new for used!) product. provided its clean and in good working order. Cot the Sales

Desk today. SPA:19.9'a Nernst protection is also available

1.1 All units are brand new and booed and offered with full mandattuders All warranty All prised voted for

casbdcliegtoo(Swentaellacant.

 Fica ace on a II products is also and lair le. (Subject to status I.

 Martin Lynch rs a licensed credit limoier. Full written details ere available on regeeil Penance 4sehlect to
sums. E&OE. 510 Op en An Maiipr item

VVORTIN LYNreft
ttlS on

.111F. AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

140-142 NORTHFIELD
AVENUE, EALING,
LONDON W13 95B

artin-lynch.co.uk
STANDARD 1 ftv £249.95

C5900D
3 hands...2, 70cm & 6
METRES ALL IN ONE
PACKAGE!
What's the most compact,
economical, full featured
tri-band mobile?
Standard's C5900D!
6 Metres as well as 2 and 70 cm, with crossband
repeat, remote operation with detachable front
panel, or wireless remote control from your hand
held's DTMF pad! Pius 7200/9600 baud packet,
priority hyper memories for your seven most
used frequencies, and up -and -down -load

FREE CTCSS & UiMF OPTIONS°

WORTH £1001

0516E £149.95
Economically priced
Alphanumeric titles
Clear -dot-matrix display with back light
Aluminium die-cast rear case
26mm depth, attractively thin body
290g lightness with four AA batteries
100 channel memories
3 power levels: High, Med, Low
7 methods & 3 types scan
8 tuning steps: 5/10/12.5/15120/25/30/50kHz
39 tone encoder frequencies built-in

YAESU FT -8100
The very beet Duet Bend
remote hoed mobile.
HP: Ent

Deposit only £49, 12

payments of £36.73,

or 24 payments of £20.04, APR 19.9%.

ICOM IC81111
High perform/Inca
Dual bind Multi -made
Bees.
RItlh11599.101 "rA e"'"
Deposit £299, 12 payments of £101.02, Cost of loan

£112.28 or 24 payments of £55.11, APR 19.9%.

 Twin Band 2/70
 1W/750mW 2/70
El 200 Memories
 RXS Meter
 Lightest Smallest in the world.

58mm x 27mm x 104mm, 210g
 Menu driven facilities
 Full numeric keypad
 CTCSS built in
 No expensive nicad packs - operates

on 3 x AA cells.

CPB51OD £279.95
 Boosts power

from C510 to 35W on 70cm, 50W on 2M
 Powers C510 from external DC
 One fit plug operation

enabling "quick release" of
handle

 Fan cooled heatsink,
thermostatically controlled
 Employs additional bandpass filters

for both 2f70
 Internal SWR protection

U

ALINCO DR -A106
Easy to use and very well presented.
CTCSS encode as standard.

IIIP3
or 3 credit card
transactions of £83.33

MAIN 6vt.vi,i4.4OR OF THE
HF & IOTA CONVENTIOrk

SPECIAL. OFFER
Buy the 0510 & CPB5101)
together for only E400.05

DTMF auto -dialing with 10
memories
Alphanumeric message-
paging/wake-up modes
Code squelch
Auto -squelch 8 -level settings
Repeater offset frequency
TX time-out timer
Auto -power off
Keyboard lock
P7 lock

KENWOOD TS -8705
The only FULL DSP 100W

HF trenseelvir.

LOWER
PIP: WM. pRICE -
M1 Prim £1549 Deposit £199, 12 payments of

£151.53, or 24 payments of £82.66, APR 19.9%.

KENWOOD
TS -570D

NEW A resnerkable DSP FIF, 100W.

RIP: £1499.

919 Deposit: £120, 12 payments of

£99.09, or 24 payments of £54.05, APR 19.9%.

ICU IC756
After reading the review
by Peter Hart, its little
wonder we sold over
twenty 756's in April l Fantastic display, 100W on all
bands, HF+6M, dual receive etc. Read the review in
RadCom or see our web site for G3GICrs write up -
he was so impressed he bought one himself! CTCSS
encode as standard.

110:12199.

MI Price: 111199 Deposit: £190, 12 payments of

£156.95. or 24 payments of £85.62, or 36

payments of £62.08. APR 19.9%.

Add 5 years warranty for only f179

AM.



YAESU
1111-11,
Latest edition from

the Yaesu stahie.

Ultra -compact, Dual

Band transceiver

with wide band

coverage receiver.

 500mYV output on WO

 Lithium Ion Battery

 .51300MHz receive

6 Character AlphaNumetic display

 Built-in CTCSS function

 Dual watch feature

 AM Airband RX
 Size: F1131xW47xD25mm

 Weight: 125g with antenna & barer,.

PRICE: ETBA

Y4ESU VL-1000
Latest 1 kW FIF4-6m linear amplifier.

Available October '97

 lkW Output on FIF4-6m

 Built-in High speed Auto ATU

 2 radio inputs

 4 auto switched antenna outputs

Omni -glow display with SWR LCD graph

 Separate P511 for easier installation

O Auto hand switching for most Yaesu FIE rigs

O Size of each unit 410Wx 135He4100

PRICE: ETBA

ALINCO
DJ -65
Excellent 2/70
Handle

MI #299 or 3
credit card payments
of £100

NEW ICOM IC -207
Simple Twin Band WO

mobile

RRP £439

ML Price: £389
Deposit £49.00 & 12 x £31.22. APR 19.9%.

If it's good enough for Mr Bennett it's
probably good enough for you.
Starting my working life as an apprentice for Racal BBC in Wembley, I was delighted to supply my ex -
Managing Director with a new JST-245. I think his letter says it all. (Helped no doubt by the 150 Watts on
HF and Six metres, a built-in mains PSU and build quality in a class of its own)! 73 Martin G4HKS

Dear Martin
I have had my .IST-245 for one month and
must say that I am delighted with it. This
transceiver exudes quality in every sense
of the word. The receiver performance is
outstanding, one of the quietest that I
have used. Reports on transmitted quality
have all been excellent.

Having been in the radio
communications industry for most of we
working life, I am very impressed with
the 1ST -245. Thankyou for your
recommendation.

Geoff Bennett G3CYL
Foil Managing Director of The Racal
Radio Group.

ICOM IC -706 MKII

The only HF 100 watt transceiver with 100W on

SIX and 20W on 2MI Icorn have invented a

transceiver that's already two years ahead of

the competition. The new mk11 addresses all

the minor shortfalls that existed on the mk1.

Don't mess about, just order one. CTCSS

encode as standard.

RRP f1195
ML Price: £1049
Deposit £109 & 12 x £86.32. APR

19.9%. or 24 x £47.09. APR 19.9%.

or 36 x £34.15. APR 19.9%.

THE NEW MC JST145
Possibly the ultimate HF transceiver with SIX

metres, not only is the new JST-245

aimed at the professional user, but it

now incorporates a mains PSU and

offers 150 watts output from 1.8

the Peter Hart Review

RRP £3495
Reed

RadCom October

ML Price: £2295 in stock
Deposit f299 & 12 x £188.68 or 24 x £100.20 or 36 x £72.66. APR 19.9%.

YAESU FT -920
Who says they are on back order! We have
had a constant supply since their
introduction. An HF plus Six metre

transceiver for a very competitive price. Reviewed by Petet Hart Rob Mannion
and Henry Lewis and they all say the same - easy to use, good RF performance
and good value for money. Place your order here...

RRP £1699 AIL Price: £1499 0wit)111C60411

Deposit £150 & 12 x £123.89 or 24 x 67.58 or 36 x £62.08. APR 19.9%.

YAESU FT -1000 1P/AC
DC VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

RRP £2899

ML Price: £2199
Deposit £229 & 24 x-£98.69 or 36 x

£71.57 or 48 x £58.23. APR 19.9%.

ML&S will price match any advertised price by another authorised
dealer providing the item is in stock at the time of ordering

PIM MAIO

Cushcraft HF Antennas
87000 NEW! Latest 10-40m vertical {13Orn optional} .E369.15

Rex 130m add on krt for R7000 El 49 95

135 10/1215/17/20 vertical £295.00

AV -3 14-21-28MHz vertical 4.3rn long 194.15

AV -5 3-5-7-14-21-28MHz vertical 7.4m long £159.95

AP8A 8 Band Vertical £229.95

AP RIBA Radial Kit £54.95

40-2CD 2-e1e 40m Yagi £489.95

A3S 14.21-2/MHz Yagi /389.95

A3111/5 12/17m 3 -ale Yogi 1289.95

A103 30rnIxtension A3WS £119.95

204CD 4 ale 20m Yogi 1481.95

154CD 4 ale 1591 Yagi, .£239.95

04 Dipole 1W15/20/40m £249.95

D3W Dipole 12/17/30m £199.95

MS 3-4 ale Yagi 10/1500m .f439.95

MyDel antennas
111-0EL MULTITRAP

Built exclusively for MARTIN LYNCH, the
new wire antenna is trapped for 80
through to 10 metres, uses heavy gauge
multi strand plastic -sheathed wire, heavy
duty 1 kW traps and totals only 20 metres in
length. It's very easy to install, takes minutes to
tune, guaranteeing an SWR of less than 1:5:1 on
spot frequencies throughout the entire 5 bands. A
far better alternative to the old G5RV antenna.
I mpedes ric e: 52 Ohm. Overall length: 20m, Power

Handling: lkW, Max SWR: 1:5:1. Weight 2.5Kg. input

socket: 50239.

MEGATRAP 160M - 40M

Microwave Rollr''
Sole UK Dislriludor, Martin Lynch & Son

MIVILl44-1016 7m, 311 in,100W out Linear plus Preamp...........n19..95

mm[144,ims On,101111 in. 1 LON out Linear plus Preamp.........1199.95

MO1.1441013 7m,3W in, 301.4 our Linear plus Pre-amp ................£99.95

 4ra
MML70-1006 4n, IOW in,100 out Linear Au

M1E50-19013 fin, 3W in,100W out Dear plus Preirop

MlilL50-1006 6m. loviinriCOV eutuseartin Pre -amp

MIAL5:1301.6 3m,1014 in,3111111 out Linear plus Prearop

10111141-201IP New Nigh Performance 2m Transverter. .

MMT10-78HP New High Performance 2m Transverter .

MMT14450 6m Onve.2m 10W Linear Transverter

..V99.9S

.11E1.55

.I199.95
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C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS,

www

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT

01327 260178
ormi

VISA

c HOWES

HOWES
FIN! TIPP:

I

11.

113 1.:1X

 1'

\

- 2411 ewsv-io-build (21{1. 1.ratrem

Build a QRP Station in easy stages!
DC2000 Receiver Kit
Great for the beginner as well as the experienced QRPer. Plug-in band system.

02000 Kit: 22.90 (with one band module). Optional band module kits: f7.90
each. from 160 to 10M. HA22R hardware (pictured lower left): £18.90.

1X2000 Transmitter Kit
5W CW RE output (adjustable) on160 to 20M bands, about 1 W on 10M.
Operates on a single band at a time with plug-in band filtersVery clean signal.

TX2D00 Kit: £24.90 (with one band filter). Optional band filter kits: £6.90 each.
HA23R hardware pack (pictured top left): £16.90.

LIII2000 Linking Module
Fits in receiver to link to transmitter. Side -tone, muting, IRT, CWfilter.Kit £16.30

Total for all standard items above: £99.90 (plus postage)

cia
HOW ES -.:911111j,

Muitiband SSB Receiver
DXR20. Covers SSB and ON on 20, 40 &
80M bands as standard. Optional extra
plug-in band modules available. Can link to
TX 2000 or AT160 for transceive (by adding
LI42000 linking module). Versatile and
popular, with great performance!

DXR20 Kit: £39.90. DC52 "5 meter" lit:
10.90. HA2OR hardware pack: £28.90

Great projects for Holiday and Portable usel
New Hardware Pack!

The AT160AM/DSB/CW 80 and
160M transmitter now has a new

optional hardware pack. This is for use when the AT160 is linked via an LM2000 linking
module to either the DC2000 or DXR2O receivers for transceive operation. The HA160R has
the same "footprint" as HA2OR, so the receiver can sit neatly on top of the transmitter.

AT160 (TX) Kit: £39.90, MA4 (mic amp) kit: £6.20, HA16OR (hardware): £22.90

AC10ESSOKY KrrS
AA2 Achy. Antenna. 150kliz to 30111-1z 58.90 EIC52 Meter- for dried conversion FtXs £10.90
AA4 25 to 1300MHz Active Antenna 515.80 U102 Counter Buffer {fit to Its to feed DFD5} £5.90
AB118 118 to 137MHz Active Antenna 518.80 DM+ Add-on Digital Readout for supeenets £49.90
AP3 Automatic Speech Processor 516.80 DFD5 Dlgdal Frequency Counter/Readout £54.90
ASB 558 and CW AF external filter £15.90 SPA+ Scanner Preamp. 4 to 130941Hz £15.90
ASD8 FM Antenna Selector/Attenuator 07.90 5T2 Morse Side-tonetrraclice Oscillator £9.80
CM2 Quality Electret Mic with VOGAD £13.50 55530 SWR/Poster Indicator, 3DN 1-800Mlfz Et 3.80
c514 Internal SSB 6 CA Filter for our RXs £10.50 KMI Crystal Calibrator. 8 intervals + ident it 9.90

(optional hardware packs are available to suit marry of ihn zhoun kits. plea -se enquire)

OEM
Tap Value Receiving ATVs (ix mode& alsoevallable

CMS. Covers :c 30MHz. Efficient, flexible "T match" circuit. 50239 sockets.

Factory Built: 49.90. Kit (including case and all hardware): £29.90.

CTU9. As CTU8 plus balun, bypass switch and terminal posts. The fully featured Rx ATU!

Factory Built: 69.90. C11.19 Kit (including case and all hardware): £39.90.

Please add £4.00 P&P. or 1.50 P&P far electronics kits without hlardnoto-.

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, dear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets, or you can browse this information on our
Internet Website (address at top). UK delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.

Maki' dour hobby
more exciting!

'Join other like-minded people,
the experimenters, the people
who are not content with just
Ortting back waiting for things to
appen - make things happen

yourself with the RSGB. With us
you will enjoy...

rage
- the Society's 100

nage colour magazine,
delivered to your door every
month.

Special discounts off a
comprehensive list of
publications

EMC advice - solve those
interference problems once and

Ifor4O I .

echnical advice

PLUS much more!

JOIN US!
Be one of
these radio
amateurs
enjoying
their hobby
o the full!

Radio Society of Great Britain, Dept PW9
Lambda House, Cranborne Road
Potters Bar Herts EN6 31E
Tel: 01707 659015 Fax: 01707 645105;
e-mail: sales@rsgb.org.uk

11 410`
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Communications Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.)

TWO-WAY RADIO  AMATEUR RADIO  AUDIO VISUAL 0 SALES & SERVICE
58 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 8AQ. Tel: (01908) 610625 FAX: (01908) 216373
(E -Mail: 100304.71@compuserve.com)

Alinco (New low prices)
From 1.8-50MHz

Alinco DX -70T {with CTCSS), 100W HF, lOW
6m, all mode. SX-200 3.5-30/50-54/130-
150SWR/power meter.

£695.00 carr FREE

Aline() DX -70TH. 100W HF, 100W 6m, all
mode C/W SX-200 3.5-30/50-54/130-150
SWR/power meter.

£775.00 carr FREE
PACKAGE 1. Alinco DX -70TH, 100W HF, 100W
6m, c/w 25 amp PSU, VK5JR HF multiband
vertical, VC -6 6m V dipole (5 year warranty on
DX -70).

PA price £1261.95
DEPOSIT £160.95. 24 PAYMENTS OF £58.74.
COST OF LOAN. £298.76.

PACKAGE 2. Alinco DX -70TH, 100W HF, 100W
6m. c/w SG -230 Srnartuner ATU, HEM -1 3.5-
30MHz mobile antenna and PRO -AM 6m mobile
antenna. (5 year warranty on DX -70),

PA price £1250.90
DEPOSIT £150.90, 24 PAYMENTS OF £58.16.
COST OF LOAN. £295.89.

YAESU FT -920 HF Transceiver

The new FT -920 has been released and offers some
great features at a great price. 1.8MHz to 54MHz plus
wideband receive, 33MPS digital signal processor,
digital IF shift, auto notch filter, dual VF0s, 1.00
memories, band stacking VFO system, break-in CW

with electronic keyer, TNC interfacing, digital voice
recorder. 13.8V DC operation.

Yaesu FT -920 (5 year warranty). c/w 25 amp
PSU & FM board.

PA price £1752.95
DEPOSIT £175.95. 36 PAYMENTS OF £61.87.
COST OF LOAN, £650.32.

0

P -2512M
25-30 amp power
supply with variable
volts (3-15). Dual
meters (VS + amps) and
over voltage protected.

£.89. 95 carr 110

SAVE £10

IC-706Mk11 PACKAGE DEALS
IC-706MKII (L1095.00) Carr .£10.00

PACKAGE 1. 1C-706Mk11c/w SG -
230 Smartuner auto ATU, HEM -
1 3.5-30MHz mobile antenna.
(5 year warranty on IC -706).
PA price £1449.95
DEPOSIT £150.95. 24 PAYMENTS OF £68.68.
COST OF LOAN, £349.32.

PACKAGE 2. IC-706Mk11 c/w Comet CAHV HF-i-6m+2m mobile antenna,
c/w corn IC AT -180 Auto ATU. (5 year warranty on IC -706).
PA price £1500.95
DEPOSIT £160.95. 24 PAYMENTS OF £70.85. COST OF LOAN, £360.40.

PACKAGE 3. IC-7O6Mkll c/w 25 amp PSU, Vf(5.11? HF multiband vertical &
TSI33608 6/2/70crns base antenna. (5 year warranty on IC -706).
PA price £1500.95

fq. 1N:
.39,

SPL P.,,B 4-C

DEPOSIT £160.95. 24 PAYMENTS OF £70.85. COST OF LOAN, £360.40.

SG -230 Smartuner®
Antenna Coupler SSB, AM, cw 6.: DATA

(SG -230 special offer £299.00)
Carr £10.00

You can't buy a smarter tuner than this. An
automatic antenna coupler so Intelligent it
precisely tunes any length antenna -8 to 80ft -
in the HF band.
The Smartuner" automatically evaluates and
switches 64 input and 32 output capacitance
combinations, plus 256 inductance combinations
in a "pi" network. The amazing result is over a
half -million different ways to ensure a perfect
match for your transceiver. And the most
intelligent feature of all is that the Smartuner
remembers the chosen frequency and tuning
values, and will automatically reselect those
values - in less than toms, each time you
transmit on that frequency.

The 230 Smartuner'. Buy Smart.

ICOM IC -207H 2m/70cm Mobile
 2m & 70cm
 50W/30W
 Detachable head
 Packet 9600 bps
ready  180

memory channels  CTCSS & 1750Hz tone.
£395.00

IC -207H Deposit £40, 12 payments of £33.09.
Cost of loan £47.13 -

ICOM IC -821H
2m770bms base
station (5 year
warranty) c/w UT -84
CTCSS, AG -25 2m mast
head amp, AG -35

70cms mast head amp & 25 amp PSU.
PA price £1823.95. Deposit £190.95, 36
payments of £64.06. Cost of loan £673.16

KENWOOD TM-V7E
 144 & 430MHz
50/35W  Dual Rx on
same band
 280 memories
 Detachable front head
 CTCSS & 1750Hz tone

 Large clear display. £599.00
TM -117E Deposit £60. 24 payments of 128.50.
Cost of loan £145.00

KENWOOD TS -570D
Setting the standard in performance

KENWOOD
Kenwood TS -5700
(5 year warranty), c/w 25 amp PSU,
VR5JR HF multiband vertical. VC -6 6m
V dipole.

PA price £1797.95
DEPOSIT £180.95.
36 PAYMENTS OF £63.44.
COST OF LOAN. £666.84.

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD

PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF, Jon or JANE.
RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MON - FRI 9.30 - 5.30, (Thursday 9.30 - 12.30) Saturday 9.30 - 4.30

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - EWE
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Mobile Home
`Ham'
B Dennis Hartwell GOVIIV

How he's retired

Dennis Hartwell

GOPOV says that for

him living in a

'mobile' home is the

ideal site to operate

his Amateur Radio

station from.., read

on to find out more.

Dennis GOVOV found the
ideal spot for his 'mobile'
home with a garden

backing onto hillside woods.

The trees at the end of
GOVOV's garden came in

handy for stringing his
G5RV half -wave dipole up

while his vertical collinear
sits comfortably on top of a

scaffold pole.

For most of my life I have lived in
a semi-detached house. t had
neighbours on one side, only a
cavity brick wall away and my
neighbours on the other side,
although detached, were still only
about 2m away.

I had a small garden, about 10
x 6m tapering to 2m wide at the
end. No room for an antenna farm!
This, I decided was not an ideal set-
up for my planned retirement
hobby of Amateur Radio.

My offspring had moved on, so
a 3 bedmorned house was no longer
required, the mortgage was mostly
paid off, so 1 looked around for an
affordable home in the country.
After many visits to Mobile Home
Park Estates around the
Countryside, I found the ideal spot

with a garden
hacking onto
hillside
woods.

I sold my
house, paid up
the mortgage
and bought a
home outright
.md even had
a little over to
buy a good
radio later on.
And I have

now lived in my park home for
over four years. I successfully run
an Amateur Radio station without
signing 'Mobile', as once the unit
(home) is sited on its base with all
services connected it then becomes
a permanent address.

Mobile homes are pre-
fabricated bungalows which are
factory built on a rigid steel chassis.
They are fitted with wheels to
enable them to he moved about the

factory and
then onto
their
permanent
base, hence
they are
'mobile'
within the
meaning of
the Mobile
Home Act.

Once
installed On

site the homes
are connected to
all the mains
services and then
bricked up to the
chassis. The
homes are
double glazed and centrally heated
and are offered fully furnished. The
insulation is often better than most
conventional houses.

The price of mobile homes vary
with the size and site location.
However, they are generally on a
par with a small sized flat in the
outer London area.

Most homes are between 3 and
fim wide and 9 to l5in long. The
sloping roof has metallic tiles, the
rain gutters are plastic and are
easily reached with a step -ladder.

Some even have lofts which
stretch the length of the home and
also room in the garden for a
clothes line. So, there is plenty of
scope for experimental antennas for
the radio enthuiast!

Successful Operating

I currently operate on the h,f. and
144MHz bands successfully. My
h.f. antenna is a G5RV half -wave
dipole strung between two trees at
the end of my garden.

The v.h.f, antenna is a vertical
collinear on top of a scaffold pole
about 20ft overall in height. It
radiates approximately to a 80km
radius with 30W of power.

My first QSO I had from my
mobile home was with LX3UF
(Bulgaria) who gave me a five and
nine report. Since then I have had
many QSOs around the world
including VKs on 100W power.

The Nelphours

The neighbours are situated further
away from me in my mobile home
than when I lived in a semi-
detached house. By law, the homes
have to be 6m away from the next
home either side.

Since the Mobile Home Act
1983 many changes and
improvements have been made in
the way that estates are run. They
are now more 'user friendly' than

they were once regarded.
Mobile home parks are held in

high regard by local authorities
who licence and regulate them.
Some of the estates are privately
owned and some are run by local
authorities and housing
associations.

Most estates are situated in
country and coastal areas which
minimise interference from
industrial and domestic sources. A
bonus for the Amateur Radio
operator!

Ideal Radio Shacks

The larger homes usually have an
office or study built-in which make
ideal radio shacks. Of course, if you
order your home from the factory,
you can design your own layout
with shack to suit to you.

There are several monthly
magazines on the book stalls that
specialise in Park Homes. They list
prices and locations of estates with
write-ups on the latest models. etc.

The Government have issued a
booklet entitled Mobile Homes
which is a good guide to
regulations and your rights. It's
available free from Council Offices.
libraries and Housing Aid Centres.

Recommended life

Moving and especially retiring to
Mobile Home Parks is an option
being taken by an increasing
number of people nowadays. I can
certainly recommend it as a way of
life and can honestly say it is most
certainly possible to operate and
enjoy our wonderful hobby of
Amateur Radio from a Park Home.

So, if this is an option you
decide to go for, I wish you good
hunting in your search for a good
location to set-up home and station
in.

PW
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Amateur Radio Communications Ltd OPEN Tue-Sat
10am-5pm

38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton -le -Willows, Merseyside WA12 9BA

We are the largest stockists of both new and secondhand amateur radio equipment in the north of England
fact not fiction Our company boasts a full time service department authorised by all the major suppliers.

When you buy from us you have complete peace of mind!

HF TRANSCEIVERS
[COM IC -706

LRCM

This is your last chance to buy the best
selling HF mobile ever. RRP f995.

ARC PRICE £Phone now
IT'S ARRIVED... THE ICOM IC-706Mk11
New enhanced version incorporating many
additional features, if you're looking for a rig
von can't lice withers. your search has ended.
PHONE NOW FOR DETAILS. £1 195 RRP.

ARC PRICE £1049 cash/cheque.

KENWOOD TS -570D
Now down in price

Kenwood have
produced a superior
replacement to the
TS -450 Using 16 bit
DSP technology to

out interference arid produce excellent
sh3nel processing.

£1349.95 RRP. AVMLASLE ON
:NTEREST FREE FINANCE Deposit £349.95.
12 x £83.33 monthly repayments. ZERO APR.

ICOM IC -756
The perfect HF-Sm all
mode transceiver for

hams who enjoy
chasing rare DX's. Full
of functions designed to give you the edge! it

is an impressive looking radio, sure to be
another (corn winner.

PHONE NOW FOR OUR CASH PEKE!

1.2495 RRP

VHF/UHF MOBILES
ALINCO DR -605

Compact
dual ba rid
receiver.

* 2m S. 76cm SOW/35W
* 100 memories
* Full duplex * CTSS encoder fined.

£399.95 RRP

KENWOOD TM-V7E
The appearance of this new

dualband mobile from
Kenwood tells you it is

different from the rest, as
Leighton Smart said in his li4i8l PAP
review in the March PVV ARC price £584
"Kenwood have yet again come up with

another 'gem' in the shape of the 1-M-V7E".

NEW ON THE MARKET

!COM IC -207H
Dualband features at a
single band price! 9600

packet operation.
PHONE FOR MOPE

INFORMATION. £439 RRP

ARC PRICE £395 cash/cheque

USE Y IT CARD
FOR S PATCH

VHF/UHF HANDHELDS

ICOM T -7E
Superb dualband hancSe plus

CTCSS. Complete with moods arid
charger.

RRP £329.00.

CASH PRICE £299.00

ICOM IC-T2E
2m FM ha ndportable includes

niceds and charger. Typical loom
quality radio

£169.00 RRP

ALINCO DJ -G5
A superb twin band handle that
comes complete with nicads and

charger. Just lake a look at its
features:- 9 Up to SW RF output

 100 memories  Over air cloning
 Cross band repeater function

 Spectrum channel display
 Extended receive.
£299.95 RRP

HP AV p TO 3
YEARS RIOD

E-mail us on: arcoms@globainecco.uk

ACCESSORIES
POWER SUPPLIES
Watson
W -SA £29.95
W -16A £49.95
W20A £89.95
Monson
EP -925 30 amp £99.95
ORAE
24am p PSU 1119.95
Moils
Extends tome' 251 .00
Extends to 27'6" £45.00
Extends to 17%* f34.00
D/Band mobile antennas from £2 1 .95
Mend verticals from £39.95
Magnitunts £16.95
Du plexus £26.95
HF mobile antenna 249.95

IWHAT YOU WANT INE HAVE OR CAN GEM

Packet tenninele
PK-232MEX £819.95
TNC-2M 9K6 boxed £179.00
KAM plus 0.35.00

DSP-232

including FREE Windows software
£79.00. The latest all mode DSP driven TNC
from AEA.

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE
£465.00 ceshtheq

I = Tel: 01925 229881/Fax: 01925 229882 la

deg rotation

SRP TRA
Antenna
Rotator
AR-300XL
Max load 60kg
(with support
bearing). 360

in approx 65 sec
(cable not supplied). Support
bearing optional extra £49.95 +
free P&P (mainland UK only).

SRP-905
Communications
Speaker
5 watt 8 ohm
filter/rn ute

extension speaker complete with
3 5mm mono jack. £13.95 + free
P&P (mainland UK only).

strew*Air...
-:-. F

Syncron
SX-144/430
2m/70cm
cross needle
direct reading
SWR/1000W

power meter. £39.95 + free P&P
(mainland UK only).

SRP Turbo
Magmount
Very strong 7"
diameter 50-239

maigmount, with protective
rubber base complete with
cable and PL -259. Perfect for
6m 1/4 wave. £17.95 + free
P&P (mainland UK only).

SRP 2/70
2m/70cm dual band mob
antenna featuring super
strength mini -magnet (only._
30m diameter) c/w
miniature coax and plug. a
£19.95 + free P&P
(mainland UK only).

Dummy Load
DL -60
* DC-500MHz
* GOW max
* PL -259 fitting

£15.99 + free P&P mainland UK orify)

STAR BUY. Super Synchro.
I 1 001nAll NiMh Ail size cell.

No memory effect, almost twice the
capacity of Nicads. 3.00

SRP Trading, 1686 Bristol Road South, Rednal, Birmingham B45 9TZ
Opening times: Mon -Sat 9.30am to 5_30pm We are Kenwood, Yaesu, Icon), & Alinco dealers

Call Rod IG8SUPI, Richard (G6ORA) or Mary (Mi RUB) on
TEL: 0121-460 1581, 0121-457 7788 FAX: 0121-457 9009
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B  Gto le Dobbs G3RIV

The Rev.

George Dobbs

has the ideal
project for
castaways, as

this month he

describes 'The

Island RF

Amplifier' using
only seven

components.

And although

it's your choice
of records,

you'll find a
complete

Amateur Radio

library waiting
on the 'desert

island' for you!

44

Building on Islands' is the main
topic this month. But you don't
really need your choice of seven
records!

Using islands has come up
because it's a common
misconception amongst many
Radio Amateurs that they have to
etch a printed circuit board in order
to build a practical circuit. In fact.
this column has usually featured
circuits and projects which do not
use etched boards. frequently the
projects have been built using that
version of point-to-point wiring
called 'ugly' construction.

With the ugly method grounded
components are wired direct to a
base plate and the other parts of
added to them. But I know that
many constructors don't like this
method because it really can be
ugly and they want their projects to
look better.

Several Methods

There are several methods of
construction which look very much
like a conventional p.c.b. and allow
quick and easy construction of
small one-off circuits. One method
I sometimes use is Island
Construction.

Using the island method a piece
of an -etched p.c.b. material forms
the gmundplane of the hoard and
small pieces of blank printed circuit
board material are glued to this
gmundplane. These islands form
the connection points for the
components in the circuit.

A further advantage of using
islands is that it's a form of surface
mount construction: the
connections are soldered on the top
side of the board (see Fig. 31. This
does away with the need to drill ail

those little holes, the
really irksome part of
making a
conventional p.c.b.!

Surface mount

This month's project...an r.f. amplifier built using the
`island' p.c.b. technique.

< OUT < IN

RF AMPLIFIER

G3RJV ON

"Oh! What a snug little island, a right little, tight little island"

Thomas John Dibdin 1771- 1841

boards are also more tolerant of
lead spacing. Printed circuit hoards
have an annoying habit of requiring
components with a lead spacings
which do not match the available
parrs...and a surface mount board is
very forgiving of component
spacing.

Designing Easy

Designing an island board is very
easy. My usual method is to take all
the parts which are required for the
circuit, a soft pencil, an eraser and
a sheet of squared paper.

The actual parts to be used in the
circuit can be laid on the paper and
the proposed system of islands
marked out in pencil. Usually with
a little re -arrangement and some
use of the eraser, the circuit can
soon be translated into a practical
layout.

Next. I then take a ruler and a
pen and draw the pattern of islands
in a neat form. This can form the
basis for cutting the islands from
the p.c.b. material. r l always use

(hem!l view of the completed project. George G3RJV left room so he could

add other items as projects like this tend to 'grow' into others!

off -cuts of fibre glass printed
circuit board which is easy to cut
with a small hacksaw).

So, now I've described the
method, let's use it! We're going
look at a practical and very useful,
circuit built using 'islands'.

Practical Circuit

I he practical circuit shown in
Fig. 1 is a simple broad -band radio
frequency amplifier. The circuit
originated (I think) with George
Jessop 66.113, many years ago and
I was reminded of it by Frank Lee
G3YCC.

I've built several ugly
construction versions of the
amplifier and found it useful in a
variety of applications. It uses only
one transistor, three resistors and
three capacitors.

The original version of the
circuit used the BFY90 (but I used
the equivalent 2N918 because I had
several of that type). In essence, the
circuit is two coupling capacitors
linked through a resistor, R3. The
transistor is connected across this
resistor with its base to the input
end and collector to the output end.
The emitter is grounded.

The amplifier can be self
contained and powered by a PP3
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battery or it may be run from an I 2V
supply. This can perhaps be from the
piece of equipment for which it
provides the amplification.

The amplifier should provide
some 20dB of gain over the whole of
hi and offers useful gain into the
v.h.f. part of the spectrum. (The
2N918 is usable to 600MHz and the
BFY90 to I.2GHz). Both devices
ought to provide worthwhile gain on
I44MHz with relatively low noise.

Depending upon the supply
voltage, R3 may require some
adjustment. Ideally the amplifier
needs to draw around 5mA of supply
current. The value of 68002 worked
well with a 9V battery

The [ay -Out

As previou,1:, mentioned, the
annotated photograph shows the
layout of the island board. The size
is not critical and my hoard was
around 35 by 20mm. This provides
more than enough room for the
circuit.

Making the hoard much smaller
will result in having to make very
small islands for the component
connections. My islands were either
5 by I Omm or 5 by 5mm according
to their placement or number of
connections they have to carry.

You should use good quality glass
composition p.c.h. material and
begin with the base board (or
groundplane). A 'Junior' hacksaw
makes a good cutting instrument.

Mark out the size with a pencil
and cut from the copper clad side.
(It's also useful to clean the copper
at the beginning before any cuts are
made as it's far more difficult to
clean tiny pieces of p.c.b. material).

If you own a good quality (sharp)
pair of 'tin snips' these can also be
an effective cutter. The advantage of
using tin snips is that it's easier to
get a clean straight line. But
remember that p.c.h. material can
play havoc with cutting edges as
many of us know from blunted and
broken small drills.

After cutting the small islands,
sand around their edges to remove
any burrs of copper which could
short the island to the groundplane.
The islands are now glued into place
following the pattern shown in the
photograph.

If you are patient, I advise the use
of 'Araldite' epoxy resin adhesive
but this does mean the board has to
stand until the next day before it can
be used. However, you can use the
Araldite Rapid version and Super
Glue may be used and I have had
success using Uhu Glue.

Editorial warning: Please take
care when using epoxy resin

adhesives and do not allow it to
come into contact with your fingers.
The same also applies with the
`Super glues'.

The next stage is to tin all the
islands with solder. Heat the island
with the soldering iron, apply the
solder and wipe a clean layer right
across the island. This is also a good
test of the adhesive or glue that has
been used!

The components are added by
bending the leads at 90° to fit
between the relevant islands. 1 also
like to add a small flat portion of
lead for soldering by bending out the
end of the lead at 90° and cutting the
surplus to about I mm.

When you start building, my
advice is to begin with the transistor
and then add the resistors and
capacitors. And bear in mind that
both the emitter and the screen (scr)
of the transistor are soldered directly
to the groundplane as is one end of
C3.

Checks Completed

After the usual checks are
completed. you should apply power
to the amplifier whilst measuring the
supply current. If the current is in the
order of 5mA. all is well. If not,
adjust R3 to draw 5mA.

A simple test is to hook the
amplifier to the front-end of a
receiver and switch it in and out. It
will probably overload the receiver
front-end and cause all sorts of odd
signals to be heard. But it will prove
the amplifier works!

I built my island version of the
amplifier into a small box. However,
although I say "small"....it's really
quite huge (75 x 55 x 25 -mm) as I
intended to include a PP3 battery so
the box is more a battery holder than
a circuit board holder!

The battery takes up most of the
space. The photograph shows the
amplifier board with input and
output sockets and an on -off switch
mounted in the box. But for some
applications the board could he fitted
directly into an item of equipment
requiring the amplification.

May Applications

In practice the little r.f. amplifier has
many applications. And for example,
some time ago I used a version of
this circuit to amplify a signal
wanted to measure on my frequency
counter.

So, the amplifier can go ahead of a
simple home-made receiver to
provide front-end gain. One possible
application is shown in Fig. 2. (Here
the amplifier is used as a simple
active antenna).

I played about with this
application using several cheap and
cheerful broadcast receivers. These
were solid state (not valved!)
receivers with short wave bands and
in trying to increase their sensitivity
it soon became obvious that some
attenuation is required after the
amplifier.

Adding a lid) linear
potentiometer on the output, with a
relatively small coupling capacitor,
helped a
great deal.
In theory, I
expected
better
results by
adding an
r.f. load to
the antenna
and I tried
several
values of r.f.
choke on
the input
but they

Fig.3: Annotated

photograph showing the
'Island' p.c.b. material

'land' technique and
component lay -out. The

choice of adhesive is

important for fixing the

'islands' (see text).

W50720

C1

Input

appeared to
make little difference.

Useful Addition

Using about a metre of wire as an
antenna and with careful use of the
output potentiometer. the amplifier
proved to be a useful addition to the
front-end of the simpler short wave
receivers. The suggested circuit is
shown in Fig. 2.

So, why don't you give this
application a try? If you do build the
little circuit you will soon find other
uses and you may even have to make
more of them!

PW

Fig. 1: Circuit of the

simple r.f. amplifier (see

text).

Fig. 2: The r.f. amplifier in

the role of a simple 'active
antenna' (see text).
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Ifs approaching the
time of year when
many radio enthusiasts
are starting to think of
autumn and winter
projects and perhaps
forgetting the garden
fora bit! So, to help
you plan and organise,
yourself the PWteam
has a selection of
helpful books packed
with information, ideas
and encouragement!

A Beginner's Guide To Modern Electronic
Components

R. R. Penfold

Just starting a Radio Amateur's Examination Course?, or just
beginning in radio? If the answer's yes to either question...this
little paper -backed book could provide a great deal of help.

The experienced author guides the reader through the
modern maze of electronic components, discussing and
explaining on the way the intricacies of diodes, capacitors,
semiconductors, etc. However, although instructive and very
informative this book 'talks' to the reader and not 'at them'.
This 168 page book is an ideal beginner's reference and
instructional source and costs just 0.95.

!OP arlaingiisciraws lacks

ir Power
Supply
Proiects I

leMEIMMI
13.t&ere bedroll. Boois.

IP, A Beginners
Guide to Modern

Power Supply Projects
R. A. Fanfold

Electronic
Components

OMR: and pm]e:!:

Old 01011Olge

lid Oil

Very often newcomers to the radio hobby or those enthusiasts
with little constructional experience are rather put off from
trying their hand at building power supplies. But there's no
need to be frightened of possible explosions if you follow
Robert Penfold's experienced leadership!

Robert covers topics such as ripple voltage, general
smoothing circuits, voltage regulations and provides some
helpful projects and ideas. Ideal for the beginner and
inexperienced alike, this book will prove to be very useful to
help the student gain confidence and work safely when
building equipment to be used with 'mains' electricity
supplies. 92 pages. Recommended.

Power Supply Projects costs £3.99.

Test Equipment For The Radio Amateur
Clive Smith G4FZH

This slim paperback book has become a minor
`classic' - the clear evidence being that it's run to a
third edition. The book is a very useful guide
describing, as it does using, building and
understanding test equipment.

Along with p.c.b. designs you can build projects
(including: a d.c. micro/milliammeter, 198kHz
receiver and standard frequency source, simple
spectrum analyser, power supplies, Wheatstone
bridge, and v.h.f. 'dip meter). The vast majority of
the projects in the book originate from the author
himself - and he knows his subject well. Highly
recommended at just £10.95 for 170 pages.

TESL EquipmEnt
FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR

Clive Smith. G4F2H

TO ORDER ANY Of THE TITLE! MENTIONED HERE Nil HE iNE ORDER
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Hands -On Guide to

OSCILLOSCOPES

Barry Ross

I 1

Hands On Guide To Oscilloscopes
Barry Ross

Have you ever hankered after an oscilloscope or been tempted
at some you've seen on display? Well, if you've ever shown
any interest in using a 'scope but don't have the expertise or
knowledge this soft -backed book will surely help.

It covers all aspects of oscilloscope use and covers from the
most basic 'scope up to the modern complex 'storage' types.
It's well illustrated, and written by an author who spent many
years in the oscilloscope industry. 227 pages. Recommended.
Hands On Guide To Oscilloscopes costs £17.95.

The ARRL Operating Manual

The title on this book is totally misleading and does not do it justice! This is
because the book in reality provides an excellent manual for both the absolute
beginner in the Amateur Radio hobby and the established Amateur. Of course
the book has a distinct 'American Flavour' but this is very much to the readers'
advantage in its style and approach.

The reader is introduced to radio through short wave listening (complete
with an interesting look at the origins and present activities of the Voice of
America) right through to radio clubs, operating, contests, operating portable,
data communications, etc. On reading the book the British reader will be made
very aware of how 'high profile' the hobby is in the USA.

Although the European reader will have to be aware of differing
frequency allocations available to North American readers, the book provides
an excellent introduction and reference manual to the hobby and a refreshing
read. And as a bonus there's an extremely useful 24 page 'desktop reference'
booklet to help you when you're on the air (bearing in mind the frequency
allocation differences). Approximately 300 pages. A highly recommended
reading and reference source.

The ARRL Operating Manual is available for £16.50.

THE A
ELECTRON

CIA-2 -At

E3Urif

T

THE ARRIL

OPERATING
MANUAL

' fbr the active Mm
activity and bald

Bawloa
tkaauoia'

The ARRL Electronics Data Book
Edited by Doug DeMew W1FB

This long established soft -backed book - edited by a Radio
Amateur who needs no introduction to PW readers! - is packed
throughout with useful data, 'building block' circuits, technical
theory for reference, i.c. pin -out details and a host of
information to help in the hobby. It provides an enormous
amount of data to help the constructor and experimenter alike.
Toroids, coils, filter design details, using specific i.c.s, all are
covered.

Approximately 200 pages make up this essential reference
source which costs just £8.95.

FORM IN THIS ISSUE OR CALL MICHAEL MI ON X012021699930,
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Advertisements from traders or for
equipment that is illegal to possess,
use or which cannot be licensed in

the L1K, will not be accepted. No
responsibility will be taken for
errors.

You should state clearly in your
advert whether the equipment is
professionally built, home -brewed
or modified.

The Publishers of Parented
1.4Freless also wish to point out that

it is the resp,onsibiliiy of the buyer
to ascertain the suitability of goods
offered for purchase.

For Sale
2 brand new 8A Variacs 110V,
£20 each. New ]960s transistor
tester, £20. Valve tester, Mallard,
with cards, £30. Plus other items of
vintage test equipment, offers.
Michael Drantield, 6 Calesdale
Close, London Road, Buxton,
Derbyshire. Tel: (012981 73492
night

2m-70cm QSYing sale: Arden PC,
6000 2515W 25/ / 2.51(Hz plus
airband. £150. Two Yaesu FT -23R,
£140 and £110 (marked). Tan TR-
9130. £300. Yaesu FRG -9600.
£250. Also other items + hi-fi for
sale. s.a.e. for lists. Please write to
Keith Burrows, 10 Basil Street.
Stockport SK4 1QL, messages
(with luck._ via pensioner]) on
0161477 5303.

100MHz scope 11P174IA dual -
trace with manual, £145. 15M1-17
Gould 05250B dual trace with
manual, £55, both v.g.c. John.
Coventry. Tel: (012031450476.

American Heathkit HW17 2m
(144MHz) base or mobile. complete
with HWI7-A f.m. transmitting
module and HWI 7-1 mobile power
unit. 12V, all manuals, collector's
item, good condition. £50 plus
carriage, 1960s era. GSAYK,
Burnham -on -Sea. Tel: (01278)
78.070,

Antique lamp ammeter. in
original box. Heathkit laboratory
oscilloscope model 0-12-U. very
heavy, with instruction hook. Tel:
(019021 751402.

AR88D, £65. GRC-9 complete
station, £180. BE -201, £80. FT -
101E, £1 80. Eddystone 5870, £50.
WS19 for restore, £70. Collins
180K-3 a.t.u., v.g.c., £50. Wanted
military sets, RXs, TXs, any
condition, age. Tel: Worcs (01562)
743253.

Artec full colour 24 Bit hand
scanner. with card for VESA or
PC1 slots, software and manuals for
'Phorostacker Plus'. 'Scantools' and
Wardliosx"' condition, as new,
cost £100, selling at £60 or no.
04PAY, QTHR, Tel: (01206)
384505.

BIrd power meter elements. 400
to 1000MHz, 5W, 425 to 850MHz,
I W, sensible offers or exchange pair
for we 2m to 30MHz, 1kW
element. Tel: (01269) 831549.

Complete 2m (144MHz) f.m.
station. Alines) DR I I9E SOW rig,
Manson 25130A p.s.u., aerial, ext.
speaker. 'phones, £200. Would split,
ail v.g.c. Robertson. Milton Keynes.
Tel: 1019081609284.

Copies of Newnes Radio & TV
Servicing, most early volumes to
1966, £6 each pins postage, pair of
WWII field telephones, type L £15
plus postage. Tel: Aberystwyth
(01970) 890563 not Sundays
please.

Datong filter FL3, c/w instructions
and power adaptor, £50. Browns
headphones type F, offers. Tel:
(01262) 604823.

BARGAIN
b a m e n t

Com i lied by Zoe Crabb

Deers radiogram cabinet, Beau
from. circa 1937. fined complete
audio system. Panasonic
SGHMO9A turntable radio, 3 -band,
2 tape decks, graphic equaliser. Cl)
terminals, 4 speakers, multi -change
switch. instruction book. £371). Tel:
(01923)249133.

Drake T-4XC MS4 R -4C 6k11,
filter, Sherwood mods, 2 filters,
spares, fully crystals. offers. Collins
755.3C i c. valves, spare valves,
5P3 filters, £700. AVO gen
v,g.c.. £50. 'Phone Bill (m1)141-562
4571.

Drake transmitter type T.4XC
and Drake receiver type 4RC for
sale with operating manuals for
each. Tel: Norfolk (015531840371

For sale or exchange Reception
Set R1117. g.w.o.. I .2/17.5MHz or
exchange for 1155 Or R21(1 valve.
£70. Tel: (01203i 440637.

FT-277ZD 16(1-10m (1.8-28MHz)
as FT -101 + FTV9OIR transverter
2m (144MHzl insert. £450. 1-'1:7B
80- lOm i 3.5-28MHz), 50W
variable. mobile h.f., £2211. IC -735
h.f. transceiver, £550. KW Ezee
match a.t.u., £75. Alan 040.119.
QTHR. Tel: Essex 101277 i 624386.

FTDX401 updated, pair
QQV0640s. impubs 175W e.w..

300W pe.p. out. inc. 1.8 and
10MHz WARC band, 6 -pin power
mic., no drift, hear it on the air.
£290. Other working. £150 (IMO.
Tel: 0181-858 14411.

1C -R7000 receiver. 25.2080MHz,
good working order, £350 o.n.o.
Racal RA1792 h.f. receiver. good
working order. £550 sines. Rotator.
small domestic type, £20 o.n.o. Tel:
Cheltenham (01242) 863631.

lcom 706 MkII. mint. hosed. £850.
Heath HW9 QRP TXIRX plus
matching a.t.u. and s.w.r. meter.
v.g.c.. manuals and boxes, E350.
Yams FT -767 h.f. TXIRX, boxed,
£750. Tel: BrisSol (014541
887461.

Icom 738, mint condition, hardly
used. boxed with Kenwood low-
pass filler, £5511 o.n.o. Peter,

Lancashire. Tel: (01204) 385466.

Icons 737A hi.. boxed, £175. IC -
706 with remote lead. based, £675,
iC-R7000 RX, mint, boxed, £500.
Azden PCS 7590 6m (50MHz) f.m.,
50W mobile. s:t.s:.s.s., boxed. £235.
IC -3220H 2 m170c n

(144/430MHz1. brined, £295. IC-
24ET 2m/70ern (144/430MHz)
hand-held, boxed, £180. Eddystone
RXs 1990R/I. 770R/2, part ex. Bob,
Kidderminster. Tel: (015621
757480.

Icom ICR711 receiver. 100kHz to
30MF17 £225. MFJ Grand Master
memory keyer NIF1484C, £60.
SMC monitor scope, £60. All
excellent condition with manuals.
Ray 03101, Essex. Tel: 011268)
733035.

Kenwood 6805 h.f. + firri (50W -1z)
transceiver, 50MHz 110Wi, h.f.
100W, boxed, g.w.o. £600 (i.n.o.
Tel: (01872) 270679.

Kenwood 7M231E 2111 I+-Ih1HeI
mobile, boxed, £ 1 25

Kenwood TM431E 70crn
1430MHz mobile. boxed, v.g.c..

Tcl: Staffs 0)12831716634.

Kenwood TR-751E 2m 1144M1121
multi, mint, boxed, £350. Yaesu FT-
30X/OR 2m/70.em (144/430MHz)
'mobile, £300. Yaesu FT -50R
2m/70cm (144/430MHz/ handle.
£200. hot la boxed, three months old,
all less then three hours use. Gary
on 0151-327 22% before 9pm.

Kenwood TS -570D 100W h.f.
d.s.p. TX. £1150. Yaesu 50R
2m/70cin (144/430MHz1 handy
with extra keypad, £2011. Also
Roberts R861 s.w. ss.b. radio,
£130. All as new. Pete sin 1.012561
420696 any evening.

Kenwood TS -830S. all amateur
hands, 1.8 to 30MHz, very little use
and unmarked, £375. Yaesu FT-
23/FT73 speaker mic., battery
charger NC28C plus new NiCad
battery FNB20, £35. Tel: Prestatyn
(01745 ) 657119.

KR400 medium duty rotator + all
cables. 2m beam, £19) o.n.o. SEM
transmateh with ezitune + top band,
£100 o.n.o. SSM bm Europa

above for hand-held. Marlyn sin

(014221251520.

Linear amp UK, Explorer 1000,
excellent condition, £750 o.n.o.
CACRY, York. Tel:1019041789755.

ME] Delux 949E 300W a.t.u.,
Zetagi linear 100-200 frequency
Minter. 0.350MHz, low pass filter.
0.30MHz power meter and antenna
matcher 10-100W, Antron antenna.
Vince on 1014871823879.

Morse keyer unit, MF1-452X,
interlaces rig with any AT
keyboard, 8 x 250 char, buffers, 150
char. type ahead buffet includes
Iambic keyer. I.c.d. read-out,
sidetone. with manual, as new.
GM3HlitT, QTHR. Tel: (016981
888618.

Nova p.m.r. 15W full coverage
v.h.f, mobile far 2ni 1144MHz)
auto toneburst. direct frequency
entry on repeater channels, DSO.

Various M series Pye mobiles
294/296 with conversion info.,
£10/30 each. David, Peterborough.
Tel: 1(11733 I 774725 or E-mail
david@dekhan.demow.cowk

Phillips synthesised world
receiver. nindel D2935 BFO for
amateur hands memory storage. Tel:
0181-575 7984.

Pre-war HMV radiograms: Model
521 119311, £150. Madel 5111

119361. in bureau style cabinet,
£200. Both in good working
condition. Tel: Derby 1011332)

7006511.

RA17L + RA66 pan -adaptor in
rack. £4110 RA 117 RA I37A +
RA1688 + RA98D + RACL pre -
selector in rack. £500. HP -150, SP -
1511. PR -150, Philips 3360
computer with modemaster and all
leads, all above good working
order. Tel: 01131-3134 9199 evenings.

Racal MkII, v.g.c., £120. Racal
RA17, v.g.c.. £115. B40 -D. manual,
speaker. very sensitise, £60. Icom
ICR-7000, boxed, remote control,
h.f.. v.h.f., (two radios into one).
excellent performance, mint
condition. £600. Swap radios. Tel:
0181-813 9193.

Rapid Results College RAE
Course plus various textbook), and
revision books, £51). Tel: 0181-854
9569.

RCA MI -8167 h.f. TX. 3511W
comp. £2(X1 or swap. AR8SD. £65.
Eddystone 870. £50. Collins auto
a.t.u., 180k. £50. Bird Wattmeter
TS-2609A/U, can. Wanted key for
Syncal 30 and PRC-320. Ben.
Worcestershire. Tel: 101562)
743253.

Rockwell -Collins 755.3C, 325-3A.
516F, ps manual. offers. Eddystone
940, new cap resistors, valves SP.
£180. AVO gen. IF. £50. Valve
tester 160. stare manual, £90.
'Phone Bill stn 0111-562 4571.

Sony ICF-SW7604IG, boxed, still
under guarantee. £100. Trio 2300
2m (144MHz) rransceiver, has fault,
but working, boxed, £50. Eddystone
model 740, £411 o.n.o. Buyer must

Murphy A122M
vintage radio. offers. John. Bucks.
Tel: 1019081379250.

Standard C58 all -mode transceiver
with Daiwa 25W linear. £165.
BNOS 160W linear s.s.b./f in..
£140. Mack mast -head pre -amp
with rlf control box, £611 plus
manuals. Tel: (017051 264587.

Tektron CS455 150MHz dual -
trace scope, f 150. Tel:
Birmingham 01.21-753 1145.

Tennamast 40ft mast with winch
in excellent condition. lowered
height 220 approx.. extends to 40ft
plus with a stub mast in place.
genuine reason for sale, I want a
Scam41), £150. GOSEC, please ring
my brother Phil 2E1FWP for details
on 1013(151 767610.

Tower 4511, 3 section wind-up and
tilt with 2m (144MHz) M/H pre -
amp with rotor & cage, 6 -element
cross Yagi & switch 5MHz AE
rotor controller and all cables, £450
o.v.n.a. Tel: (012271274484.

Trio 2m 1144MHz) iransverter
model TV -502, 2ns (144MHz) in,
6m 150MHz) out. £25 plus carnage
CIF you culled I. Tel: Chichester
(01243)783605.

Trio R2000 receiver with v.h.f.
conversion and manual. excellent
condition. £2311. Tel: E. Sussex

1(11797) 252335.

Trio TS -520 transceiver, five
hands, 80110tH 13.5-28MHz) plus
30m (10MHz) RX only, handbook,
microphones. 2/6146B new valves
fitted, TX needs attention. hence
low price, £110 o.n.o. Tel: 1012.541
726476.

Trio TS -520S with s.s.b. and e.w.
filters, fan, no mic., g.w.o., good
starter rig, only, £180. CWIRTTY
interface, 031-.1V model with leads.
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plugs into 1 BBC computer. £15

John Cr M4AQ0, QTHR. Tel:
s 01592) 874719.

TriolKenwood R1000
communications receiver, v/w
manual.excellent condition,
200kHz to 301s1His. mains sir 12V
d.c.. original Nis. £210. Morris,
Cornwall. Tel:10E208i 880532.

TS -9485 with auto tuner, £850.
Trio TR9130 multi -mode 2/n rig.
£275. Both excellent condition.
Altron SM30 mast, v.g.c.. £150.
Vectronics 3(61W a.t.u., £75. Daiwa
PS -120 I 5 A pawn' supply, £30. Tel:
York i 01904i 337648.

Two element cubical quad suitable
for 1(1 and 15rn 121 and 26MHz).
P01.2 with rotator, cables, mast
support bracket. control hos used
for four months only, due to
neighbours. £200 no offers and no
timewasters. Janice or Keith an
(111642) .1201108, leave message on
answerphone.

Versatower, rise and lilt .50ft with
3 -element
JayBeam
rotator and
cables.
excellent
condition.buyer
collects. £675
o.n.o. Tel:
I (1 I 2531
8924ol.

Vibroplex
Lightning

bug key, £75. Ci3BIK electronic
keyer, £50. RM Nimbus AX/2
2R6PC, £20. Keyboard mouse and
l2in colour vsl. £40. Roy
0W4KGD, Abersoch. Tel: (01756)
7121(18.

Yaesu 7470X, fitted with f.m.
board and narrow c.w. filter
(500Hz in excellent condition with
manual. £4511 o.n.o, Jahn G3SZM,
Worthing, Tel: (01903) 24181(1 after
8pm and at weekends.

Yaesu FRG -7700 communication
receiver. Yaesu FRT-77(8) a.t.u..
gosal condition with manuals.
boxes. radio has memory with
battery back-up. £325 o.v.n.O. Mike.
Bristol. Tel: (081121 375090
mobile).

Yaesu FRO -88041 with improved
Front -and filters, d.c. option and all
modifications. plus manual, £375.
Eddystone E1335 with batters pack,
spare connector, all manuals. rare
maroon case. £95. Realistic DX160,
£611. Tel: (111502) 711880.

Yaesu FRSDX 480, Top Band'
and all hands, very grind condition.
£1611 Limo. or willing to pan
exchange for hand-held multi -hand
transceiver. 'phone any time and
ask for Arthur on 1016341712270.

Yaesu ET-10IZ, AEA ET -1 tuner.
ME/ 1K dummy load and Coils:rah
A5, all in good condition. offers.
Sam. Hens area. Tel: 1017071
396(122

Yaesu FT -290R MkII 2m
I144MHz) multi -mode with
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accessories. boxed. v.g.c. and MFJ
5/81 base antenna. £3(11. Yaesu
FRT-7700 h.f. receiver antenna
tuner. hosed. v.g.c.. £35. Simon
G7kVIK. Leics. TeL (01509)
'33726.

Yaesu FT -890 31k11. hexed. multi -
mode, as new. with charger.
batteries. 1300. John on 101283)
538223 after IRO hrs.

Yaesu FT -736R 2111 and 70cm
1144/430MHz) modules, excellent
condition. £950. Kenwood TS -680S
h.f. transceiver, include, 6m
(50MHz/ hand, £575. Icom R7000
scanner, excellent. £750. Kenwood
TS-85OSAT. £1050. as new. Mark
on 1019531 457909. can deliver
reasonable distance.

Magi 135511P linear amplifier. 3-
30MHz. 3006 a.m., 6(81W s.s.h..
£l 2(1 no -Let agi HP -1000
transmatch, boxed. £43 o.n.o.
Zetagi IkW dummy load. boxed_
£42 o.n.o. Daiwa PS30411 30A
immaculate condition, boxed. £95
ii.rvo. Andrew, Middlesborough.
Tel: 1016421814503.

ZX Spectrum + 48k with RX4
tape, cw.. RTTY. AMTOR. SSTV.
£35 inc. P&P. RX4 tape and
instructions inc. P&P, £5. Tel:
Derbyshire 10 I 29g178268 anytime

Exchange
Amiga MO+ I Meg. colour monitor.
extra &drive, three boxes full of
discs. plus some boxed games,
exchange for a decent scanner to at
least 1300MHz. buyer collects. Tel:
Worthing (01903 / 260851.

Bush BAC 31 receiver. very old.
used the old type battery with grid
bias a.c./b.m. vintage. needs
attention. signal generator type
CGIm/I. ranges 30Hz to 11811-12,

1100kHz. 30)kHz. swap for good
base receiver. TeL 1017671 677070
evenings after 6pm.

Swap for coal fired loco. one Racal
1217 RX. Aries P100 media. lots of
it. 11/C planes complete. Melodeon
3 row 3 voice organ. 'phone for
details, price. etc. Tel: Reds (012341
743175.

Wanted

6m 15031Hz1 transverter for 2m
(144MHz) rig. manual for Taegu
FT -290R Mid. manual for standard
0150 handie. circuit diagram for
Tait T51.81 mobile. Pete on
0117-963 33)16.

19 Set control boxes, six and 12 -
pin leads, headsets and variometers,
swap CI 2 24V p.s.u. for 12V
version. 18 Set wanted. must be in
original condition. swap or buy. Tel:
W. Yorks (012741824816.

19 Set variometer in on -modified
working condition and control box
No. 16T and I7T. also in good
condition. TeL W Yorkshire 0113-
256 41/13.

Any info, that will help me study at
home for the RAE. or any info.
about obtaining a home study
course. if you can help in any way
please call Shaun. Leicester on
10145516140g7 anytime.

Cosmir Commando CC3112
transceiver circuit diagram
required, costs gladly repaid. Alan
GOHBC. QTHR, Tel: 0121-745
1000

Dead or alive Trio 'T14.2300.
search your attics. etc! John
GM8MILH. QTHR. Tel: (018381
200304.

Does anyone have or know of a
transmitter type TCK-7. it was
adYenised in Short NIT Maga:ine
around 1960. about 50 high. 2ft
wide. 2.110s1Ht. 400W. all valves.
Nick G8NAV. Kent. 1012271
272507.

Due to transit damage. I ant still
looking for an Akai 400013B to
DS I tape deck like the one I missed
in May/June see my July advert).
alternatively, Sony TD -377
considered. Please write with full
details to Keith Burrows. 10 Basil
Street, Stockpon SK4 I QL.

Eddystone Morse or Marconi
Morse key ha,. also GPO
telegraph key and sounder. any

condition considered. Tel:
Aberdeenshire (017711623654.

Enigma machines and Hagelin
M209 encrypton-decrypton devices,
any other equipment for encoding
messages also considered. John
G7GCK. Leicester. Tel: 0116-231
3194 or E-mail via
j ale ittOeirsynetco.tik

For Mk123 set. a source of the
power connector McMurdo MSI8.
PI 867 plus any spares and
accessories. J. S. Haggarn 22
Alnwick Road. Newton Hall.
Durham DH I SNL. Tel: 0191-386
1116

Good home available for your
unwanted Morse key. RAF type D.
Robert. Colchester. Tel: 1012061
5-12559.

Grundig table mains radio. new.
Marlborough model 3365 or Bush
mains table radio model VHF64
and Grundig short wave radio.
professional Satan model 2400
stereo or model 1400. Hugh
hIcCallion, No. 8 Strathard Close.
Coleraine. Co, LontionderrY, N.
Ireland BT51 3ES. TeL (012651
43793.

Guide to EMC Robin Page Jones.
AH2B antenna element 2.5m long.
frequency 3.5. 28MHz, for sale
!depths meter Corark 2.50V 500V,
I kV. £411 o.v.n.o.J. Tarleton. 23
Falcon Way. Woodville. Derby
DE11 7QS.

Handbook or any info. required
for Telrex multi -element tri-band
beamisl. GW3IEQ. QTHR. Tel:
1012861831340.

HF TX or transceiver suitable for
I'. W.. Will swap for portable Clarke
hlkfl inig welder. large bottle gas.
plenty of wire. good for welding car
body \sods_ Tel:1012541832350

1 bought a Yaesu FRDX411411 front
Loneleat Rally. but need the
handbmik and circuit diagram for it.
if G3UUV reads this, could he
please contact me regarding the
above radio. Mike, Bristol. Tel:
108021 37 50911 1 multi le) anytime.

!cum IC1110 741cm 030311-1x)
handle or very similar as good
price for one in good condition.
cash waiting, been looking for ages

for an 1C4210. so please make my
day. GOSEC. 66 Rockhampton
Close. Little Moor. Weymouth.
Dorset. Tel: do (013115) 7676111.
Instruction manual or photocopy
for Vaesu FTV9OIR transverter
warned urgently. Fred Western. 40
Galan tichaf. Merthyr Tydfil, Mid
Glamorgan CF47 9TP. Tel: 1016851
384826,

Lou voltage 113.8'0 high power
'Ham hands' sa.b. linear
amplifier 17-2IMHz min.i. c/w
manual. Tel/FAX: (01637) 860305
or E-mail: G3LMOOAOL.COM

Manual or circuit diagram for
KW202 comm. receiver. circa 1970.
pluaocopies would suffice. costs
paid. P. A. O'Dell. 92 Butternorth
Path. Luton LU2 (ITR. TeL 011582)
4181411.

Modern h.f. s.s.b. manpack. e.g.
Racal 4000 series. complete and
running. Clive Ci-INVX. Hereford.
Tel: (01432) 0411(19.

Motor unit model N1R-7SOU for a
Daiwa multi -torque rotator. model
Allt7501, also mobile bracket for a
Yaesu FT -707. G4WBV. QTHR.
Tel: Bristol 0117-968 2861.

MRF245 power transistor or pair
of MR1'247 d.s.p. 100 for TS -850.
50012 pot for G400/KR4(lO rotator.
c.i.e.s.s. board FT -69011. cd.c.s.s.
board ET -726R. Yaesu SP5 speaker
for FT -10110D. Patrick rat 1019531
8843115.

Oscilloscope, g.w.o. with manual.
Collaro or Garrard record deck. old
domestic radios. valves,
components. cash. can collect. Mr J.
Creasey. 4 Low Farm Drive,
Folkingham. Sleaford. Lincs NG34
OSP.

PAIR PKT radio. all ready
crystalled up for 70cm 1430MHz)
u.h.f.. for Novice. also 70cm beam.
quail*. info on how to get on 23cm.
eg: radio,, aerials. wanted GCIO
board for Kenw nod TS670 quad
bander. Mike 2EIFCG on (012261
742971.

Racal RA63 sideband unit
wanted. RA98 ish unit, MA1614
diversity unit. RA37 and RA137

low frequency units, RAI7 receiver
for sale or exchange. Tony,
Worcester. Tel: 101905) MI 759.

Spy. Clandestine radio sets
wanted by private collector,
American. Bullish. French. German.
Polish. Russian. etc.. good price
paid for the right items, also in-
complete units for spares. Bill
G8PUJ. QTHR. TeL 011(1-505 0838
evenings.

Straight Morse key and oscillator.
also Datong Morse Tutor or other.
Dave, Cornwall. Tel: 101579)
362908.

Technical software 1(X4
programme on cassette for
Commodore C135,164 or other
cassette prop. to work with CBM64
giving RTTY, SSTV. c.w.. AMTOR,
etc. Tel: 11)12531 873452.

Teleprinter and controller or
RTTY software hardware fir a 486
PC. I know teleprinters are noisy
but the mother-in-law is deal will
collect 50 miles LIT Bristol. please
help. Mike on 40802) 375090
I mobile) anytime.

Valves: 6K1)6, 6146B. 6GK6.
12BY7A, F1.50B TX, 21MHz beam
or quad. I /IMHz beam or quad. old
valve receiver. old RA I7L receiver.
carriage paid. please write to: Ed
Kelly EI5DR. Cregganavar.
Breaffy, Castlehar. Co. Mayo. Eire.

Welt sw,r, p.w.r. meter, type
SP2211 1.8/2011m. must be good
condition. state price inc. P&P
G2BCY. QTHR. Tel: 0191-265
4780

Yaesu FT -77. WO required on
unmodifying a Yaesu FT -77 which
has been modified (not by present
owner) to receive Citizens Band on
some hands Tel: 0141-632 5408.

Yaesu h.f. converter :0.1 -30MHz)
lor FRG -9600. also 'dedicated' top -
band transceiver. s.,.1). QRP about
3-10W. GWOGHF on (012221
703429 111" QTHR.

All adverts should he sent to:-

za Crah6, PW, Bargain Basement Free Ads,

Arrousmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

1111111111 BISEMEIT 01111ER F011111
Please insert this advertisement in the next available issue of Practical Wireless.

.J FOR SALE  WANTED U EXCHANGE

Name

Address

Telephone Number

CONTACT DETAILS FOR ADVERT.

Please only write in the contact details you wish to be published with

your advert,

ie. do you want your name & address, or your telephone number?

Your advert, you decide!

please

write

in

block

capitals
(30)

1121
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Judging by the
fact that PW's
'wireless
shop' is
illuminated by
gaslight this
month and
there's a real
vintage
'flavour'... it
must be
Charles
Miller's turn
to be 'mine
host. This time
he's talking
about 'Doctor
Loewe's
Magic
Multiple
Valves7

Waive &
ntage

Continuing our look at the
oddities that sprinkle the pages
of valve history. this time let's

examine some 'Teutonic tubes' that
twinkled brightly for a while around
the end of the 1920s. These were the
brainchildren of a very capable German
scientist. Dr. Loewe. eponymous
founder of one of the foremost radio
companies in that country.

In the middle 1920s, Dr. Loewe was
taken by the idea of making radio
construction simpler by combining two
or more valves in a single envelope.
Then came the great inspiration - why
not take the idea to its logical
conclusion and include all the coupling
components, condensers and resistors,
in the envelope as well?

Exciting Conception

Dr. Loewe's idea was an exciting
conception but not too easy to realise.
The size of the individual valve
structures wasn't a great problem, as
even in 1925 it was already possible to
miniaturise the devices.

There was, for example, the
diminutive WeCo valves which had
electrode structures smaller than the
B70 valves made 15 years later. Nor
was it hard to make condensers and
resistors small enough.

The difficulties were (first)
arranging the
various bits and
pieces in such a
way that there
would be no
mutual
interference. The
second was
obtaining a good
'hard' vacuum
within the
envelope.

It was already
well-known that
the metal parts of
any valve tended,
in various degrees.
to a certain extent
to absorb what
were called

The "wonder of
1926" - the OE
333 (see text).

occluded gases. It was also known that
these couldn't be eliminated by
simple vacuum pumping.

Having more and more metal
objects in the envelope.
such as the foil use
in condensers and
the wire used for
connecting leads
obviously made
matters worse. As
far as the valve
electrode
structures
were
concerned it
was found that
they could he
made to give up
their occluded
gases if they were
preheated before
evacuation, but
this didn't work
with the condensers and resistors.

Eventually Dr. Loewe had the bright
idea of sealing each of these within its
own little evacuated envelope. This
also had the beneficial effect of
preventing them from attracting
electrons away from the valve
assemblies.

First 'Integrated Circuit'

Sorting out all this took a good deal of
time but by the middle of 1926 Dr.
Loewe had managed to come up with
the very first integrated circuit
devices known to mankind!

With one of the 'i.c.s. you got
virtually a complete three -valve set in
one 'bottle'. All you had to do was to
attach a tuned circuit to one end and a
loudspeaker at the other, connect up the
batteries and then sit back and listen.

The successful 'one bottle' unit
would have been a remarkable
achievement alone. But he also
managed to devise a self -neutralising
tetrode that was only a step away from
the highly -esteemed screen grid!

By combining two of the tetrodes
and various resistors and condensers in
one envelope the esteemed Dr. Loewe
ended up with something that would
provide two stages of r.f.
amplification. Placing one of the
devices ahead of the other gave
provided the equivalent of a five -valve
set that could perform as well as, if not
better than, many conventional types.

The First Valve

Getting down to details, the
first Loewe valve was the

3NF which contained
three triodes. The
first of these was
designed to act as
an anode -bend
detector, which
was handy in two

respects.
Firstly, the

triple valve
didn't need
a grid

condenser
and leak,

One of Doctor Loewe's 'magic multiple
valves'.

saving two
components.
Secondly, it
didn't impose
so much
damping effect

on the tuned circuit that fed it, which
was good for selectivity.

It also meant that reaction wasn't
needed to 'perk up' reception, thus
precluding the sort of oscillating
interference so easily produced by
unskilled operators (Remember the
BBC's Captain Eckersley's 'Please
don't do it - referring to overdoing the
reaction?).

Simple resistance capacity coupling
was used from the detector to the next
triode and again on from this to the
output section. Apparently. not even
Dr. Loewe fancied the idea of trying to
cram a conventional inter -valve audio
frequency transformer inside the
'bottle' !

In practice, the 3NF would work
satisfactorily with a 90V h.t. battery but
if the utmost sensitivity and output
were required the supply could be
stepped up to 150V. The current drain
wasn't quoted: maybe it would have
been too daunting for prospective
users!

On the 1.t. side the filaments of the
first two triodes were rated at 2V and
the last at 4V, to be run in series -
parallel From a 4V accumulator,
drawing about 170mA. (That actually
wasn't too bad at all - three old bright
emitter triodes would have taken five,
or more, times as much).

A conventional grid bias battery
also was needed to put some negative
volts on the grids of the detector and
output triodes.
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The 2HF Valve

As far as the other type. the 2HF
valve was concerned, the tetrodes
were described in a contemporary
report as "being...of the 'double
grid' variety". Here the inner grids
were used to neutralise the space
charge.

Alternatively, if you prefer it,
the inner grids were used to lower
the impedance...[the] "h.f.
amplification may be improved by
means of low impedance valves: in
that way we see the use of the
double grids". (But of course, this
piece may have lost something in
the translation from the German. On
the other hand, it may have gained
sornething....unintelligibility!

Aperiodic (i.e., resistance -
capacity) coupling was used
between the two sections and both
the input and output circuits were
tuned. As a result the gain and
selectivity of this new wonder of
the wireless waves should have
been pretty good.

The price to be paid in battery
power was a rated anode current per
section of 3mA at 90V, with the
"inner grids" drawing about 5mA at
between 10V and 20V.

Each filament was rated at 2V
and they were connected in series
far operation from a 4V
accumulator "without the use of a
rheostat".

Special bases had to be
developed
for the
valves hut
rather
surprisingly
both types
needed only
six -pin

holders. This
was achieved
by making as
many as
possible of the
internal
connections
common, such as
the filaments in
both valves and
the "inner grids" of
the tetrodes in the
2NF.

As regards
physical size they
weren't too large (about a big as a
half -pound jam jar). What a lot in a
bottle!

Scott -Taggart Frosty

In late July, 1926 John Scott-
Taggart's Radio Press, in its
Wireless magazine, printed a
somewhat frosty review of the
Loewe valves. They were

interesting, it stated, but it was
impossible to say whether they
would give really satisfactory
results.

The review hinted that such
multiple type valves had already
been developed in Britain hut had
not yet made their appearance on
the market (could this have been the
voice of publisher John Scott -
Taggart in the background?).

However, by the following
Autumn. with Scott -Taggart
departing to pastures new in
Melbourne Place, WC2 to
concentrate on selling his own -
brand valves, Wireless became more
enthusiastic. They even invited Dr.
Loewe over to demonstrate his
valves at Radio Press's Elstree
laboratories!

There, on the
evening of 20th
September, 1926 "in
the presence of Mr.
John Scott -Taggart
(who was probably
suffering from a
severe bout of
mired emotions!)
and members of
the staff...a
remarkable
example of
compactness
was shewn us
by Dr.
Loewe...lifting
up the lid at
the top of the
receiver
revealed
what
appeared to

be an amazing thing. for
apart from the valves and their
holders there was nothing else to be
seen inside with the exception of
three tuning condensers and one or
two connexions...".

After describing how the set
could be used as the equivalent of
either a three-or-five-valver, the
report summed it up as giving
excellent sound quality although
leaving something to be desired as
regards selectivity.

For the time
(1926) this
was a tiny
set only
measuring
6 x 4in. (see
text).

Berlin Exhibition

A more public appearance of Dr.
Loewe's inventions took place a
few days later at the Berlin Wireless
Exhibition. Here on display was
"das kleiner Wunder von 1926" (the
little wonder of 1926), the receiver
model OE 333 a (for the time) tiny
set measuring only about six inches
by four inches by two inches high.

Shown then working on a frame
aerial and driving a fair-sized horn
loudspeaker, the OE 333 went into
production and eventually began to
be sold in the UK via a British off-

shoot of Loewe Radio set
up in
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Fountayne Road,
Tottenham, London.

The OE 333 was certainly still
being produced in 1929, when
examples of it were available
together with a specially designed
cone loudspeaker type EB 71. This
was: "in a tastefully finished
cabinet" that had supplanted the
horn and was shown on trade stand
291 in the gallery of the September
RadiOlympia show.

At RadiOlympia

Also on display at RadiOlympia
were the 3NF and 2HF valves. The
price of the receiver was £3.3s.Od.,
whilst the loudspeaker cost
£2.10s.0d.

The 3NF retailed at £2.3s.bd.
and the 2HF at £1.12s.6d. (And as
I've often stressed in these and
other articles, it's fatuous to convert
these prices directly into decimal

' Yv F ZTO
0ND,f°

N

currency since this goes a totally
distorted impression of real
values).

The only worth -while
comparison is to match the prices
against the wages of the period.
And if you had been, let's say, a
manual worker for a major radio
manufacturer you would have
been lucky to get £3 a week, so
the OE 333 would have cost you
more than a week's wages.

So. when examples of
occasionally turn up at vintage
radio events at asking prices up
in the hundreds of pounds they
may yet be cheaper in real terms
than they were 70 years ago!

Many More

Loewe Radio went on to make
many more multi -valves. They
were used in some very
interesting sets in Germany until
at least 1936, but these were not
officially sold in Britain.

As far as the UK is
concerned, despite all the
apparent advantages Loewe
valves never really caught on to
any great extent for reasons that
aren't hard to deduce. Apart from
costing a good deal more than

ordinary valves, if any one
section of a

Loewe
type

should
happen to
fail the

whole
expensive
device

would be a
write-off.

On
balance, the

home
constructor was
better off

sticking to discrete valves and the
chance of being able to scrounge
replacements! Failure of any of
the internal components would
have stopped the valve in its
tracks as well, but these turned
out to be extremely reliable.

In fact, a very useful spin-off
from valve manufacture was
established by selling the high -
vacuum resistors and condensers
separately for use by home
constructors in ordinary valve
receivers. It just proves once
again doesn't it....that it's an ill
wind that blows nobody any
good!

Cheerio from Charles, see you in January.
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Back To The
Drawing -Pin
Board!

By Steve Ortmayer G4RAW

Once again Steve

Mime, C4RAW has

come up with a simple

dad practical project.

This time it's a Mk:

preamplifier that can

be built easily using

the very useful

drawingpinand-

wooden board

technique.

The 7MHz receiver I described in
'Back To The Drawing Pin Board'
(PW pap: 30 January 1994) is very
simple and a pre-ampIilier is a great
help with weak signals. The pre-
amplifier I'm describing this time
can be used ahead of any '40'
metre band receiver to improve its
performance (but be careful of old
valve sets that may use high
voltages!).

Grounded We

The circuit is very simple and uses
an f.e.t. in grounded gate mode and
gives a few dB gain to the signal.
Incidentally...they're 'funny
animals these dBs, the way they
jump about to 10 log

1(}
aren't

they?

Even more funny are dBWatts,
use QRP (low power) and have

had contacts all over the world with
I W, which is 0 dBW. It's hard to
imagine getting anywhere with a
zero signal!

However. it's now back to the
project'. The circuit is laid out On
drawing pins in the usual way.
Check the wiring before connecting
to a 9V battery. I didn't bother with
an on/off switch.

SK1
Ant

C2
10n

R1
270

100p 2N3819

R3
15

[ WS07.2a 1

L2 L2a

m C3 C4
T100p 10n

+9V

R2
100

TSK2
To RX

CV

Fig. 1: Circuit of the
7MHz pre -amplifier
(see text).

Fig. 2: The 'drawing
pin' and hoard lay -out
for the pre -amplifier.

Front panel istiown flat for clarity)

SK1
;antenna] (to reeerverl

Optional
On/Off
switch

Improvement In Levels

Listen to your favourite part of the
band and switch to the pre-
amplifier and notice the
improvement in signal levels'.
chose 7.030MHz which is the QRP
calling frequency.

Peak up the trimmers CI and
C3 by listening to a weak signal.
they seem to be a hit more
interactive so try them a few times.
Once built, an amplifier such as this
can really help simpler receivers.

PW

Shopping list

Resistors
Metal film 0.25W miniature
5%
1512 1 R3
10012 1 R2

Capacitors
Miniature disc cerarnrc
.01pF 2 C2, 4
Trimmer capacitors
100pF 2 Cl, 2.

Semiconductors
Field effect transistor
Trl 2N3819
Inductors L1/2 35turns

on T50-2 toroid
Lla and L2a
three turns over
L.1 & 2 (tap LI
eight turns up
from earth
end).

Miscellaneous: Wooden
base board, suitable
inpuVoutput sockets (your
choice, I used phono plugs
and sockets), PP3 battery and
connector.
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This month Mike Richards- G4WNC

brings you 'up -to -speed' on 56Kb

modems with a explanation of the

technology used.

Since I mentioned Hellschreiber
Nets a few months ago I'm
pleased to see that activity is

continuing to grow. Bernard G3JYF
has contacted me this month with
details of his activity. So far he has
had very good success across
Europe by monitoring the 7MHz band
n 7035kHz at around midday on
Sundays.

Bernard has also set-up a
regular sked with Dave G4CXQ on
3.5MHz. He can be found most
Tuesday evenings on 3578kHz at
around 2130UTC.

Bernard's very keen for others to
join him and is quite happy to
arrange contacts for other
times/frequencies. If you'd like to
take him up on this offer he can he
contacted on E-mail or Packet as
follows: G3JYF@aol.com or
G3JYF@GB7NEQ. If you have any
reports or comments to offer on this
'antique' mode please drop me a line
or E-mail.

Super Fast Modems

if you read computer magazines you
must have noticed the incredible
hype around the new 56Kb modems
that seem to be appearing just about
everywhere. As the technology links
very closely with my recent reports
on digital audio, I thought you might
be interested in a down-to-earth
explanation of the technology, its
limitations and the benefits.

l'm sure many active amateurs
are wondering if this new
technology is adaptable to radio to
improve the data speeds
encountered on the Packet
networks. I'm afraid the answer is a
resounding No!

The new fast modems take
advantage of the configuration of a
modern telephone network and are
not directly transferable to the
Packet radio environment.
Nevertheless, the technology can be
of great benefit to the ever-growing
number of amateurs that use the
Internet as a source of information
and software.

The higher speeds mean faster
downloads and consequently less
time 'on-line' and therefore a lower
'phone bill! So, let's take a look
inside the technology to see just
how the developers have managed
to make such a significant hike in

modem speed.
At the time of writing there are

still a few arguments as to what
standard will prevail. Until this is
resolved you will need to check
which system your Internet Service
Provider is using as the two systems
are incompatible!

The two contenders are US
Robotics with their X2 system and a
number of other manufacturers who
are using the Rockwell K56Flex
system. As far as I can gather, US
Robotics seem to be left on their
own and most of the industry is
siding with the Rockwell chipset and
are likely to be the overall winners.

As far as I can tell, the two
systems are very similar in operating
principle and benefits so, it's just the
practical implementation that's
incompatible. As I say, justtake care
before you buy!

Modem Operation
In order to understand the modem
operation you just need to take a
look atthe data path through a
typical telephone network. The
principles used are exactly the same
as those I described in an earlier
issue.

If we start from the telephone at
the customer's house, shown in Fig.
1. The speech is first turned into an
analogue electrical signal by the
microphone in the hand -set. This
passes over a pair of wires to the
telephone exchange where it is
connected to the digital exchange
equipment.

The first job here is to convert
the analogue signal into a digital
form so that it can pass through the
network. This is done by using the
sampling technique where the
instantaneous voltage on the line is
measured and then stored as an
eight -bit binary number.

If you recall, digital systems can
nly handle numbers, hence the
need for the conversion. In order for
this sampling system to provide a
reasonably true representation of
the original voice signal, the
measurements/conversions have to
take place at least twice as often as
the highest frequency you want to
send over the network.

As the normal standard for
communications is 300Hz to 3.4kHz
that would require a sampling or

Local line Local exchange

300Hz - 3.4kHz lAJC4

33.60 (max)

JI

160724.

Local exchange Local lice
MUM 300Hz 3.4kRz

23.6Kb {max]
T11111

61Kb

6/Kb

Digital network

Fig. 1: A conventional 'phone connection over a digital
exchange.

measurement rate of 6.8kHz. In
practice, this is increased above the
minimum limit to 8kHz.

One of the limitations of the
conversion process is that an eight -
hit binary number allows just 256
voltage steps from the lowest to the
highest. Whilst this might seem quite
impressive, if the audio signal has a
small dynamic range (small
difference between the loudest and
quietest parts) then only a small
portion of these sampling points will
be used and the digital
representation will be less than
ptimum. One of the ways around
this is to add some audio processing
so that the signal better matches the
digital converter, or maybe to
spread -out the sampling voltages so
that they are a better fit with the
signal.

In practical systems both
techniques are used to get the best
possible out of the conversion
process. The errors that result from
the sampling process are called
quantisation distortion and can be
quite unpleasant in severe cases.

In addition to the measurement
errors from the sampling process
there are noise components that
further deteriorate the signal. I'm
painting a rather black picture here
but the reality is actually remarkably
good quality. The use of this
technology has resulted in much
clearer calls. It's also important to
remember that exactly the same
technology, but with 16 bit sampling
at 44.4kHz, is used for the excellent
quality music CDs.

Getting back to the telephone
line, the digital signal that has been
created is then mixed with 30 others
to make the basic 2Mb/s digital

building block. This is then switched
and sent through the digital network.

At the far end, the sampling and
signal processing is reversed to
produce a very good likeness of the
original analogue speech signal.
Just before I wrap-up this part of the
tutorial, let's take a look at the data
rate that's being used by a single
telephone channel. You can work
this out very simply from the
information I've already given you.

Remember, the audio signal is
sampled 8000 times per second and
each sample is represented by an
eight bit number. To work out the bit
rate over the channel you just have
to multiply these two figures
together, e.g. 8000 samples/second x
hits = 64,000 bits/second. This is
therefore the absolute maximum
data rate that could be sent over the
line with no conversion processes to
degrade the signal.

Digital Modems

With the basic understanding of a
modern telephone network at the
back of your mind, lets just take a
look at the workings of a digital
modem. I'll start with the word
modem itself. This is en acronym for
MODulator/dEModulator and
describes the basic way in which
these units work.

The purpose of the modem is to
be able to send a digital signal from
a computer over a telephone line
that was designed to handle speech
signals. The very simplest of
modems used a principle very
similarto that still used for RTTY
signals.

First of all the binary numbers in
the computer need to changed from
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their parallel format to serial. Inside
the computer the eight -bit numbers
are carried around using a separate
wire for each of the eight bits this
system is called a parallel data bus.

In order to link with a modem the
binary has to be converted into
serial format. This is where the
numbers emerge from, what's known
as, the serial port one bit after the
other. The speed at which they
emerge being known as the hit rate
or baud rate.

In the early modems, the serial
data was connected to the modem
and the modem then sent one of two
available tones depending on
whether the particular binary digit
was a one or a zero (often called
mark and space in RTTY terms). At
the distant end the receiving modern
detected the frequency of the
incoming tone and passed either a
logic one or zero into the serial port
of the computer. As you can see, the
system was pretty straightforward
and could produce some good
results.

On the down side, the speed over
a standard telephone was somewhat
limited and few made it much above
2400baud and that was over a
special private land -line. In fact, I
can remember visiting a company
who were trying to develop modem
to send 9.6Kb/s over a standard
telephone linei

At the time (1970s1 speeds of
9.6Kbis were unheard of. Anyway as
computers became more
widespread, there was increasing
pressure to find ways to send data
faster and more reliably over the
standard telephone network. As a
result, there have been a whole
string of developments with new,
previously unattainable, speeds
becoming available at remarkably
low prices. The development has
now reached the stage where the
latest 33.6Kbls v34 modem really is
just about the limit for an analogue
modem using a telephone line.

The main limiting factors for a
further improvement is the noise and
quantisation distortion levels. How
can the manufacturers possibly hit
56Kb/s?

If you think back, the telephone
channel between exchanges runs at
64Kb/s and it's just the losses
caused by conversion process at
each end of the system that ends -up
restricting the modem speed to a
maximum of around 33.3Kb/s. The
solution used by the new 56k modern
technology is to simply cut out one
of the conversion stages!

Normally you couldn't do this as
the conversion equipment is in the
telephone exchange and effectively

56Kb modem
Local

Local line
(20-33.6Kbl

exchange
(AID)

Local exchange

11111111

64KbFe" Internet
0000000

(561(6)
,11-1

service
provider

[ W1-0725

out of reach. The trick is to take
advantage of the direct digital
connection used by all the major
Internet Service Providers.

Rather than use lots of ordinary
telephone lines, they normally have
a dedicated digital pipeline between
their local exchange and the Internet
service provider's equipment, see
Fig. 2. All they have to do is replace
their existing interface systems with
the new 56Kb/s technology and
they're in business.

By doing this the digital signal
from the Internet service provider's
connection to the Internet remains
digital right from the Internet through
to your local telephone exchange.
Its only this last, relatively short,
local 'hop' that uses conventional
analogue technology.

By cutting down the number of
digital/analogue conversions to just
one, the manufacturers are able to
achieve that extra 'through -put' that
takes the speed very close to the
64Kb/s absolute limit fora telephone
line. Because this new system uses
a few tricks to achieve the higher
rate, there are a few limitations that
you need to be aware of.

First of all there are the two
standards. I spoke of earlier - they
are totally incompatible. You
therefore need to speak to your
Internet service provider and ask
their advice before you part with any
of your hard earned cash!

Most of the major providers have
realised the need to upgrade and
should be able to advise you whatto
get. You will probably find that they
also use this as a great selling
opportunity and offer some form a
package deal with a discounted
modem!

In order for the system to work
you do need to be connected to a
digital exchange and your service
provider has to have the appropriate
equipment fitted. I've read a number

64Kb

Fig. 2: A 561Ch modem connection.

of reviews from the US which
indicate that 56Kb/s and higher can
only be achieved if you have a clean
line and are relatively close to your
local exchange. However, the good
news is that the modem will
automatically do the best that it
possibly can as far as transmission
speed goes, even if it does have to
drop back to 33.3Kb/s.

Another important point to note
about the 56k technology is that the
very high data speeds are only
available in the receive direction.
The transmit will only operate at
33.3Kb/s or less. If you're using the
modem for Internet access, this is
fine as you normally only transmit
the odd keystroke or two but want to
receive lots of graphics rich Web
pages.

If you do upload a lot of
information to the Internet you
definitely won't see 56Kb/s but you
should get somewhere around the
24-33Kb/s rate. If you currently own
a 14.4kbs modem or slower, I would
recommend upgrading to the new
modem as soon as you can afford it,
(providing your Internet service
provider can support itl.

If you already have a 28 or 33k
modem, I'd be inclined to hang on a
while before splashing out. If you do
buy, make sure your modem is
software upgradahle. This is a neat
system where you can upgrade the
modem's software by taking a
download from the Internet. If you
have this feature you will be able
keep your modem up to the latest
standards just by visiting the
manufacturers web site and
downloading an upgrade file.

That just about completes this
tutorial, but if you have any
enlightening experiences with
56Kb/s modems or service suppliers
then please drop me a line with the
details.

Special Offers

If you'd like a copy of
Hamcomm/JVFAX, etc., I've
arranged a very special
offer with the Public Domain
and Shareware Library
(PDSL). They have put

together a library set of all
five disks for just £12, all
inclusive.

Using PDSL also makes

ordering simpler as they
accept all the usual credit
cards so you can order by
'phone - you don't even
have to write a letter! Please
direct all orders and
enquiries about this disk set
to PDSL, Winscombe House,
Beacon Road,
Crowborough, Sussex TN6
1UL. Tel: (01892) 663298
and request library volume:
H008739abcde.
The software is only
available as a set of five
disks as Follows:

IBM PC Software (1.44Mb
disks): Disk A - JVFAX 7.1,
HAMCOMM 3.1 and
WXFAX 3.2; Disk B - DSP
Starter plus Texas device
selection software; Disk C -
NuMorse 1.3; Disk D -
UbraPcik 4.0 and Disk E -
Mscan 1.3 and 2.0.

That's all I have for you this month, so until next time cheerio. Don't forget to keep your news and views coming to me Mike

Richards G4WNC at PO Box 1863. Ringwood. Hants BH24 2ZD or via E-mail to mikesichards@dial.pipex.com Don't forget to

pay a visit to my Web site at: http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/mike.richards/
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MAIL ORDER
0181-951 5781/2

132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 TEL
VISA

GET THE ACCESSORY CATALOGUE
Send El in stomps to receive your copy.

Full with masts, brackets, aerials and accessories. EVERYTHING NEEDED FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR.

SERENE BASE ANTENNAS
T5B-3002 AL 144MHz/6.568 (2.8m) £42.95
TSB -3301 Gf 1400AS/9dB (30.. £69.95

TSB -3302 GF 144/70, 4.5/7.2dB (1.7m) £54.95

T5B-3303 GF 144/70, 3/6d8 (1 frn) £34 95

19.3315 GF 144/70, 8.5/11dB (5.4m) £149.95

158-3608 GF 50/144/70, 2.15/6.2/8.4dBi gain ........£89.95

ACCESSORIES P&P £2.00 on the following

TSA-6001N Duplexer (+Coax) 2/10 WM259.. ..... £24.95
TSA-6003 Duplexer (Coax) 2/70 (FL/259's}........... ..... 119.95

CFX-514 Triplexes 16/2/701 (Coax) £56.95

MOBILE ANTENNAS
08-7900 144/70 Ems, (5/7 661311.5m £29.99
DB-770M 144/70 am, (3/5.5dB) lm ....... ..... £24.9 5
DB-1304 144/70 cms, (2.15 /3.8d8).41rms £19.95
DB-#1.2E 144MHz, %Ms, 4.5dB (1.8m) ............. £29.95
DB-285 144MHz, Aths, 3,4d8 (1.3m) £15.95
PL 6M 50M117 Y wove (1m) £16.95

ACCESSORIES P&P£ 250 on the following

MT -1301 H/Diriy Meg Mnt + Coax lop Quo* £24.95
MT -3302 H/Duty Hatch/Trunk Mnt .... Qualify £24.95
CF-BPF2 2m bond pass filter .............. ....... .......... £49.95

0-TEK ANTENNAS Wel £81

NEW HF MOBILE WHIPS (PL -259)
Easy to mount 11F mobile whips ready to go with PL -259 fitting.

PL -80 80m whip (approx 1.5m long).........£21.95

P1-40 40m whip (approx 1.5m long).........£19.95

P1.-20 20m whip (approx 1.5m long) £19.95

0-TEK IL SPECIALS
2m 5ele (boom 4579dBd) £36.00
2m lob (boom 60711dBd) £45.00
2m 12ele (boom 126'r/13.88d) £69.00
70cm Tole (boom 2r/11dBc1) £24.00
/0cm llele (boom 48"/13.8dBd) £44.00

Q-TEK YAMS FOR 2/4/6m + 70cm
2m Sale (boom 63"/9dBil) £36.00
2m Bele (boom 125"/11d8d) £46.00
2m 1 lele (boom 186712.7dBd) £65.00
2m 5ele crossed (boom 61 /968d) £69.00
2m Bele crossed (boom 126711dBd) £85.00
4m 3ele (boom 45"//dBd) 09.00
4m 5eie (boom 128"/968d) £59.00
6m 3eie (boom 77'f7d8d) £49.00
6m 5ele (boom 142.196Bd) £69.00
70cm 13ele (boom 76712dRd) £36.00
70cm 13ele crossed (boom 83712dBd) £55.00

0-TEK H89 -CV

70cm NM (boom 121 V 6.95
2mtr HB9CV (boom 201 £19.95
4mtr HB9CV (boom 22.51 £29.00
6mtr HB9CV (boom 32.51 £36.00
lOmir HB9CV (boom 52') £65.00

***** - STAR BUY - *****
* *
* *
* "Must be seen to be believed" *
* Same size as RG-213 but centre conductor has 7 strands x *

0.7mm which are silver plated. Double screened outer - 4,
" again silver plated. A joy to use and solder and will fit

normal plugs. Imp 500 -cop 96pF/m. *
* Mox (DC) 51(v. *
* Max working volts 1.251(v (NS). *
* Att'n @ 15061Hz 3.2dB/100fi. *
* Att n © 450(Hz - 5.8dB/100ft *

Special offer £30 per 10m (del £8)* 000 per 150m (del £10) *
* Sead a e fa, w five fe. HURRY - LIMITED STOCK! ****;*;*i7***********
DELUXE G5RVS Multi -stranded plastic

coated heavy duty antenna wire. All

parts reusable. Stainless steel and

galvanised fittings. Full size - 102ft.

MILITARY SPEC RG-214

Only L o L! .
oR

Half sire 51f1. Only .:,g110W.1 Carriage £6.00.

NEW 0-TEK INDUCTORS
Omtr inductors. Add them to your

size GSRV and convert it to a full size.

(New length onlz 69 feet total).

4('r))(9) 00 4-, P&P £2

CAROLINA WINDOM (CARR £10t
A superb ready to go antenna than does not require on ATU of its

reasoner!' frequency. 'W or end fed for ease of use.
Caroline Windom (10-10m 1132ft long) £88.95
Carolina Windom '2' 40-10m )66h long} £84.95

COPPER WIRE (ALL MIR ROLLS)
Enamelled £9.95 P&P £5
Hard drown £12.00 P&P £5
Multi -Stranded (Grey PVC) £8.00 P&P £5

Extra H/duty (Clear mated) £20.00 P&P £5
Flexweave (H/duty) £30.00 P&P £5
Flexweave H/duty (20 mil's) £12.00 P&P £5

MFJ-259
HF digital SINR analyser + 1.8-110MHz

counter/resistance meter.
- ,

I, -11-2) Li/ 01
RRP o P&P £5

SP -350V
Be protected this summer! In -line

lightning surge protector.

INTRO PRICE P&P El

NISSEI METERS
NEW LOW PRICE

Hissei are now one of the largest

international monufintorers of S9(R looters.

Their meters ore also sold under separate brand names at for higher prices.

Buy direct with the manukturers name on it end save pounds.

MANUFACTURERS NAME

R5-102 1.8-150MHz (2001N) £59.95 p&p £5
R5-402 125-525MHz (200W) £59.95 p&p £5
R5-101 1.8-60Mliz (3kW) ....... .... £79.95 p&p
RS -502 1.8-525MHz (200W) £99.95 p&p £5

T5A6601 144/430MHz Pocket PWR/SWR

Meter (60W1 £34.95 p&p £1

BRANDED NAME

W-220 1.8-150MHz (200W) £69.95
W-420 125-525MItz (200W). ....... ..... ..... £69.95
W-120 1.8.60MHz (3kW). ........ ..... ....... .... £99.95
W-620 1.8-525MHz (200W) ............................£129.95

DL -60 * Dummy load * DC-500MHz * 60W max

* PL -259 fitting £16.99 P&P £1 111E111E111511AR

AOIESSORY

COAX SWITCHES UV £2 001

CX-401 4 way (S0-239).. £44.95
CX-401 'N' 4 way (11 TYPE) £49.95
CX-201 2 way (50-239) £18.95
CX-201 'N' 2 way (11 -type) 04.95

TELESCOPIC MASTS
5 section telescopic mats. Starting at 214" in diameter

and finishing with a top section of I i diameter we

offer a 8 metre and a 12 metre version. Each mast is

supplied with guy rings and stainless steel pins for

locking the sections when erected. The closed height

of the 8 metre mast is just 5 feet and the 12 metre

version at 10 feet. Ali sections are extruded

aluminium tube with a 16 gauge wall thickness.

8 mtrs. 12 mtrs

Carriage .£10. 00.

SECTIONAL MASTS Carriage 11.00
Aluminium most sets available in 4 x 5 foot sections. Each

section is swaged on its end so that they slide into each other.

The final section is left plain to allow for a mast cap or pulley

assembly. Each mast totals 20 feet in height and is available in

the following sizes:

1X" dia £19.95

11' dia £29.95

dia £36.95

2" dia £45.95

WALL BRACKETS
6" Stand off £6.95 P&P £5

r Stand off £8.95 P&P £5
12" TM( Brackets £12.00 P&P £8

18" TEA Brackets £18.00 P&P DI
24" T&K Brackets £20.00 P&P £8
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TEL: 07000 HEANY-D-O-N

ALINCO DX -70T
100W HE + 10W 6m transceiver

RRP`1_(9)J!.-JjA.O.AU)
Interest free credit available.
£95 deposit & 10 x F60 APR 0%

DX -70 Tit High power version ....... ......... .1775
!Merest free credit available. £100 deposit 10 x £67.50. APR 0%

IC -706 I(-706MkII

Dan
©7(PAO_i)

IC -756

EMMN\
KENWOOD
TS -570D
100W HF transceiver with 05P

ONLY I V '42 'Liu

YAESU FT -920
11.1111 New HF transceiver with 6m

OUR PRICE it 1090PRICE MATCH

YAESU FT-1000MP
AC version E2199.00 pc

DC version £1999.00

(4) - (2) (9) - (3) - (6) - (61

YAESU FT -736R
UN's most popular dualband base

station with power supply. Buy one

this month and claim a free 6m module worth 000.

SPECIAL OFFER
I 0)(0)

ICOM IC -821H

2 YEAR G TEE

Limited stack available

YAESU FT-290RII
2m multimode includes FREE

FL -2025 25W matching linear.

RRP i-T1-5-97

OUR PRICE
_ 0 I,

Free mag mount &
antenna worth 050

HF 44CCESSOVES

P-2512 'M'
25-30 amp power

supply with variable volts (3-15)

Dual meters (Volts + amps). The

Hs best selling power supply.

Most of our competitors are

selling the 20A versions for the same price.

RBI'S94 . OUR PRICE ,"(,fl
(9)

CE

A rased

VECTRONICS
VC-300DIP

11K's most popular 300W ATU with built.in dummy load.

SPECIAL OFFER '_1 d

MFJ-949 Special offer £139.95

YAESU

FT -8100R
2m + 70cm FM mobile transceiver with detachable head.

Wideband Rx: 110-550/150-1300MHz. True dual receive

50W on VHF. 35W on UHF. 9600 packet capability via

dedicated rear jack panel. PIP--fret911.

SALE PRICE -- '

Order yours today and claim a free dualband antenna and

magmata worth £50.00
DC lead to fit all mobiles (VHF/UHF) £9.99

KENWOOD
TM-V7E
Best dual bander on the

market. NEW LOW PRICE

ALINCO DR-M06T
Get on the new 6m repeaters with

this 20W FM mobile - - -
'7)/11(0) (- (-)i

Only '-.: ):

All Ante mobiles in slack

ADI AR -146
2m 50W transceiver

ONLY £199.95

VHFNHF flANDOLDS

ADI AT -400
70cm FM handheld ideal for novices.

SPECIAL OFFER

AT -201 int h/held £109.95

NEW KH-6
6m handheld transceiver

ONLY

43:11 74,0 ,(0)(n)

YAESU FT -50R (OH's Nol)
New ultra compact dual band transceiver with

wideband Rx (iarls...nirod charger).

76-990MHz (AM, FM, FM -N).

RRP £.3.397

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE,'''))n- 0

7 YEAR
WARRANTY

a
ALINCO DJ -G5
Dualband handheld transceiver. Incudes:- twin

band Rx (wideband Rx) - full duplex + band

scope and much more.

RRP

aV)
I3

Rx available 108-999MHzwith gaps

ALINCOS Nol DEALER
CALL 0700007000 H-A-Y-D-O-N

FOR LOWEST UK PRICE

Nissei EP -300T
Over the ear earpiece with lapel mic & PTT. Fits

Henwood, Alinco, Yaesu or Item

P&P£1 rgerse spe* tirmwf of
radfn whart [mime .1

This far/Mk cases with an "aye, the erg" earpiece o EP -300

MS -107 FIST MICROPHONE £16.95

T-2602
2m/70cm/23cm

(2/3/5 5dB) flexible
antenna with wideband

receive (14" long BNC).

OUR PRICE

01,9
P&P £1

MAIL ORDER TEL: 0181-951 5181/2

DB-770H
IHigh gain 2m + 70cm

telescopic antenna with

wideband receive.

OUR PRICE

P&P £1

We now accept Lombard Tricity
charge cards

Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HAS 7EL. FAX:- 0181-951 5782
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30pm Sat 9.30-2.00pm. Close to Edgware underground station (Northern line) close to MI, M25, A406.

NEXT DAY DELIVERY dmaik r
WEST MIDLANDS BRANCH:- Tel: 01384 481681 (UK MAINLAND) 110 'vev6v ra3 4 4
Unit 1, Canal View Industrial Estate, Brettel Lane, Brierley Hill, W Mids DY5 310
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YOU'LL NEVER FORGET OUR NEW NUMBER: IF YOU HAVE
AN ALPHA -NUMERIC PHONE - WHY NOT TRY IT?

DIAL: 07000 - THEN H -A -Y -D -O -N (429366)

YUPITERU MVT-9000
The ultimate handheld scanner on the market.

Covers 530kHz-2039MHz fall mode). Oui

performs any other handheld on the market.

RRP £469.95.

0

OUR PRICE

Soft case for MVT-9000. OUR PRICE £19.99

YUPITERU
MVT-7100EX (UK)
100kHz-1650MHz. Wideband scanner with SSB.

RRP 5,249:'95"

OUR PRICE LL..--iAol:DO
Soft case for Iiiiii-7100EX OUR PRICE £19.99

AR -8000
Wideband handheld scanner covers 500kHz-

1900MHz fall mode).

SPECIAL OFFER

L ii 'i..) ck_ihiJ

ICOM IC -R10
All mode handheld

OUR PRICE
,...-_.... 1,.....
-.--a5.- 1,9.b.)

EP -300
Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

-411111j4N1- Y)=)-) + P&P il

05-200
Mounts on the air vent grille on a car

dashboard to allow easy and safe

operation of most handhelds.

L
ii 0 Z. : PO £2

05-300
A fully adjustable desk lap stand for use

with all handhelds. Fitted coaxial fly (FAT}

with BNC & S0239 connectors

, CO ()1 i71.
OUR PRICE .... zi  ' " P&P E2

1
SCANMASTER SP -55
Boost reception of your scanner with this pre -amp.

25-1500MHz, variable gain, hand pass filters.

RRP °
LY

./) ..17:1./r 'J.: P&P £3.50

POLICE STYLE
HOLSTER HHC-2
Matches all hand holds. Can be worn on the belt

or attached to the quick release body holster.

+P&P £1

KOM-K8500
Icom "Next generation" technology

brings you super wide band, all

mode coverage from HF to KHz, including shortwave and

VHF/UHF while maintaining a constant receive sensitivity.

The 1C -R8500 is not simply o scanner - a professional

quality communications receiver with versatile features

from high speed scanning to computer control.

RRP..£4-&93--

SALE PRICE UK's LOWEST PRICE

SALE PRICE

AOR AR -5000
Award winning wide band

communication receiver. Covers

10kHz-2600MHz (all mode)

AOR

AR -3000A
This highly acclaimed

receiver has set its own place

in today's demanding

market. Your listening

horizons ore iruly extended by its Rx range of 100k Hz to

over 2GHz, and high level performance is achieved by its

electronically switched 15 band pass filter system.

RRP S-4 SALEPRICE aAni

DIGITAL
AUDIO

fiLTERS

MFJ-784B

47).6.6
Fully featured DSP filter that

will work with any transceiver

or receiver.

OUR PRICE
in

DSP-59 Rip £299 OUR PRICE £199.95

DSP-5992X RRP £369 OUR PRICE £325.00

A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR

WIDE RANGE OF SECONDHAND
IC -736 As new £999.95
IC -740 VGC £469.95
TS-450SAT VGC £725.00
IC -471 70cm base £499.95
FT -7476X As new £349.95
15-4305 With EM £399.95
PS -430 PSU £69.95
FT-690RII VGC £299.95
FT -790R 70cm all mode £249.95
FT -290R 2m all mode £179.95
PK-232MBX VGC £149.95
TR-9000 2m all mode £249.95

, fr Brilliant new all mode short wave
A, " erg

receiver with synchronous AM +

remote control. RRPS,Prf.

SALE PRICE

YAESU FRG -100
UK's best selling SW receiver. It

outperforms any other receiver

below .£400.

OUR PRICE ''(3ToCX-.)
TARGET HF-3
Communication receiver covers

30kHz.30MHz. Complete with

power supply and long wire aerial.

RRP
Lz/c3

ORDER YOURS TODAY AND CLAIM FREE P&P,

SONY SW -100E
Award winning miniature portable SW

receiver. Its performance is brilliant

for its size. The best shortwave

receiver for under £250.

RRP £2 -SALE PRICE Lr 49.0
ROBERTS

R-861
Portable SW receiver

I with 551 and DS.

RR P

OUR PRICE

TECHTOYZ

MICRO COUNTER.
Optoelecironics are ready to pioneer the

market by proudly introducing the latest in

technology for frequency counter, the

Terhioyz Micro counter. It is the smallest frequency counter

in the world with a frequency coverage of 10MHz-1.2G1-17.

The AA alkeline battery which powers the counter acts as

the antenna, so no external antenna is needed.

INTRO PRICE t )

OPTO SCOUT 3.1 -Mk2
Latest mini frequency finder from

Optoelectronics. II will capture and memorise

up to 400 frequencies that can be recalled

directly into the AR -B000. Supplied with ant,

nicods and fast charger. RRP...091.

Zj'igSALE PRICE 0
Opt° Cub Our price £99.95
Oplo Xplorer Our price £795.95
Opt° Lynx Our price £129.95
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ED TAYLOR NOED

Jrl
Ed Taylor NOED takes a look at the h.f.

bands in the USA and Canada, and

explains the differences in allocation and

usage from our own.

Akhough amateur radio is a
world-wide hobby, the rules
for each country are different.

This may help you to understand
where to look for transatlantic
contacts.

Have you ever tried to make a
single sideband Is.s.b.) contact with
the USA on 7MHz? At the right
season and time of day its nottoo
difficult, but there's an important fact
you have to know. American stations
are not allowed to transmit s.s.b.
below 7.15MHz.

European stations are not
allowed to transmit above 7.1MHz.
You have to work 'split', using
separate frequencies for transmit
and receive.

The example is an instance of
the factthat most parts of the world
have the same h.f. amateur bands,
but the allocations are not identical.
It becomes important to know this
when you are seeking DX, or
chasing a multiplier in a contest.

Let's look at the bands available
to the USA, and compare them with
what is available in Europe. I'll also
try to give a feel for the way each
band sounds, and what you might
expectto hear from the American
perspective.

Plenty Of Room

The first thing you notice about the
hi. bands in North America is that
there is generally plenty of room.
This is particularly true of 3.5 (80m)
and 7MHz 140m( which are quite a lot
bigger than we are used to in the UK.
But there are several twists and
turns in the story, so I'll go through
the bands and find out what
Americans actually have.

Take a look at Fig. 1. This shows
the bands available in the USA, and
what each class of licensee is
allowed to use.

The band plan is complicated
enough that many amateurs keep a
copy nextto their rig. It would not be
smart to make a mistake!

One of the main points to note is
that the s.s.h. and c.w. segments are
generally mandatory. European
amateurs are accustomed to a band
plan which works by 'Gentlemen's
agreement'.

In the USA, the modes are
separated by law. My 'reading' of

public opinion is that most American
amateurs like itthat way, although
there is sometimes discussion about
the amount allocated to each mode.
I will explain why this might be the
case later.

The 1.8MHz band is an
exception. Because of various
restrictions which were in place
until a few years ago, there have not
been any restraints on where each
mode can operate.

The recommended band plan
calls for cm. and narrow band
modes on 1.8 to 1.84MHz, with s.s.b.
and wide band modes above this.
The 1.83 to 1.85MHz allocation is
reserved for intercontinental QSOs.
This is much the same as in the UK.

'Top band' (1.8MHz) is used
mainly at night for fairly local
working, particularly in the centre of
the continent (where I live). It's
tough to work outside the US and
Canada without a big antenna
system. You can chat to people over
500 - 1000km in the evenings,
although the high level of static can
make things difficult in the summer.

In fact, the noise from
thunderstorms affects all the lower
bands, to an extent which is rarely
experienced in Britain. It's
discouraging to have almost
continuous 59 crashes covering up a
station you really want to hear!

The 75 Meter Band?

Wouldn't you like to have a 75m band
in Europe? The 3.5MHz band is half a
Megahertz wide, and the top end is
even called 75m!

But note that only half the band
is allocated to s.s.b., even less if you
don't have an Extra Class licence.
Practically then, the amount of
space is not as much as you might
expect, and there are areas of low
occupancy between about 3.6 and
3.75MHz.

Because of the large size of the
USA, there is, however, generally
enough room for all the usual s.s.h.
conversations, in which you can
hear every subject discussed. The
band allows coverage of much of
North America in the evenings, and
further afield in good conditions.

The 7MHz band is nice and
wide, but there is a complicating
factor. International broadcasters in

Ed NOED busy in his shack.

many parts of the world use
frequencies above 7.1MHz, which
will be obvious to anyone who ever
casually tuned around.

The broadcast stations are
increasingly audible in North
America as night-time approaches,
and they significantly reduce the
spectrum available for QSOs. Since
broadcasters are located every
5kHz, a favourite trick is to choose
frequencies inbetween. As long as
the sidebands are not too strong, it is
possible to find many usable gaps
this way.

When making a 7MHz s.s.b. CD
call from Europe, expecting a reply
from the USA, you need to find a
clear frequency above 7150kHz.
Then announce this as the place you
will be listening.

It's also usual to check briefly on
your own frequency, in case there is
a call from an amateur whose band
ends at 7100kHz. As an additional
courtesy in a longer 0.50, you should
ask whether your listening
frequency is clear in North America.

It would be bad manners to
obliterate an ongoing conversation
you can't hear, by having callers use
the same frequency as an existing
1150. A similar procedure is
sometimes used on 3.5MHzr
although this is less necessary.

Let's hope that we can soon
achieve a harmonised 7MHz band,
which will be extremely useful for
both local and DX contacts. It would
also save spectrum space, so one
frequency can be used for
US/Europe s.s.b. DSOs, instead of
two.

Because there is little likelihood
of moving the broadcasters, the
proposal is to extend the lower end
of the band to 6.8 or 6.9MHz. It can't
come soon enoughl

Under Utilised

The bands allocated at the World
Administrative Radio Conference
(WARCI in 1979 are rather under-
utilised in the USA. Although not
very wide, there is frequently room
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for good contacts.
The 10,18 and 24MHz bands are

the same size as in the UK, with the
same band plan. All are used for US
and trans -continental working, and
are recommended for DRM-free
usage. Since there are fewer US
amateurs with big antennas and
amplifiers for these bands, the
competition is less, and smaller
stations can often achieve surprising
results.

So, what about 14MHz, which is
perhaps the most popular h.f. band?
The US allocation is the same as
urs, but there are nonetheless
some differences.

You'll notice that s.s.b. is not
permitted below 14.150MHz,
whereas in Europe we are
accustomed to using s.s.b.
anywhere above about 14.110MHz.
The result is that South Americans
and Canadians (who are not
restricted) can frequently be heard
in this segment, which often remains
relatively peaceful.

Of course, if you expect a reply
from the USA, avoid this part of the
band. Actually, you would be best
above 14225, so as to pick-up
General and Advanced Class
licensees as well as Extras.

Listening on 14MHz in the USA,
you will notice that much of the
traffic is what you would consider
'local', that is, between Americans.
Not surprising, since the size of the
country is comparable with the
whole of Europe.

When rare DX appears, it seems
as if every amateur in America
descends on the same frequency!
Another amusing aspect of 14MHz in
the USA is that stations regarded in
Europe as hard to find can be almost
commonplace. For example, it's fairly
easy to work Australia, and VK
signals can pass almost unnoticed
among the North American
conversations.

While we're awaiting the return
of a few more sunspots, discussion
of the upper h.f. bands may seem a
bit academic! But 21MHz has its
moments even now.

As you can see, the band plan is
similar to that in Europe, and usage
is generally inter -continental. The
same applies to 24 and 28MHz.
These bands have the added
attraction that small antennas and
low power are all that is needed to
bring long-distance contacts.

Although there is currently little
DX activity on 28MHz, with 21MHz
also being pretty quiet, contest
weekends can liven things up. Try
checking these bands during the the
most popular world-wide contests,
rganised by the American
magazine, CO.

The s.s.b. weekend is 25-26
October, and the c.w. contest is on
29-30 November. Don't be afraid to
call DX stations: they welcome any
contacts, particularly towards the
end of the 48 hours. Listen to the
way they operate, then call and be
prepared to give a signal report and
your zone number (UK is 141. You

may be pleased at finding some new
countries.

An interesting facet of 28MHz in
the USA is the presence of f.m.
repeaters, with output between
29.610 and 29.700MHz. Channel
separation is generally 20kHz, with
occasional half -spaced exceptions,
and the input is 100kHz lower.

When conditions are favourable
!which should be the case again in
two or three years time), it's possible
to work through these repeaters
from the UK. This can cause a
welcome element of surprise for
locals in the US accustomed to
chatting to their friends around
town! It's also an indicator of
transatlantic conditions, if you can
hear the output of one of these
repeaters (or even 'lust a warbley
carried, you know that propagation
to North America might be possible.

International Beacons

Another useful indicator of
conditions is the international chain
of beacons found on 14.1MHz.
Stations from around the world,
including several from North
America, take it in turns to transmit,
using an automatic timing system.

If you leave your receiver sotto
cm. on this frequency, you will
quickly he able to establish whether
communication is possible with the
USA and many other parts of the
world. As we get into the next
sunspot cycle, we'll become more
interested in the these and other
beacons. The publication Amateur
Radio Operating Manual (available
from PW Book Store) lists
frequencies and locations, as well
as other useful information.

Let me add a word about
Canadian allocations. They have the
same bands as Americans, but the
band plans are recommendations,
not legal requirements. This gives
Canadian stations more flexibility, so
you will hear VE stations using s.s.b.
on 7080kHz, for example.

There are fewer Canadian
amateurs than American, which
means the likelihood of abusing this
privilege is lower. Canadians are
also very careful not to annoy their
neighbours to the South by blatantly
using a mode in the 'wrong' place.

Class System

I haven't really said much about the
different US licences, the class
system and what hands they can
use. (The six classes were described
in 'Scene USA' published in January
1996). At the lowest level (as far as
h.f. is concerned), Novice and
Technician Plus licensees have a
rather thin time. They receive Morse
allocations on 3.5 7, 21 and 28MHz,
but s.s.b. enthusiasts just get a
segment on 28MHz.

General licencees and above
can use Morse, data and voice on all
bands, with more desirable
segments becoming available at the
higher levels. Refer to Fig. 1 when

seeking contacts with the USA.
You can increase replies by

choosing the correct frequency, and
being aware that stations may be
able to hear you, but be restricted by
their licence from calling.

Changes are in the works, if
recent suggestions by the US
national society, the
ARRL, are adopted.
In summary, the
Technician Plus
licence would be
renamed, with
spectrum expanded
and moved to more
useful parts of the
bands. There would
be additional s.s.b.
allocations on 1.8,
3.5 and 121MHz.

More bandwidth
is proposed for other
classes of licensee
on phone, which will
help a little in
intercontinental
SDs. Until we have
a harmonised 7MHz
band, I would like to
see a small s.s.b.
allocation below
7.1MHz, but this
does not seem likely.
However, the
changes would
make it easier for UK
Novices to contact
US 'Intermediates'
(probable new name
for Technicians) on
3.5MHz.

There are other
amendments
proposed for the h.f.
bands which will
have a more
profound effect
around the world.
These have been
prepared by the
International
Amateur Radio
Union, and their
support by the US
administration might
encourage other
governments to
react favourably.
Apart from
suggesting 300kHz
for 7MHz, proposals
are for a new band
at 5MHz, and
increases to 250kHz
for each of 10,18
and 24MHz.

An extended
14MHz band is
proposed, although I
feel we should ask
for more than an extra 50kHz. In any
event, we can expect some
additional room on h.f. as
commercial services move up in
frequency and to satellite systems.

Fig. 1: The United States
b.f. band allocation.
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That's all for this quarter, next time
I'll look at the US allocations on v.h.f.
and u.h.f. and you'll wish the UK had
a 144MHz band the same size as in

the USA! 73, and write tome Ed
Taylor NOED, PO Box 261304, Denver,
Colorado 80226. USA or E-mail at
Effaylor@compuserve.com The
deadline for January is the middle of
October.

END
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DAVID BUTLER G4ASR

V
This mouth David Butler G4ASR looks at

your reports of DX openings on the 50 and

144MHz bands. There's also news of delays to

the latest AMSAT satellite and some contest

details.

Canditions on the 50MHz band
during July were very similar to
those recorded during the

previous month. In June I reported
daily Sporadic -E (Sp -E) openings on
the 50MHz band to stations in
Europe, Africa. Asia and via multi -
hop Sp -E to North America.

Although the intensity of single -
hop openings appeared to be slightly
less during July, the number and
duration of multi -hop Sp -E openings
to Canada and USA was increased
with openings being recorded on at
least 8 days. On two occasions, July
10 and 13, the ionisation was of
sufficient intensity to support Sp -E
openings on the 144MHz band.

In between all of these events
were two small auroral openings, on
July 9 and 15, which allowed back -
scatter contacts to be made on the
50, 70 and 144MHz bands. Enhanced
tropospheric propagation (tropo) was
noted on many days during July with
openings into Scandinavia and
western Europe occurring on the
v.h.f., u.h.f. and microwave bands.

The 50MHz Band

Activity levels in Europe have now
reached an all time high with virtually
every country now having permission
to use the 50MHz band. Additionally,
some countries have recently seen a
relaxation in restrictions allowing, for
example: operation by v.h.f. class
licensees, increases in power levels
and wider frequency allocations.

Because of the greater activity
there was hardly a day during July
when the 50MHz hand wasn't open
to somewhere in Europe (or further)
via Sp -E propagation. Among the
regulars were some choice DX such
as CNSLI in northern Morocco, EH9IB
in Ceuta and Melilla (which counts
as Africal and ZA1MH a new station
active from Albania for a year or so.
0.SLs for this station go via Z32KII,
Box ID, Struga, Macedonia.

There was also very much
activity from various islands, both
large and small. These included
CT3FT (Madeira Islands), EHBBPX
(Canary Islands), IA5/1W5CNU/P
(Elba), IM0/12ADN (counting as
Sardinial and ID8/1W8DRG.

In less sunny climates were the
stations of ES01 (K017) a special
event station from an island off the
Estonian coast, JWOR (Svarlbard),
°HOAG (Aland Island), OJOIOH1VR

(Market Reef), 0Y9J13 1Faroe Islands)
and TF/PA3DWD operating from
various squares in Iceland. Other DX
stations reported included 4Z5JA in
Israel, YM7PA an expedition to
Turkey lof which more later), UA1WJ
(K0471 and UA6LO(KN97) located in
European Russia and UR4LL (K070)
operating from the Ukraine.

By the way, Alex UR4LL informs
me that from July 10 all Ukrainian
radio amateurs were allowed to use
the band 50.080-50.280MHz with 10W
utput using c.w. or mt. There are
over 50 locator squares in the
Ukraine and plans have been made
to activate at least 20 of them next
year. Alex reports that the only
problem at the moment is lack of
information and good equipment for
the 50MHz band.

Dutch Expedition
In 1996 a group of Dutch radio
amateurs obtained permission to
operate from Georgia on the 50MHz
band. Using the callsign 4L6PA the
group made some excellent contacts
hut regretfully few with the UK. This
was probably due to them being
located 3500km away from central
England. (This is one of those
awkward distances mid -way
between two and three Sp -E 'hops').

Although 4L6PA only worked a
handful of UK stations they did enjoy
some fabulous propagation to the
Far -East working a number of
Japanese stations over a path of
some 7700km. On completion of the
expedition the group donated a Trio
TS -690 transceiver and 5 -element
Yagi to Omani 4150 for future use on
the 50MHz band from Georgia.

After months of planning the
expedition group consisting of Pim
PADTLX, Jan Willem PAOJWU and
Allard PE1NWL and assisted by
Omani 4L50 decided to operate this
year from a coastal resort in northern
Turkey. The GTH was perfect, on top
of a 5 -storey building located right on
the beach.

The station consisted of an loom
IC -756 and a 5 -element Yagi mounted
25m a.s.l. Using the call sign YM7PA
the group made a total of 1106
contacts on the 50MHz band in an
16 -day period during July.

The UK stations making initial
contacts with YM7PA were G3SYC
(10931 at 1603UTC on July 3 and
GW3SYR at 0539UTC on July 10.

Fig. 1: The 50MHz 'personalities' at the UK Six Metre
Group Annual General Meeting 1997_ Pictured from left to
right ae Pim PAOTLX, Frank PA3BFM, Allard PE1NWL,
Angelo I2ADN, Bob WA6BYA and Ma JA6IDJ.

Another opening on July 12 picked
up GD7KHG (1074) at 115OUTC and
GMOHUO 11086) at 1159UTC, both of
these contacts being made on s.s.b.

The station of GI4OPH (1074)
was worked at 1O21UTC on July 14
and GJ4ICD (INN) made it in the log
a few minutes later at 1025UTC.
Apart from the two s.s.b. QSOs all
initial contacts were made using c.w.

A total of 44 MCC countries
were worked with the best DX being
a 599 c.w. contact with VE1ZZ 1FN841
on July 12 at 1216UTC. Amazingly the
050 was over a distance of 7700km,
exactlythe same as the best OX From
4L6PA in the previous year! Any CISL
cards for this expedition should go
via PADTLX, PO Box 201D, 1180 EA
Amstelveen, The Netherlands.

Plans are already underway for
next year's expedition to Armenia
tEK8PA?). Incidentally, the
photograph in Fig. 1 shows two of the
YM7PA operators, PAOTLX and
PE1NWL. Also shown are well
known 50MHz operators PA3BFM,
12ADN,JA610J and WA6BYA

At the QTH of Ken Osborne
94190 (1080) a total of 28 DXCC
countries were heard on the 50MHz
band on just one day, Sunday July 13.
They were CT, CU, DL, EH, EFf9, ES, F,

G, HB9, I, ISO, LY, OE, OK, OM, PA, SP,
SM, SV, S5, T9, YL, YM, YL1, ZA, 50, 9A
and 9H. The maximum usable
frequency (mull was up to the
144MHz band during the afternoon
but the Sp -E propagation just missed
his 0TH.

John Heys 03130G (J0001
reports that after an absence of ten
years he is again active on the
50MHz band. He is using an Alinc
DX -70TH transceiver and instead of a
beam, which was scrapped some

years ago, he is using a 50m long
wire antenna.

John discovered that by using a
Pi -section antenna tuning unit (a.t.u.)
the long wire works really well on the
50MHz band. Recent contacts made
with this set-up have included EH6SA
(JM191, EI-191B (IM85), ES1AJ (K029).
ES5DE1K038), LY2BI (K014), LZIKDP
1KN12), 0J0/0H1VR IJP901,
TF/PA3DWO (11'03) and 9A3FT1JN83).

Numerous stations in I, LA, OZ,
SM and SP have also been worked
by John with his uncomplicated
system. A couple of Canadian (VE)
stations were heard, one peaking
579, but they faded rapidly. John
mentions that when the real DX
starts (in a Few years time, via F2
propagation) then he will probably
put a beam back up again.

Transatlantic X
As I mentioned earlier there was an
increase in transatlantic multi -hop
Sp -E events on the 50MHz band to
North America. Openings were
reported from the UK on July 1, 8, 10,
12, 14, 15,16 and 17 and if you know
of any more please let me know.

The openings at the beginning of
the month were very brief, GJ4!CD
11N89) hearing the Newfoundland
beacon VO1ZAIGN37) at 1107UTC on
July 1. The Canadian station VE1PZ
(FN85) was heard at 1825UTC on July
8 by a few stations in eastern
England.

Whether an auroral opening on
July 9 triggered the good Sp -E
conditions on July 10 can only be
conjecture but whatever it was it
certainly livened up both the 50 and

Continued on page 63
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Continued from page 60.

144MHz bands. As early as 092OUTC
the 50MHz band was open from
Canada to stations located in Poland.

Later in the day, from 1200UTC
the band opened up again enabling
stations in ON and PA to make
contacts into VE1, VE9, V01, W4 and
W4 call areas. In the UK the opening
started a little later, the first report
being at 132OUTC when G7EXO (1091)
heard VE1ZV peaking 57.

Stations located in much of
central England and Wales were
then able to make transatlantic
contacts on and off until
approximately 163OUTC. Among
those being worked were the
stations of VE1PZ, VE1YX, VE1ZV,
KM1H, WA1OUB and W3EP. The
beacon FP5XAB (GN16) was also
heard at 1500UTC by MOBAA (1093).

Later in the evening, between
2125-0016UTC, the Scottish station
MMOAMW (1075) had what
appeared to be a pipe -line into VE
and W. He also managed to work
OX3LX (Greenland).

Nobody else in the UK worked
any transatlantic DX at this time.
Really amazing!

Doug VE1PZ comments that it is
surprising what an increase in X-ray
flux will do for Sp -E propagation. He
reports that the opening on July 10
was his best to Europe so far,
working 92 stations in 14 DXCC
countries. His first station in the lag
was SP2SGZ at 092OUTC and the last
was SM1BSA at 1635UTC and for the
whole duration the band was open to
somewhere in Europe!

At the 0TH of Bob Mobile
WA1OUB IFN431 a total of 37 stations
in northern Europe were worked
between 1517-1628UTC. These
included ten contacts with SM,
G, GM, GW, ON, OZ and PA.

A brief opening, between 1230-
133OUTC, was observed on July 12
but only the stations of K2MUB and
VE1ZJ were reported into the UK.
The opening appeared to favour
stations located in CT, DL, EA, OK and
OZ. This was the day incidentally that
the Turkish expedition station YM7PA
contacted the Canadian station
VE1ZZ.

Another very brief opening
occurred on July 14 with VE1PZ
reporting reception of beacons
located in CT and G at 1245UTC. No
contacts from the UK were thought
to have been made at this time
though.

Transatlantic openings in the
three day period July 15-17 were
very good. Interestingly, events on
July 15 were intermingled with a
number of small auroral openings.

A few brief Sp -E openings to VE
and VO were recorded between
1600-173OUTC but the best event
started around 193OUTC and
continued throughout the evening,
probably beyond 010OUTC, by which
time most European operators had
closed down. The stations of VE1.12,
VE1PZ, VE1ZZ and VE9AA were
particularly active as were USA
stations such as K1SG, K1WW,
KM1H, WA1OUB, W1JR and K2QE.

Around 2300UTC the 'skip'

extended to the W4 call area with the
stations of G4HBA (1080) working
AE4R0 and GW3JXN (1072) catching
KJ4E. On the following morning, July
16 at 0630UTC, PAOLSB reported
hearing VE9AA but propagation
didn't favour the UK very much this
day. This was a pity as later in the
day, around 1545-1745UTC, stations
in DL, OE, OK and S5 had a really
good opening into the W4 (Florida)
call area. (The distances involved
were between 7000-8000km).

Fortunately the UK was the
place to be on July 17 with stations
such as G3HTA (1080) in the south of
England to G4FVP 11094) in the north
managing to make many DX contacts
with North American operators. The
main opening took place between
1800-2000UTC with call areas VE1,
Wl, W2 and W3 being worked,
mainly on c.w.

For your information a very
useful indicator of these types of
multi -hop Sp -E openings may be
gained from listening for North
American stations on the 28MHz
band. For example, during the
evening of July 17, between 1925-
2015UTC, the station of GW4HDR
reported hearing K1ZFE, N1LLW,
W2HCW and W3ORU. In southern
England G3SED heard 28MHz signals
between 1735-1900UTC from
W1WKO, N3CAU and W3VIR, all at
very good strengths.

Excellent Opportunities

Now I'll turn to your reports of Sp -E
openings on the 144MHz band.
During July there were two days
when events occurred, providing
some excellent DX opportunities.

On July 10 there were in fact a
total of five separate openings during
the day. The first around 0600UTC
was from southern England to
Croatia (94) and Romania (Y0). Not
many people were active at this time
but early bird Lee Adams G4RKV
(J001) caught YO2BWD (KN27) for an
1800km contact on the 144MHz band.

Many more stations were active
for the second event of the day
commencing at 1000UTC. This lasted
about 15 minutes allowing Jim Smith
GOOFE (1090) enough time to work
two Lithuanian stations LY2SA (K014)
and LY2MW (K024), the latter being
at 1873km.

The next opening favoured
stations in the north of England (1093,
1094) although some operators in
locator squares 1091 and 1092 did
make a few contacts. In this opening,
around 103OUTC, stations were
making contacts into LY and SP.

The fourth opening of the
morning, between 1045-111OUTC,
allowed stations in Scotland to make
DX contacts into central Europe. The
station of GM8LFB (1088) made s.s.b.
contacts at this time with DL3JIN
(J060), 0E1KEB WW1 and OK1PG
(J070).

Probably the best event of the
day however was an hour long
opening between 1200-1300UTC.
Stations in southern, eastern and
central England could work into OH

and SM and at the same time
stations located in northern England
and Scotland were making contacts
into central Europe.

At the station of G4RKV contacts
were made with OH1PU, SN14J1Q,
SM4VQP, SM5EFP and SM5NVF. Jim
GOOFE was pleased to work OH2BAP
(KP20), his first OH on the 144MHz
band in 13 years of DXing.

The contact was also his best
DX at 2007km. Jim also worked
SM4VQP (J079), SMSERW (J089)
and SM5MIX(J078).

A report from SM4HFI lJP70)
mentions that he made contact with
11 French stations and one solitary G
station, GOFIG (1090). The Swedish
station was running a TS -700
transceiver into a power amplifier
running 2 x QB3-200s in push-pull.
This provided 400W output into an
antenna array of 2 x 15 -element
Yagis.

Another Sp -E opening on the
144MHz band was reported on July
13. Unfortunately (well, for me
anyway) it occurred at the same time
as the British Fl Grand Prix!

At my 11TH (1081)1 noticed the
band was open around 1415UTC. I
managed to sneak in four s.s.b.
contacts with 18MPG, IC8FAX and
IW8DUL (all in JN70) and IT9MPX/9
during the advertisements before
returning to watch the race on the
television!

Satellite Delays

According to a news release from
ARRL Headquarters the September
30 launch date of the Phase 3D
Amateur Radio satellite has been put
in grave doubt. It appears extremely
unlikely that Phase 3D will be able to
meet revised mechanical
specifications in time to fly on
schedule aboard the Ariane 502
rocket.

Amateur Satellite (AMSAT)
officials are holding out a glimmer of
hope that the Ariane 502 schedule
will slip just enough to let Phase 3D
catch up again. But those chances
are considered very slim.

The latest set -back for the next -
generation amateur radio satellite
came when the European Space
Agency (ESA) significantly increased
its estimate of vibration levels the
Phase 30 payload would be exposed
to aboard the Ariane 502. The revised
estimates mean AMSAT will have to
move fast to make structural
changes in the Phase 3D space -
frame in order to withstand the
anticipated rougher ride.

Contests

Now I'll turn to news of some
contests coming soon and first up is
the Worked All Britain (WAB) group
144MHz 'phone contest being held
between 0900-1700UTC on Sunday
September 14. Exchange signal
report and WAB area, e.g. 5033.
Further details can be obtained from
GBUYD (QTHR).

Later in the day between 1800-
2200UTC the RSGB are holding two

separate contests on the 1.3 and
2.3GHz bands. These are fixed station
events, i.e. no portable operation
allowed if you're entering the
contest

On Wednesday September 17,
between 2030-2300 local time, the
third lout of five) c.w. cumulative
contests on the 144MHz band is
being held. The contest, open to
RSGB members, has sections for
either single or multi -operation. The
remaining dates incidentally are
October 2 and 17.

The second RSGB 70MHz Fixed
station contest is being held on
Sunday September 28 between 0900-
1300UTC. Full 11TH information needs
to be exchanged. For example,
1090AR, Poole or 1081MX, 20km west
of Hereford. There will be sections
for either single or multi -operator
fixed stations.

The first of five 1.3GHz and
2.36Hz cumulative contests is being
held on Tuesday September 30
between 2030-2300 local time. Just
like the event on September 14 this
will consist of two separate contests
with no overall two band tabulation
being made. The other dates for
these cumulative contests are
October 15 and 30, November 14 and
December 1.

The largest u.h.f. and microwave
contest of the year is being held over
the weekend October 4-5 between
1400-1400UTC. All bands between
430MHz to 2486Hz will be in use and
as it's co-ordinated with IARU Region
1 much activity can be expected
throughout Europe.

Running concurrently on the
Saturday will be the RSGB 1.3 and
2.3GHz Trophy contests. These
events run for the first 8 -hours of the
IARU contest between 1400-
2200UTC. The VHF Contests
Committee cup is awarded to the
winner of the 1.3GHz event and the
G6ZR Memorial Trophy to the winner
of the 2.36Hz contest.

Remaining on the u.h.f. theme
the first of five cumulative contests
on the 430MHz band are being held
on Friday October 10 between 2030-
2300 local time. The other events are
on October 27, November 11 and 26
and December 11

Deadlines

That's it again for another month.
Don't forget to send me your list of
locator squares, counties and
countries worked for the 1997 table.
Forward any news, views, comments
or photographs to reach me no later
than Saturday September 27.

Send them to me at Yew Tree
Cottage, Lower Maescoed,
Herefordshire HR2 OHP. You can also
contact me via Packet radio @
GB7MAD, the UK DX Cluster @
GB7DXC or E-mail via
davebu@mdIhrtagw.bt.co.uk
Alternatively you can telephone me
on (01873) 860679.

END
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Leighton Smart GWOLBI presents his

round -up of your activities on the hf.

bands. It's the column that reflects your

time on the air and depends on YOUR

reports!

I'II start this month with a report
from Mr W. Guerrero 2B2IB,
Secretary of the Gibraltar Amateur

Radio Society. The letter says that
two stations currently using ZB
callsigns are in fact pirates, and
request information from readers
regarding their presence on the
bands.

The callsigns in question are
2B2FUM and 2B2/EA5XUM. It
transpires that ZB2FLIM has not
been issued, and as far as
ZE12/EA5XUM is concerned Gibraltar
does not have a reciprocal licence
agreement with Spain, neither is it a
member of CEPT.

Mr Guerrero closes by asking
'(IF Far & Wide' readers for any
information they may have on these
two illegal stations. Any information
can be E -mailed to him at
zb2ib@gibnet.gi or FAXed on (350)
75452.

I'm sure that our readers will
help if they can, Mr Guerrero. As
they really are a keen lot, and not a
lot happens on h.f, without them
either working it or hearing it!

Moving on, a letter has arrived
from George Woods G3LPT in Bury
St. Edmunds. He tells us he holds an
open Net on 29.570MHz f.m. every
weekday mornings except Mondays
at 0830.

Apparently, as far as George is
concerned, the band is never really
dead, and is quite an active spot on
the dial for the East Anglians.
George would like stations in the
area to join the Net, as well as those
from other areas no doubt.

Your Reports

Onto your reports now folks, as
space this month is limited. We'll
start with 7 and 10MHz this month,
as it appears that most of our
reporters have been spending their
time on the higher bands.

As for me, well, I get dizzy if I go
as high as 3.5MHz! First then, comes
Sean Gilbert G4UCJ of Milton
Keynes who reports all c.w. 7MHz
contacts with VPBCWI (Falkland
Islands) at 2118 with PY7ZZ (Brazil)
at 225B, 0Y1G (Faroe Islands) at 2343,
YV1GCG (Venezuela) at 2354,
EI2VIAM (Aeronautical Mobile at
16000 feet above Eire) and
ZP5/LU6BEG at 2225UTC.

A momentous change of
direction this month for our 'ace
QRPer' Eric Masters GOKRT of
Worcester Park, Surrey, in as much
as he has been working with ORP
s.s.b.! Using a newly -acquired Yaesu
FT -7 which runs 10W, he got stuck
into 7MHz and worked DL1CMB
(Germany) at 1857, and HB9ATE
(Switzerland) at 1450. On c.w.
however, he hooked up with UA9CM
in Asiatic Russia at 2255UTC.

Moving up to 10MHz, there's Ted
Trowell G2HICU from the Isle of
Sheppey in Kent He lists c.w.
contacts with 9K2HN (Kuwait),
IF9/1T9AUP (Egadi Island), and
SMODIGIS on Roslagen Island, all at
the early hour of 0600UTC.

Also 'bashing' the key on 10MHz
has been Carl Mason GWOVSW of
Skewen, in South Wales. Carl lists
contacts with 584/DF2L1U (Cyprus) at
1900, and VK1CA (Australia) at
0558UTC.

The 14MHz Band

Down to Yeovil now for the 14MHz
band report, and Don McLean
G3NOF. Don's enormous log, filled
with the help of a beam antenna and
a lot of determination, includes s.s.b.
contacts with A61 AC) (United Arab
Emirates) at 1729, BV3CD (Taiwan) at
1603, FG5FC (Guadeloupe) at 2333
QSL via F6DZU, HSOVH (Thailand) at
1611, OD5NJ (Lebanon) at 2035.

Also reported were 521L at 1635
(QSL via Box 5129, Dhaha 1250,
Bangladesh), TA2LM (Turkey) at 1641
0.SL via TA2CMM, and 208JF
(Ascension Island) at 1927 QSL via
GWOANA. Other contacts included
9K2SS (Kuwait) at 1917, 9M8ZZ (East
Malaysia) at 1656 QSL via PA3FWG,
and VP2EY (Anguilla Island) at
2337UTC.

In Mountain Ash, Mid -
Glamorgan, Steve Locke GWOSGL
has been as active as usual. He lists
all s.s.b. contacts with JA4ACI
(Japan) at 1650, 5N8NDP/P (Nigeria)
at 2003, 6V1A (Senegal) at 1742) and
VP5/K5YG (Turks & Caicos Islands)
ay 2300UTC. Steve uses a TH-7 beam
antenna on the 14MHz band (see
Fig. 1.)

In Kent, John Constance GOVGD,
using 100W and a G5RV dipole
antenna managed to hook up with
VE3TWX (Canada) at 2322, ZP4LH

Fig. 1: With a magnificent beam antenna like the TH-7 it's
no wonder Steve Locke GWOSGL does well!

(Paraguay) at 2218, 6Y5DA (Jamaica)
at 0021, AA3GZ (USA) at 2147, VK3PT
(Australia) at 0224, CP3EB (Bolivia) at
2125, and CU2GYE (Azores Islands)
at 2143UTC.

A new reporter now in the form
of Alan Bowett from Stockport,
Cheshire, who is enjoying s.w.fing
as part of his active retirement (what
a great way to spend your
retirement!). Alan reports hearing
91-11DL (Malta) at 2332, 4X6TT (Israel)
at 1723, 9K2GS (Kuwait) at 1910, and
!JO BE (Luxembourg) at 2213UTC,
using a Grundig Yacht Boy 400
receiver. Welcome aboard, Alanl

Finally for the 14MHz band
comes Terry Mitsui! GOVTI wh
lists contacts with ZW100BH (Brazil)
at 2024, DX/DZ11YL (Greenland) at
1555, and 9K2HN (Kuwait) at
1949UTC, all on a.s.b.

The 18MHz Band

Up to 18MHz now, and over to Ted
G2HKU who has listed his '17' metre
contacts as EAKL1KBO (Balearic
Islands) at 1000, with TKIFSLGF
(Corsica) and SV8/DK20C (Hydra
Island) coming in at around 1500UTC.

Carl GWOVSW hooked up with
4X1FQ (Israel) at 1941, and CU3DJA
(Terceira Island, Azores) at 1117UTC.

Steve GWOSGL meanwhile, in a
rare excursion on the 18MHz band
hooked up with PU2LCA (Brazil at
2003, FG5FR (Guadeloupe) at 2055,
and CN68GB (Morocco) at 1200UTC.

Finally back to Don G3NOF to 'tie
up the ribbons' this month. He
reports contacts on 18MHz with
BV5BG (Taiwan) at 1539, T77M
(Republic of San Marino) at 1516,
ZOBJHH (Ascension Island) who
says he will QSL direct on his return
to the UK atthe end of 1997, and
207MY (St. Helena Island) at
1938UTC (QSL via Box 107, St.
Helena).

Time To QRT

Well, that's about all I can squeeze in
this time around folks and it's time to
go QRT! Hope I managed to get
everybody in, fair and square!
Thanks again for your continued
support for the column, good DX and
cheerio for now!

Logs to me by the 15th of each
month to: 33 Plant Gwyn, Trelewis,
Mid -Glamorgan, Wales CF46 6DB.
Tel: (01443) 411459 or 710749, FAX:

(01443)710789.

END
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EFS9 1.60 QQV03 6 12.00 6AK5 1.45 12116 4.70
EF9I 1 55 QQV01-10 7.65 6AL5 100 121167 7 70
EF95 1 45 QQV03-20A 14.00 691146 1 65 13CW4 32.90
EL32 1.40 QQV06-40A 22.00 6AM8A 4 10 813 29.15
EL34S 710 QY4-250 103.85 6A116 1 95 5744W13 870
EL3413 720 SP61 3.25 6AUSGT 5.20 5763 8 85
a I,. 350 T130.3 10 33 MI 691/6 1.80 5963/ECCA2 4.00
11 4 75 1119 12 20 1915 4 10 61159 299.95

VALVES WANTED - NEW & BOXED
KT66 - GEC £40 each DA100 GEC £100 each
KT88 - GEC £60 each 4212E - STC. UK £150 each
EL34 Mullard £15 each PX25 - Globe shaped £100 each
EL37 Mullard £12 each PX4 Globe shaped £60 each
DA30 GEC £80 each ECC83/IEF86 £3.50 each
P115 £10 each V503 £100 each

P&P - Orders up to £3 @ £1.95, £5 ig £2.25, £15 @ £2.50, £20 @
£3.35. Over £20 4, £4.55 Telephone of Fax list for offers. Over 2Kg
at cost. VAT included in all prices. Please quote ref PW
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PETER SHORE

If you would like to find out what
really goes on behind the scenes
at BBC Radio, here's your chance.
Peter Shore explains all.

There has been a good deal of
activity in recent weeks in the
world of satellite international

broadcasting. At 1600UTC on
Monday 4 August, a new service
sprang to life on Astra 1A over
Europe. The audio subcarrier at
7.56MHz on transponder 7 - Sky Two
television - started to carry a mixture
of programmes from the Voice of
America and Radio Free Europe in
English and the languages of the
Balkans.

The new service, put together
rather hurriedly I understand from
sources in Washington DC, is
directed at both potential
rebroadcasting stations and
listeners in homes in the Balkan
region, with particular emphasis on
Serbia and Bosnia. It's designed to
complement the 'life -line'
broadcasting which Voice of
America has been running for the
region, and is the first time that VoA
has used a satellite service to target
the direct -to -home market in a
specific target area.

The service is brought to the
Astra uplink in the UK by World
Radio Network, the London -based
international broadcaster, using its
growing number of international
circuits.

Latest Schedule

The latest schedule from Radio
Havana Cuba suggests that English
programmes can be heard: 0100-
0500UTC on 6.0, 9.82 and 9.83MHz to
North America; 0500-07000TC on
9.82 and 9.83MHz to North America;
2030-213OUTC on 13.715 and
13.725MHz to Europe and 2230-
2330UTC on 6.18MHz to the
Caribbean

The station also carries
programmes in Esperanto, heard for
half -an -hour in Europe on Sundays
at 1930 and 2200 on 13.715MHz and
to North America at 2330 on 6.07 and
on Monday at 0700 on 9.82MHz. You
can contact Arnie Coro, the host of
DXers Unlimited who supplied this
information, via E-mail at
acoro@tinored.cu

Broadcasting House, home
of BBC Radio in central

London. (Photo courtesy of
BBC Resources).

Language Skills

Want to brush up on your Arabic
language skills as you sit at your
computer? Radio Kuwait now makes
two of its newscasts available
through the popular RealAudio
Internet system.

The bulletins transmitted at 1000
and 1700UTC are stored for the
convenience of listeners. You will
find the station at
www.radiokuwait.org

You can also now listen to
Deutsche Welle's English -language
service on the Web. The 30 -minute
Newslink programme is available,
together with weekly features
including Inside Europe and Living in
Germany are also stored on the
Internet. Check out DW at
www.dwelle.de

Behind The Scenes

If you would like to find out what
goes on behind the scenes at the
world's leading broadcaster, here's
your chance. On 29th October, Her
Majesty the Queen will open the
BBC Experience. Situated in
Broadcasting House, home of BBC
Radio in central London, the new
permanent BBC Experience
exhibition will tell the history of the
BBC as it celebrates its 75th
anniversary.

More than 200,000 visitors are
expected each year, each of whom
will be given a guided tour of the
BBC, including its history and

programmes. Audio-visual and
interactive shows and displays
combine with historical exhibits
which include some of the earliest
radio equipment from the Marconi
Collection.

Guides will lead groups of about
30 people through the Experience on
a tour which will last about an hour
and a half. Visitors will have the
chance to try making radio
programmes, including a three -
minute play, or be the castaway in
Desert Island Discs.

Entry to the BBC Experience,
which is open between 0930 and
1730 every day of the year, except
Christmas Day, costs £5.75 for adults,
and E4.00 for children, with under -5s
free.

To book tickets to this unique
show, call (0870) 6030304 in the UK. If
you want to book from outside
Britain, call +441222577771.

Frequency Information

Last month I mentioned that the
Voice of Greece is now on the air
from Voice of America transmitters
in the USA. Here's the frequency
information you need to be able to
tune in the new service: 0600-
0800UTC to the Pacific from Delan
on 9.775MHz; 0900-095OUTC to
Australia from Delano on 9.775MHz;
1200-135OUTC to Canada via
Greenville on 9.59MHz; 1830-
2200UTC to Canada via Delano on
11.73MHz and to Latin America via
Greenville on 17.745MHz.

Look out for new programmes
from Radio Thailand. A report on
Glenn Hauser's World of Radio
programme suggests that the station
will launch Arabic, Cantonese,
Russian, Tagalog and Spanish
services 'shortly'.

World of Radio also reports that
Turkmen Radio now has English
once again. A 10 -minute programme
of news is heard at 1400UTC on
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays on 5.015MHz. Has any PW
reader heard the station?

Range Of Programmes

The quite wonderful thing about
short wave radio is the almost
unbelievable range of programmes
which cover just about everything
under the sun. And for example,

some years ago, the BBC's Persian
Service ran a highly successful
series about the remarkable history
of the Persian cinema!

Today, All India Radio offers the
chance to catch the latest news
from the hugely popular Indian film
industry. Every third Sunday of the
month at 1350, 1830 and 2120, with a
repeat at 2330UTC on Monday, you
can tune in to Film Story, while
Indian Cinema can be heard on the
second Monday of the month at
0005, repeated the second Saturday
at 1030, 1425, 1910 and 2215UTC.

English from All India Radio is
on the air: 1000-1100UTC on 11.585,
13.70, 15.05, 17.387, 17.84MHz; 1330-
15000TC on 9.545, 11.62, 13.71MHz;
1530-1545UTC on 7.41, 9.91,

11.74MHz; 1745-1945UTC on 7,41,
9.95, 11.62, 11.935, 13.78, 15.075MHz;
2045-2230UTC on 7.41, 9.91, 9.95,
11.62, 11.715MHz and 2245-0045UTC
on 9 705, 9.95, 11.62MHz.

Bursts Of Data

Look out for 4 -second bursts of data
appearing on short wave
frequencies across the spectrum,
including some channels very close
to the broadcast bands. The United
States Federal Communications
Commission has granted permission
for a new radio location service
which will allow thousands of 15W
h.f. stations to take to the air.

That's all for this time around.

Keep your ears close to your

radio dial as the evenings start

to close in during the northern

hemisphere's autumn. And let

me know of interesting finds

from the broadcast bands.

END
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Fri ri

RAHAM HANKINS G8EMX

This time Graham Hankins
G8EMX looks at the first UK
amateur band available for Fast -
Scan ATV use.

There is more to Amateur TV
than reports of microwave
bands and the repeaters. This

time I will take a look at the very first
UK amateur band available for Fast -
Scan ATV, which is 430 to 440MHz.
For simplicity, I will refer to this band
by either just one frequency,
436MHz, or by wavelength, 70cm.

Do you remember when
amplitude modulation la.m.) was
almost universally used in amateur
radio? Well, a.m. is still the standard
method for modulating a 436MHz
carrier with a video waveform.

The big advantage of a.m. for
ATVers is that, by using a diode
probe and an oscilloscope, the final
modulation can be directly
monitored from the antenna feeder
cable. We will see shortly why this is
a very important thing to be able to
do.

The design and setting -up of
video modulators is part of the fun of
ATV on 436MHz. A video signal is
made up of synchronising pulses
and a video waveform.

The total amplitude of the video
signal from a camera or other vision
source is 11/. Therefore the sync.
pulses will be 0.3V, leaving the vision
waveform a maximum of 0.7V
between 'black' and 'peak white'.

For an accurate picture to be
transmitted, it is important that the
0.3V sync/0.7V video proportion is
preserved during modulation. If an
a.m. video modulator is not adjusted
properly, ail sorts of on -screen
distortions happen.

'Crushing' of the sync. pulses, or
lessening their 'squareness' will
result in poor line or frame locking
for the receiving ATV station. Any
non -linearity in the video part will
give an inaccurate picture, or
produce a 'soot and whitewash'
effect on screen. Hence the diode
probe and 'scope, so that the 'shape'
of the results of modulation can be
accurately monitored and adjusted.

The vision modulator's
frequency response needs to start
from d.c. because any substantial
area of constant brightness, or
darkness, constitutes a steady value
in the picture signal. Conversely, a
lack of high frequency performance
during modulation will result in the
received picture lacking detail and
definition. If there's insufficient

amplitude modulation
power, or depth the
picture contrast will
suffer.

So there is much
more to transmitting
and receiving an
watchable ATV picture
on 436MHz than is
involved in achieving
intelligible speech
quality in a 'phone
contact. All this adds to the sense of
achievement in ATV operating on the
70cm band.

Quality Pictures

Amateur TV stations on 70cm
(430MHz) used to strive towards
5MHz of vision for near -broadcast
quality pictures. But now, the
currently accepted practice is to
incorporate a video filter before any
modulation. The UK 70cm amateur
band is only 10MHz wide and these
days carries voice repeaters and
packet links in addition to
conventional simplex phone DSOs.

Stations with their wide -hand
video usually filter their vision signal
to around 3MHz and use an actual
70cm carrier of perhaps 436.5MHz to
keep within the band. Remember,
after simple amplitude modulation
the radiated bandwidth will still he
6MHz wide.

Amateur TV on 70cm is usually in
monochrome. Some ATV operators
may be able to transmit full colour
pictures on 70cm in parts of the UK
where other activity is low, but in
view of the extra bandwidth needed,
the majority of colour ATV has
moved away from 70cm.

The latest discrete and
integrated semiconductors are
frequently to he found in current
designs for 70cm transmitters. Even
so, in the ATV world the valve - and
its substantially higher voltages -
has never really gone away.

Until quite recently, every
amateur video camera 'saw' a scene
by means of, usually, a vidicon tube.
And of course, at the other end of
the vision 'chain', the really big valve
that produces the end result (the
picture tube) continues to reign
(almost) supreme.

For ATV transmitters, radio
amateurs in the UK are permitted up

J
mat

to 26dBW p.e.p. on 70cm. The
easiest method of producing this
massive signal with amplitude
modulation is by a pair of valves with
forced air cooling. So, there is still
talk of anodes, cathodes, grid bias
and heaters!

But here's, a word of caution.
Even at much lower power levels,
television interference (TV11to
domestic TV can be a problem with
an amplitude modulated ATV
transmission on 70cm.

An ATV station can be legally,
and cleanly, putting several Watts of
power out when the telephone rings
or there comes a knock at the front
door. A neighbour, maybe next door,
perhaps many houses away, is
seeing your pictures over the
programme they are trying to watch!

Many cases of TVI can be
cleared with filters added to the
neighbour's domestic system. But in
extreme cases, co-operation and
compromise are needed, you may
have to avoid beaming in a specific
direction, or stop ATV activity on

Alan Banner
G7UMW of
West Bromich
uses 25W of
70cm ATV from
a 2C39 home-
brew valve PA
to send a P5
'shack shot'
into
Stourbridge.

70cm at certain times. However, it
must be emphasised that rarely is
TVI found to be caused by a fault in
the amateur station.

Receiving 430MHz ATV

The u.h.f. tuners of older domestic
TV sets may adjust down to 436MHz
without modification, but most ATV
stations put an up -converter ahead
of the TV's antenna socket. A simple
converter may use a free -running
oscillator stage and bipolar mixer,
better designs have a crystal for
stability and mosfet mixers.

If you fancy joining the ATV
activity on 70cm, the British Amateur
Television Club can provide a lot of
help to members. To join the BATC,
contact membership secretary Dave
Lawton GUANO, 'Grenehursf,
Pinewood Road, High Wycombe,
Bucks HP12 4DD.
E-mail:
100046.1056@compuserve.com

Amateur Television A to Z
This mini -dictionary will reach 2' in December. To take us there here is the
next instalment of my ATV alphabet.

Repeaters: TV repeaters are on 1.3 and 10GHz and usually transmit an ident
card or news pages 24 hours, unless accessed.

Seventy five ohms (7514: The standard impedance for all video signal links.
Mismatching can cause picture distortion.

Test cards: Mostly electronically produced from an EPROM. Printed circuit
boards are available from some Repeater Groups.

Cheerio for now, there may be some surprise news nexttime! Keep sending
those reports, and newsletters to me, Graham Hankins BSEPAX, 11 Cotteshroak
Road, Acocks Green, Birmingham B27 6LE.

END
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Due to the fast turn

around of popular
secondhand items,

readers should check on

availability of advertised
stork. In other words...if
you spa something you

fancy...don't delay or you

could miss it!

YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT

WATERS &
STANTON
01702 206835

PLEASE. ND I L SEC' ONDHAND
EE E MS C011E WFUTI FULL 3 1,10 NTH
PARTS 0 LABOL'R (,T A R.A

1400E INFORMATION P11001:
ANIl1'I'i}TJEN 01702-206035 Olt LAX
91702.205941
HE TRANSCEIVERS
ICON.' IC -74D 4rc SE:11..011 tranvia:hoer

£.349

1COM IC -73.51.2 IIF base station
tinaweiver £599
TEN-TEC SCOUT 555 HF mimic 50
Watt, £379
TRIO TS-9441SAT HF has station Inc built
in ATI1 £1199
YAESL'I-T-711OXII FIF bioe tdruiLat with
FP-7101PM! E625
YAESC FT-040llIr HF haw shown
teneral coverage RN £1199
YAESU FT-767CX HF have s1.an111 £049

YHF/tHFTRANSCEIYERS B1,01111..E. /
B ABE 9E5ER1N
ALINCO 013-10111 2m praIrramahle made
inneweiVer £99
AKD 2901 21m 25 Witni EY1 mobile
Pan0cri vet. £129
ICOM IC.2.45E 2rn 311 made + le111.112.
controller 1551-31 £199
ICOM IC32L11IE 2M179ems nubile
Ird.n.,ce,3o' £199
KENWOOD TM -7-12E 2.1o/731vms 319 build
optinnal, a.. ww. £479
K ENWOOD TM -451E itlems mobile
Inu1s1,2 yer £279

RE NWOOD TR-751A 2m all MO&
Crialmxier £299
YAESIIIFT-25311R 2m all M.& NitLiihiC
1r,111.4,4 ker £239

YAESLIET-2911.11.11 lm all mode p3/11:13111,

toutuartter E299

V11E/DHE TRANSCEIVERS
HANDHELD'S
Al)! AT -150 nom landheld Iran salver
£99
ALINE -0 D1-19111.1 hankiliCIJ CHM
.ALL NCO D1-5139 nti7Gems handheld F219
ALINCO K2 2m handheld £119
COM IC -LIE 2111 handheld £99

COM IC-2SE 2rn handheld £99
COM IC -1-42E 711011,11.111011r131 £189

COM IC -NE 79cm, handheld £149
1051 IC-isIE In handheld £139
COM IC -9:21E14 2nt177km. handheld

w ith dry cell eaves £229
COM IC -2S 2m handheld £199

KF.N WOOD 1-11-2SE 70entk handheld
E299

K ENW0013 111-25F 2m handheld £199
K EN W£301.) TH-70Ev3 :Ina -Moms
handheld iranweit rr E259
STANDARD (1-520 1101Ln is I. Eam.lkld

111111.1Ceicr £149

YAESU' Ig-2113.5 3111 31,LIkillchltrar,C2icr
£79
YA 551 Fr -411 In handheld (109

S TATION ACCF:SSORIES
AM ER1TRON AL -5913 1K55, HI- linear
amp! i tier £019
DATONC 041.1 Morse Tutor £49
DEWSBURY BlIPA-T1'TORA2 Mars,:
!nor £49
DIAWA CL -22 RitiC1,111,; antenna courier
£39

DIAWA CN-11.11 SW1UPaw cr nvoer £45
ERA h111:111eader 12 C5V4RITY/Monc
uior 1124
.01,4 SP 21 E11altd.11..pC1141 £.45

COM AT 160 Auto ATLI I I 59
COM EC -301 Antenna Wino. E1.19
COM SP -2] v2 Extention speaker £4.9

OM PS -I5 Power mtrtitl!e arktnirii £79
REtEt2 Remote conuollerf.40

JIM M-15 25- 13COMhz pre-ampl i Fier £45

LOWE
ELECTRONICS
01629 580800

HE NSC El V E RS
]cum IC 706 MEl I IF transceiver
with 21,1 and his £454
loom IC 728 HF transceiver £550
3ST135 HE Transceiver 0975
Kellwood TS50 !vlobile. HF
ThIlSiCtVCT £550
Kellwood T55305 HE Transceiver
£495
Kellwood TS820 HE Transceiver
1395
'.new FT747GX HE Transceiver
WOO

D.VIA(OLINIS
Kantninirs KAM Multiinode TNC
01.85

VHF/1:11F TRANSCEIVERS
Aline° 02500E Dual Band Handheld
£2.49
Abner) 113560 Dual Band Handheld
£199.141

Alinco 11/10599 Dual Band Mobile
£425.90
Icom IC24ET Dual Band Handheld
£2419

loom ICW2E Dual Band Handheld
£249
Kenwood TH2115E 2m Handheld
1159
Kenwood T1178E Dual Band
Handheld £2911
Kenwood TM732E Dual Band
Alohile / detachable front panel £380
Kenwood111.2500 2m Handheld
£140
'focal FT29OR Sin Mull imudu
£250,00
Yaesu TE470R Dual Baled Handheld
£259
Yaesu 1722011 Sin FM Mobile £289
Yaesu FT4700RH Dual Band
Mobile with deiachable front £375

HF RECEIVERS
Lowe 11E225 HE Receiver with all
aCtievsoric5 1345
Lowe 11E225 Europa HF Receiver
£451/

Son,. ICFSM/55 World haled Portable
£224
Lowe 11E150 Portable HF Receiver
0295
GrundigY13217 Portable receiver
195

SCANNERS
AOR A.R1.1111 Handheld £169
AOR AREND Banc Scanner wilhoho
PK 0159
AOR A1127011 Handheld Scanner
£160
AOR A R2800 Base Scanner with
SSB £195
from 1(:R1 Handheld Scanner£199
Yupiteru NtVI7000 liandhe Ed
Se inner 12110
Yupiteni NINT71110 Handheld
Scanner £225
Vopiteru VT225 Airband Scanner
£180
Yupiteru VT125 Airband Scanner
£150
Yupiteru MVT5000 Handheld
Scanner £180

fienLy are held Ed varlow brunches.
pleuNC comer Mir Mariuti. branch

tor fie rther dewily on 01679 580 WA

SOUTH EAST
COMMUNICATIONS

(REP OF !PEA ND)

00353 51 871278
HF TRANSCEIVERS
Yaesu ETSKIDDC Full sec of fillers
tuned £1249
Yaesu FT99f}AC.Bsill M PSU. Mint
£1299
Yaesu FT1000 MPAC as new save
600 £1999
Ken wocsd TS1.40S General coverage
1LX £525

Kellwood TS940S 13011 in
PSILATLI cci £11199
1111111 IC706 MK I never used
mthile £599

VEIFILMETRANscEivEks
Alnico DR.1390E 5rrinkni. nit phi e
£249
Alinco 03191 2m Sandi. spine
han.case and mic 1149
Aides[,NZ 11 2E. 2111 mobile with
wide TX 1185
Al Mccr DR1.10 2in erhaibi It. wide TX
and 511 watts £199
Aline, 13I111.1 2ni mobile.wide TX
and 511 wails 199
YLL2.34117-3IMR1M 751 wan mobile

0299
Yueso FT736R 21n/70cm multimode
hut,: 3.1aILM1 £899

Yaesu PTMR he range hill
£299
Yaesu FT480 2ni mobile 1.0wan
multi mode £199
Isom IC260a 2111 muliinwide 10
wails £225
Kenwc.od Th1-733e
dualband mobile £375
Kenwcsod TM -7112E 2m171.1ern

dualband mnhile 0299

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
Kenwouri R20041 with VIII.
convener tined 0349
AOR 3000a 0-20361111m £599
AOR 5000 0-2ghr plus £11199
Lae HEI30 with key pad £299
Y1lEtill ER07700 0.30mh, £299
Realistic DX 394 booed Belli
manuals act £189

SCANNERS BASE/MOBILE
Realistic PR02006 25 nv 1300mhz
£199
Yupikru M VT8000 io 1300111M

£249
loom ICR7000 25 ED 2001/11111/. £699

loam ICR71{0 25 10 2L100111h, £949
&areal 91100X LT 25 to 1.300mhz
£249
IrearLal 860X LT 66 in 956mht £1111

SCANNERS HANDHELD
Yupiteru M VT71.00 0 to 1650mIct
1229
Yupi tern M VT7018) S. to 1300mhz.
1189
Bearcal .318k IX LT 25 to 131/Ornivi
£179
Bearcat 220XLT 66 to 956mhz #129
51)191I0.10 0 to 1900mhe 0290
Bearcat 100XLT 29 to 512.mhz £99

NEVADA

01705 662145

AOR 31991 0495
AOR 3500A £575
AOR SDU 5000 £495
AOR 7030 £599
DRAKE RSA £825
DRAKE R SE £750
ICOM IC -255e 199
1COM IC -725 595
ICOM 1C-W2E £199
ICOM IC -706 £675
ICOM 1C-728 £629
IOW R-72 1675
ICOM T -7E £245
ICOM IC -2400 TWINB AND £335
JST 100 COMPLETE 1499
KEN WOOD R51891 F/
LOADED £850
KENWOODITI-78E £225
KEN WOOD TH 2I5E £145
KEN WOOD TM -241E £225
KEN WOOD TM -251E 1289
KENWOOD 114-35 I E 1299
KENWOODTR-75/F £425
KENWOOD R -Z1 £245
KENWOOD TS -770 BASE
2170 1345
KEN WOOD TS -780 BASE
2170 £425
KEN WOOD TS -930 BASE £599
KENWOOD TS -430S £499
KEN WOOD TS -770 BASE
2/70 £.345

KENWOOD TS -9411S 1899
KENWOOD TS -950S
DIGITAL £1795
KENWOOD TS -850 SAT 11249
KEN WOOD 44115 0699
LOWE AP 150 £155
LOWE HF 150 £269
LOWE HE 223 + ACCS £425
ME/ 784 DSP £175
NAG. 144 XL AMP £345
REALISTIC 2036 £179
REALISTIC PRO -50 £69
SANGEAN ATS-803A £85
SATCOM P40 IPAIR1 £149
SENTEC 20M HANDLE 0195

£129
STANDARD C:8800 £189
TEN TEC OMNI VI SO.B...£1999
TIMEWAVE DSP 9+ FILTER #165
TOKYO HC -200 ATLI £99
W9-GR DSP 11 £185
YAESU FRO 9600 0379
YAESU ET -1 1599
YAESU FT -107 0499
YAESU FT -1 IR 1169
YAESU FT -50 EXTRAS £275
YAESU ET -208 + EXTRAS 179
YAESU 1T-190 £325
YAESU FT -411 + EXTRAS 1189
YAESU hT-470 ACCS £225
YAESU FT -650 24-54MHZ
YAESU FT -707 049
YAESU FT -726R £799
YAESU FT -727 0169
YAESU ET -747 04511

YAESUFT757GX 0499
YAESU Fr -490 AC 01399
YAESU FT -900 AT £825
YAESU FT -5100 £345

MUL200oTICOMM

07480 406770
HE TRANSCEIVERS
Mince, DX -10T tea doom Lted ion

learn IC -1205_ .... t.e! SO

I cum ....... 1-,N Oh
I CM 1Ci2ISA. PSC.. 1399.8%1

low] IC -126 HF n I mn 71.591

limn 1C-145 +551 Slier 541.01.011

KenxennITS-1305. it F51 - ...£395 (91

Ken, old TS -4395 + FM + filters .......£425 4)1
Kcom nod TS-1-91SAT good conditinn .5649.00

Kenwood TS-4511SAT HF transceiver.1599.011
Keowirod TS -5305 P mint conditine.....£395.011

Kenetood TS-5711SAT to. demo L....I:1,499.M
Paso FR -2011311-211013

Y,1e3.11 E7.1141 Z0 Mill !mini .......

Y;mo FT -1112 £4, new P. .. .1.:355.191

PL757G11 as new d:525.011

Parr FT-990SAT 151 dr.1111.0 ...............£575.101

Yam] F1.0020}4 cold condttion.......1325.191

I HFgalf TRANSCEIVERS
KD 6001 it repeater [nodule ......

loom EC -29.10 2m inuli mode 5225.00
lenni ic-v-21Krr 2m morale. 4129.00
Kenwook1T01741E 9112/19 no demo v.£52500

Kentwood TR-351E 2m muliimude......L375.00
Kellwood TR-9119 Ltru mubimnde
Siandtud C-7515.311km
Tun 711-9139 have 2m mold me& 1149.191

Yaesu FT-II1R 2m hand hrld f 12990
Yaesu rrn 2rn mnbile 5155.90
YacNo FT -2905

Yaesu FT-24COM 13 weeks old) 132.5.90
Fr.72115 tin 'Ik.rn nimbi lc 1115.141

SHIP R.r 11AVE 84.chwKRti
Gra adie Yacht Bo.; Y13.500 ionahk....d1335310

loin ICR-TIE fully £569.14

loom ICR-71E shon wave iteeivot 149541£

!corn ICR-72E shin wave reccieer 1495.01
leom 104-72E shun *Me teetiver ISS010
Kenwood R -Y00 + VHF xv
Lowe H E- 150 new. ....... ........

Law,: HF-22.5 as new .

Lowe 05-1:,3+ key 5299.07

Lowe PR -150 nru £189.11

Pm:Lennie RI -13- In E49.1.11

RCall3lic DX -341 m ono ....... £193.10

Sull) 5.11/...ii portable new 1199.11

Vans,, FRO -190 short rate recover -11:71.N
Yantk FRG.-mr) shun watt receiver -4329.09
Paola FRO.50410 shoe wave rceeiver.1299.1.11

SCANNERS
AOR 31%111A SW VHF+ UHF .. ..£5.50.110

.AOR 9.001A SW + VHF + UHF £501101

AOR AR -2799 mica 5145111
(mud .2112 scanner 2 weeks old-.- .£99.011

Kam ICR-1 £159.101

form 1C1I-E .11e13 mini keduner .....

beam ICR-7000 VHFAJ H F receiver £535.00

Readiviie PRO -2103S mim 5180.191

Signal 61,517 aurbund receiver £911101

YupiErni MIT -71901 haud held wanner
£169.00

Yupiirie M57-7290 .carruer £289.191

Yupiteru 5157-7200 vedinier (ex demo).-.-........

£259310
Yupiteru VT -225 as new eiiilfmil aar 1191.1310

ACCESSORIES
7 amp PSC.

Daiwa no ATI/ ........ 1109 00
Owing AD -2711 ucovc 31110313.11 .........£6.74
belong filter 585 .14

ERA WA plc, Slier ......... £35.14

ERA 34nut,rvebier V'41 11.1110

Global AT -1999
Heil dal nue. £4914

HI -mound HK -704 kcv £351.10

Ilnk3 Code 3 55.0 all Llama 1499.14

Howe, CI11-11.ATU £25.07

Prom 151-5 microphone .. 119.09

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!



L
YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT

ARC
EARLESTOWN
07925 229887

HE TRANSCEIVERS
Yaesu FT-900AT - boxed £950

2 x [coin 1C-765 pin:. speaker.... ...... from £1500
Kenwood TS -430 £475

Yaesu IT-757GX1+ boxed £TEI.
Yarso F11;980 £799

Icon IC -730  honed £399

Ynsti FT -101 £475
Yaesu 17-102 + FV-102DM & PC -102 on
Yavai Fr -767+ 2/6/70cnis boxed XTEL
Kellum id TS- I 70V *VFO-1219SP-1(10 £1519

learn IC -726 - boxed .1650

MOM LE/BASE VHEIUHETRANSCEIVERS
Kellwood TS -700 bo . .... 777 7.. ...ITEL
Kenwnad T.5700S £450

2 x Yaesu FT -290R 5.15 I plus; ccessories from
£125 hiavic0 AMR -1000S £140

Komind TM -742 + 1.0m module as tor:- £625

km IC -229 - boxed £225

Yaesu FT -736+ Kiwi: Foxed ETEL
Yaesu 11 -90R + mic, care & box ..6225
Yaesu FT.29OR Mark Il £350

Keownod TH-255E boxed VGC f TEL

Kenwond TV. -1000 boxed £250

lean 10-251 boxed £1171.

RECEIVERS/SCANNERS
leen 1C-87015. 4:701.1

Kenwrmr.1 R-5(100 boxed 4:099

ICOM 1C-R7IF boxed. £599

2 x Kenwirsx1 R-1000 timed ....... £250

Regency MX -7000 £TEL
AR -2500 ........

Drake R.RE £699

AOR AR7030 tom condilion £6110

Morahan RT-618 handheld warmer
Lowe I -IF -225 1.375

Yam! FRG -0600 - arriverirr £350

Yae,o £140

HANDHELDS
Kenpro Kir
Alinco DJ -160 £150

Keuwood TH-79E + exults fiEL
Kellwood TH-2I £99

knot IC -U16 - mint condition 7777 £TFL
fame 1C -4E £15

MISC.
2 x ERA BP84111tes
SO11-5000 Spectrum Display Unit - as lk Vi £599

- box . £175

MFJ-1278 Packet Unit + Softwan £225

Global AT- IOW 150
Datong ASP (wired for YaeAl
SOITA 144MHz linear amp 150
Daiong ASP (wired for Kenwood) £50
MML-144 - 100-3 + boxed TEL

SHORTWAVE
SHOP

01202 490099
HETILANSCEIVERS
learn [C71s - V(3C
Term [C77-HFt 6.741 IOW!
corn [C745  SIX
Yaesu Fr -991J LAC PSLI & AT'U

FT980 LAC PSU
FTFOIZD - VGC

Vac:in FT Hi I EE

Tonics Corsair 2 - VGC
Kcnwoud T58565 - M inl
Kenwood T5.1-165 - 10014' HF inc ATLI

Ken, mid IS -120S - 100W BF
Trio T51.70V - 11100 HF - Rare

Trio TS.536SP - 1009; HF

XHFAJHE
Fr9711H 27-W23cins Bosr 4 SP21.1

learn 2407E - Bulhand Wilde
!cam 2910  YOC.  "iocm Rat
learn rIE  214 Thumhslheci ItIHcld
loan ICO2A - No 1751J1li
Kenwood 7M 23.1 E 751V 261 FM Mobil,:

Kenwoud TH22E - 2M H/Hehi
Kcnwood TH215 - Mim

FT291)R11 - 261 Mhnode Mobile

Ef2JR - Cropao 2MH/Hcld
FT203- 2M 11/110.1 4 fly

Rektra R1.11r2 - 2M H/Hcld
Navico AMR1N9 - 2M Mobilo

RECEIVER.ti
A(1R AR7011i H F G m Cov. RX

At* Ali51Xi0 Widchand Scanner
lame HE in  Choice
Lowe HF215  Choice °ranee
Kenwocki R1000  Choice of Iwo
Thu RS00 - RP Gap Cov RN
Ya..1 FRG770/ - ATU & CN VTR
Tam FRG77IX1- GerRad Cmcmgc RX
Grundig intcmAirnil 950
1...,m 1CR7 10(1 - VGC

1... 1CR - GerXRICL.C114C RX
Som. Air7 Air . Maim Rrr - Mim
Sony 1CF Pro1i0 - SW sari nil Ergot
Fr:imitate HPLUE Widelmnd Scanner
Rnii.are ProM - HiHeld Scanner
HeAllit Hit I013 Hum Bad RX -

1625

1525

£11.1.50

1495

£290

1185

£495

£795

£675

£295

£275

1375

12,395

£325

£75

01.5

£175

£150

£135

£325

£100

1:6
£149

1125

£595

E-150

From £265
From £295

£225

£125

£295

£295

£175

£.01511

1595

£195

£135

£145

£110

£100

MISCELLANEOUS
NberrN ar e Modules 90W 711eni Amp £375

Rows W5711Widcbund SWFJPower Maur £125

Kantronic, RFC? TNC 195

KenuoJd MC60 - Desk Mic £75

KemAooa HCH1 - Clack - VERY RARE £55

KanwodAT230 - Monad ATI: 1175

Teem Fr.51GX Swathing HU
Miao, INS QRP A711 £69

SEM Tommtaidh - Manual ATI1 ENS

Di.3 CNA I (Xl, I - AUL, All I 1145

leurn PS55 - Matching PSI! £95

Datong F13 - Audio Filler £89

Moog PC I HF or VHF Cho. £75

SF Systems DXI  VIVA:Inv Antenna £125

MEI 4075 - Xe!,..cr £49

W9GR DS P Unit - Compact  VGC £125

Bums EILVIP160 TC 10 I - War anew £45

C.-111 FOR LATE.yr UPDATE ION USED

EVI: :Mari AS:ARAN. E AND FOR DETAILS OF OUR
SELL OW BEHALF SCHEME

PHOTO
ACOUSTICS
07908 610625

RECEI MRS
Yaesu FRG -7 Receiver .£ / 10.00

NRD-525 Receiver £599.00
Lowe HF-250 Receiver ehw FM/AMS
& speaker 1394.00

A0R-3030 Receiver 0:425.00
Kenwood R5000 Receiver £575.00
Realistic DX -394 Receiver £189.00
icons 10-1270 Receiver 1429.00
Lowe HF-225 Receiver £329.00

SCANNERS
AOR-30(IO wideband scanner £499.00
Icon IC -R7100 widelaand receiver
1799.00
AO R- 1 500 Handheld scanner £169.00

HF TRANSCEIVERS
Kenwood TS -850S £949.00
ICI111-1 IC -720A efw PS11 £479.00

Yaesu FT-890AT 1639.00
Yaciso FT -102 £399.00

Icons 10-735 £549.00

Icons 10-745 £4504111

Icon[ 10-75 I £589.00
Yaesu FT-757GX £499.1111

!cum 10-725 £499.00
Kenwood TS -680S HF + 6M £649.00
Icons IC -745 (mains powered]. £489.00

VEIF/UHF
Yaesu FT -4700 dual hand mobile

£279.00
Kenworid TM -733F dualhand mobile
£399.00

Kenwrnid IM -701 dualband mobile
£299.00

Kenwood TM -255E 2m multimode
£599.00

Alinco 173-580E Dualhimd handheld
£239.00

Kenwood TH-28E his handheld
£149.00
Alinco D7-1 2M handheld £159.00
Al Mon ALM-203E 2N1 handheld
£50.00

Kenwood TF1-75E 2m/70cnis handheld
£229.00

Disclaimer
Advertisements from traders for equipment that is illegal to possess, use or which cannot be licensed in the U.K.

will not he accepted. While the publishers will give whatever assistance they can to readers or buyers having
complaints, under no circumstance vvill the magazine accept liability for non -receipt of goods ordered, late

delivery or faults in manufacture.

SMC
GROUP

01703 251549
HE TRANSCEIVERS
PX TS450SAT Kenwood HE 100W f899
PX HL7000B Tokyo HF Liramp £099
PX FT747GX Yaesu HF 100W £425
PX FC700 Yaesu Man ATU £109
PX 1-1.767GX Yncui HF 2-1-6rntr £1099
PX FT102 Yaesu HF 100W £425
PX 1C737 Icons HF 100W £1060
LX FTONE Yaesu HF 100W £675
LX FTBOAT Yaesu HF I DOW £1250
LX IC -706 !rpm HF + 2/6m £779
LX FT7B Yaesu HF 50W £235
AX FT990 Yaesu HF 100W £1650
AX 10765 loom HF 'DOW £1699
RX FT9.80 Yaesu HF 100W £625
RX F1-1.0 1 Yaesu HF Valve £260
RX FT7570X Yaesu HF I DOW 1495
RX I-7747 'rant] HF Mobile £450
RX FT107M Yaesu 1-11- 100W £275
RX TS520 Kern* mid HF 100W /260
RX TS440SAT Kenwood HF IDOW £750
RX 1C720 Isom HF 100W £850
RX 10761 from HF MOW £995

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
PX FT47{H1 Yaesu 2 intr/70cm £529
PX FT2700 Yaesu 2mtr/70cro £279
PX FT290RII Yaesu 2mtr port £375
PX M36R Yaesu 2mtr/70cm £1299
PX FT5I R Yaesu 2mtror70cm £325
PX IC.3201E loom 2mtrflUcrn £3119

I'X C51010 Standard 2unr min-nide £259
LX D1580EAlinco 2mtr/711cm £245
LX TH21E Kenwood 2mtr port £100
AX FT790R Yaesu UHF port £310
AX TM -732E Kenwood 2mtr/70cm £525
RX DJI60 Aline() 2mtr/70cm £155
MX 1)1560 Aline() 2rmr/10em £335
RX I -7850M Yount 2mtralkim £575
RX FT212RH YINCSILl 2mtr FM £175

RECEIVERS
PX DX -394 Realistic HF Gen. RX £225
PX R201/0 Kenwood HF Gen RX £375
FX FRG77[8 Yacsu HI- Gen RX £295
PX ARSON] AOR Sumner £299
PX AR2BOO AOR RX rvl/hase £359
PX ARESDOes AORScanner £225
PX AR3030 AOR HF RX £399
PX HFI50 Lowe HF Gen RX £375
PX FRCP) Yaesu HF Gen RX E395
?X MVT81-110 Yupiteru Scanner £269
?X .SW -7600 Sony Portahic RX £139
PX PRO203 2 Realistic B/Scanner £149
LX ICR-72 Icons HF RX £675
LX FRGOO Yaesu HF RX £425
AX PRO -80 Sony Siwave RX £120
AX 200113 Sony S/wove RX (169
RX H122.5 Lowe. HF Gen RX £385
RX AR1500 APR Hifi Scanner £165
RX ICF-7600 Sony Port RX £120
RX NRD535 IRCHF Gen. RX £850
RX FRG9600 Yam Base Scanner £240

PX = Chandlers Ford HQ 111703 - 251549
RX = Reg Ward 01297 - 34918
LX SNIC Leeds 01132 - 350606
AX = ARE London 0181  9974476

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!



Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Classified
To advertise on this page see booking form below.

For Sale

QUARTZ crystals @ £1. Test equipment &
transmission power meters. Stock lists available.
Electronic Design Associates. Tel: 0181 391 0545
Fax: 0181 391 5258

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, R210,
HRO. £5 each. Circuits £1.50. Hundreds available.
SAE list. Bentley, 27 De Vere Gardens, Ilford,
Essex 101 3EB. Tel: 0181-554 6631.

RF-8000 24 BAND RECEIVER - reasonable
offer accepted. Quartz crystals large range £1.00
each. Collection quartz V -bars. Also Valves. Lists
available.
Electronic Design Associates 0181-391 0545
Fax 0181-391 5258.

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for Vintage
Service data, circuits and manuals from 1900 to
the 1970s. Free brochure from Tudor Gwilliam-
Rees, Savoy Hill Publications, 50 Meddon St,
Bideford, The Little White Town, North Devon,
EX39 2EQ. Tel: 01237 424280.
E-mail: tudor.gwilliam-rees@virgin.net

INTERESTED in Vintage Radio? Send SAE for
latest list of books and components. Old Time
Supplies, P0 Box 209, Banbury, Oxon OX16 7GR.

VINTAGE radio manuals, valves, components,
radios. SAE for details: Practical Wireless, PO
Box 42, Sleaford NG34 OTX.

working condition c/w handbook are offered for
sale at 17 locations throughout the UK including
the islands. Ring Dick Caddy on 01920 821466
during office hours for further details.

ICOM: 2KL, 2KLPS, AT500, 735, PS30, SP -7
speaker, SM-8 microphone, connectors, cables,
manuals. Purchased US - storaged 3 years. As
new. £2,950 the lot] Anne 01189 744516
nipper@safari.net

KENWOOD TS -850S TRANSCEIVER £750.
Yaesu FP -800 PS £120. Timewave DSP-599ZX
£250. ERA Microreader £100.
Tel: Garry 01622 851309 evenings.

Educational

CITY & GUILDS RADIO AMATEURS EXAM.
Pass your exam the easy way with an RRC home
study course. For details write or phone THE
RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JX400, Tuition
House, London SW19 4135, TeE: 0181-947 2211.

Holidays

NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan -

bunkhouse - camping. Elevated rural site, two
miles from beach, use of shack and antennas,
open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho, Pwllheli.
Tel: 01758 740712.

CRETE HOLIDAYS 7 studios 20m from beach.
Use of shack and antennas. Open from 14/4/97
to 31/10/97. Please contact: SV9 ANJ (QRA
Manos), PO Box 1272, 71110 Iraklion, Crete,
Greece. Tel: 0030 81 761288/762000 Fax: 0030
81 761382. E-mail: pelamare@her.forthnet.gr.

Valves

VALVES GALORE Most valves available from
stack. Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send
SAE stating requirements or telephone. VALVE
& ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157
ickson Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: (01253) 751858 or Fax: (012531 302979.

VALVES WANTED for cash: KT88, £60; PX4, £60;
PX25, £105; DA100, £90; EL34, £15: EL37, £15;
C V4004, £5; ECC83 £3. Valves must be
Mullard/GEC, West European to achieve this
price. Ask for free wanted list. Prompt and
courteous service. Visitors by appointment nly
(we are a very busy Export Warehouse).
Billington Export Ltd. Billingshurst,
West Sussex RH 14 9E1
Tel: (01403) 784961. Fax: 1014031783519.

VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED Ham,
Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for FREE list to:
Wilson Valves, (Jim Fish G4MH), 28 Banks Ave.,
Golcar, Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 4L.Z.
Tel: 01484 654650. Fax: 01484 655699.
E-mail: Wilsonvalves@surflink.co.uk
Visa etc. Fast & personal service.

CASH FOR VALVES. ECC32 £10. ECC33/35 £6.
ECC83/EF86 £3.50. KT66 £40. KT88 £65. EL34
£20. EL37 £18. PX4 £70. PX25 £130. GZ34 £8.
GZ32 £8. DA100 £150. 4212E £150. PT15 £10.
Ask for free wanted list.
Colomor {Electronics) Ltd, 170 Goldhawk Road,
London W12 8HJ.
Tel: 0181-743 0899. Fax: 0181.749 3934.
E-mail: giacomelli@colomor.demon.co.uk

VALVE EQUIPMENT REVIVAL Specialising in
the repair of expired valved amplifiers, radios,
recorders, communication receivers, test gear,
etc. Bring or send to Valve Equipment Revival,
Unit 18, Grays Farm Production Village, Grays
Farm Road, St Pauls Cray, Orpington, Kent BR5
3BD. 9.30am to 5.00pm. Saturdays by
appointment, 0181-302 2102.

TOP PRICES PAID
for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.

Langrex Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon

Surrey CR0 2QP.
TEL: 0181-684 1166. FAx: 0181-684 3056.

Wanted

WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state
communication receivers Pre -1980. Preferably
working and in good condition. Non working sets
considered also domestic valve radios. Items of
Government surplus wireless equipment and
bsolete test equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and
audio components and accessories. Pre -1975
wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most
valves wanted for cash. Must be unused and
boxed. CBS, 157 ickson Road, Blackpool,
FY1 2EU. Tel: (012531 751858 or Fax: (01253)
302979.

UP AND RUNNING or defunct Service Data
business or private collection of manuals,
circuits etc. Vintage and modern.
Tel: 01326 241054

Whilst prices of goods shown in

advertisements are correct at the time of going

to press, readers are advised to check both

prices and availability of goods with the
advertiser before ordering from non -current

issues of the magazine.

Miscellaneous

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts at attractive prices' Ring for free list. Geoff
Davies (Radio), Tel: (017881 574774.

Computer Software
& Hardware

PC SSTV-DATA Tx/Rx pack £29.95. Other
PC/AMIGA SSTV/Packet Interfaces. SAE leaflets,
£1/stamps 1.44 DEMO disk. Peter Lockwood
GBSLB, 36 Davington Road, Dagenham RM8 2LR.
Tel/Fax: 0181.595 0823.

Practical
Wireless

Small Ads
Equipment For Sale, Equipment

Wanted, Holidays, Recruitment.

Computer Software.

Why not try our highly successful

Classified Advertising

For further details call
Carol on

(01202) 659920

DISCLAIMER
Some of the products offered for sale in

advertisements in this magazine may

have been obtained from abroad or
from unauthorised sources. Practical
Wireless advises readers

contemplating mail order to enquire
whether the products are suitable for

use in the UK and have full after -sales

back-up available.

The publishers of Practical Wireless
wish to point out that it is the

responsibility f readers to ascertain
the legality or otherwise of items
offered for sale by advertisers in this
magazine.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Please this f

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
orm if you prefer

The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word {minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting 613.90 per single column
centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (01202) 659920, Fax: 101202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we will insert it in the next
available issue of PW) for insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £ 142p per word, 12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).

Address:

Box Number 1§70p: Tick if appropriate

Category heading: ................ ............. ................. ............

E

.c

0

G6XBH

G6XBH G1RAS G8UUS
VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR' YAESU  ICOM  KENWOOD  AUNCO

Accessories. ReVex/Diamond range of SWR/PWR, Adonis Mics,
Mutek products, Barenco equipment, MFJ products.

WE SPECIALIZE MY ALL TYPES OF PLUGS, ADO ETC

* ERA Microreader & BPS4 Filter; SEM Products *
* Full range of Scanning Receivers *

 ERIALS, Tonna, Maspro, plus fuil range of base/mobile antennas.
BRING YOUR SM EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

JUST GIVE US A RING

Radio Amateur Supplies
3 Farndon Green. Worlaton Park, Nottingham NOS 1 DU

Off Ring Rd., between A52 !Derby Road] S A609 IfIkeston Roar')
Monday: CLOSED 11,esdayFrrOay 9 00arn In 5 00pr, 'Saturday 9'r, (0 4pr,

INTERNET: trip iLor,r1125.:...rn.,LL,r,k,./1.:48 EMAIL: u.rr.

G1 RAS

2
0

11:1

3

Gsuus Tel: 0115-928 0267

NSPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS
Unit 6b Poundbury West Estate, Dorchester, Dorset DT1 250.

Tel: 01305 262250 Open 9-1 2-5 Tu6fri, 9-r Sat. aimed Suns Mon.

PRODUCT
NEW SPEECH PROCESSOR Audio clipping and
ha nd pass filtering. Increases the average power out of

Boxed Kit Boxed Built

555 rigs by about 10 times. Low noise Type SP1000. 527.50 542.75

RECEIVE PREAMPS gain control 0-213dB. Low noise.

}DOW handling. Types RP2S, RP4S, APOS, RP1OS. 529.00 044.00

TRANSVERTERS 25W outlaw noise. 15dB RX gam,
2m 3W drwo. Types ITRO4210. built onlyi.11106-21L £150.30 0225.00

10m SW driee. TRC2-10iL. TRC4-10iL, TRCE.-10i1. 515930 5225.00

10m 25rriW drive. TRC2-10L. TRC4-101.., TRC0101_ £150.00 0200.50

16m 0 5mW dove, TRIC2-1014. TRC4-10hL, TRC6-1061. 0159.30 1225.00

TRANSMIT AMPS WITH PREAMP for 2m. 4m or Em.
1W in 10W oat. Types TARP.25/1, TARP4SA. TARKSA 076.00 0101.00

3W in 25W out Types TARP2513, TARP4513, TARP6S13 F76.00 5101.09

SEND SAE FOR CATALOGUE OF AMATEUR KITS AND BUILT UNITS

HESING TECHNOLOGY
41 Bushmead Road. Eaton Socon. Carobs PE I 9 3BT

Tel (01480) 386156 Fax (01480) 386157

Manuals Spares Repairs Technical Support

'hag for a -}
brochure of ::::

.1:only fig! ...,,r.ge i.For Complete Kits with Al! the Bits! .)
-:.

Transmitters,
IReceivers Test Equipment. ,.

..t

-:- ...,
7 Middleton Close. Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 18X .4.

i- Tel/Fax: 0115-938 2509
- - '

E-mail:1 100775.738@compuserve.com.:. ... '4
:.

..440:::-)4{.04)00)..}0.0.).)004.4.4.4-4-::4440044.}40444.

. .

fz:z7z. LAKE ELECTRONICS

WFAVOZMITATAWANFAUFA

DOES YOUR COMPANY NEED TWOWAY

RADIO AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE?

3

a

a

3

a

.4. 4. 4. 4.

SMC are pleased to announce their rim Easiwave Ui IF radio
that is incredibly easy to license and ideal for small factories

and businesses. Prices start at around 199 plus £30 for a
three year licence!

CALL THE EASIWAVT HOTLINE ON

01703 900194
TODAY FOR A FREE BROCHURE!

Llememenvniwzay." y v y
1 r ' 1 1 r

N tg,

Use our relay operated coaxial crossover
switch with your receiver.

Price (115 excluding P&P and VAT. SAE for full details and order form from:

Dept PW, Red Line Communications, PO Box 174, Beaconsfield HP9 !WC

SEM
8 Fort William

Douglas
Isle of Man IM1 5BQ

Tel: 01624 662131

For full info. on our QRM
Eliminator, filters, preamps

( 1-500MHz) converters, keyers.
ATUs EZITUNE. etc.
ask for our catalogue.

Neu
oLY

THE. AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

NEWSFLASII

Last chance to join the
Martin Lynch AR

Motorcycle ride 21st Sept.
Call for details.
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BOOK STORE
The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers.

They are supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin.

VISA

TO ORDER YOUR BOOKS:
E-MAIL: bookStore@pwpub.demon.muk

TEL: ;01202 659930 124 HOURS!

FAX:1012029 659950 t24 mum

OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 74
Please note: cash nor accepted with mail orders.

MEP IC AN
EXPRESS

LISTENING GUIDES

.AIRBAND
MR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 6th Edition. Dand I92 pa;...Pes..E9.99

AIR.BAND RADIO GUIDE 3rd Editildn.Graharn Duke. pages. i6.99

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 6th Edition Graham Duke 112 pages 4e,.99

AIRWAVES 97. 101] pages. £8.95

CALLSIGN 97. . paltes.S.8.95

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1991. is. 1. 1 I withams. 141 pages it, 9i
INTERNATIONAL AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK [hvid I. Smith. 192 pages £9.99

UNDERSTANDLVG A CARS

3rd Ed it inn. Ain . . , Rer.. 0.1 ng *stem. Ed Pltpu. 80 pages £995

VHFIUHE AIRB.A.ND ERNI I.1 CY GUIDE & CALLSIGtV GUIDE..........)8 pages. 12 59

WORLDWIDE .AER(INA 1 TICAL COMARNICA WA'S FREQUENCI" DIRECTORY

2nd Ethlion F, . ...... pages..19.9'9

WORLDWIDE .1..FRONA1 71(...11 HE R. W1,0 11.111)800k R. Lopke. 12-i pages. L.0999

to rli from the Ian 4111tH .48L.
rouge  ttAk r.

B1'
GLOBAL RADIO GLIDEJULY 9' ,.r:tt: 1,311, in f Immo rii

DA TA.1.101)ES
FAX & RITY WEATHER REPORTS. PhilirMill [ [51)

GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIO.NS. 194.11 ELlicion Jo 9serg Klingemfu igt4 pages .3:39.011,

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX SERVICES. lath Edition
t30pitge.s.1251iO

INTERNET RADIO GUIDE 2nd Idiotic Jelerg ',jingo -Ass .. 3s111ages.£22.te1

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip Ntinhel I 32 pages..1.7.50

RAD/0 DA TA CODE MANUAL. 19th Edition jourg KIrrigritium. p/ges. /24(N)

DX71'
MTV FOR BEGIN:VERS. tic,,, 31 pages £3 95

GUIDE TO DX -TV Korh Wrier .4 6..!ri7. I itpages.a399

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE Per TEST CARDS 9.4 95

THIS IS BBC. TV - FIRST 30YRS OF TV GRAPHICS. ELith Earnt21- & Garre Smith. pages S.4 95

FREQI PACT 61 -IDES
1997 SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE. 1st Edttion I, ,erg ngeu fuss 144 pages. 52300

1997 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST CD-ROM. ji 4.1g Ili iiperifii,- S.15 (.10

FERRELLS CO.VHDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 10th Edition d% pages. 519.95

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1997 i24 pages. £19.90

UK SCANNING DIRECTORY. Rrl r;.d ;..: 10 pages. 118 99

VHF -UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE aiLEL.Tt-et ...... ........... I52 page,. £I2 9;

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1997 MIN pogo. /I- 05

GE.VRAI.
EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY. Michael Cmon.

POP WENT THE PIRATES Kt....r I: SUM:, 598 pages 5I5.99

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS. Ireter Rouse Gt.'11-1KD pages. S.1.50

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT (1945-1990 £21.95

SHORTWAVE LISTENER'S GUIDE. Ern Po( de Ili .99

THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK 4tb Edition

Hank HcrLnetl. Harry Helms ec Datil }Univ. 921 me:J.1.19.95

MARINE SSB OPERATION. I Michael Gale 9b pa.go.111.95

MARINE VHF OPERATION. Mk fuel /7.9i
SCANNING THE MARINE BANDS. F F 152 pages. S 9 511

SHORTWAVE MARITLEE commumo rioNs. R. E 1.9-5 pokes. /16;0

SHIP TO SHORE RADIO FREQUENCIES. Ken Davies ....99 pages £9.99

SIMPLE GPS NAVIGATION MikChines- 96 pages.

TELUTE
AN INTRODUCTION TO MIA TEUR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
612911..E Ill pages. £3.99

AN INIRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMINICATIONS BP326..

P.A. Whson. 2311 Nges.i5.95

ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY -lib Edition 1511 pages. ss 95

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE IV, page -.9 i1815

NEWNES SATELLITE COMMUNICiTIO.NS POCKET BOOK. Jo mc7, Wes.K1.. 229 pages.

SATELLITE. BOOK - A Complete Guide to Satellite TV Theory and Practice
pages £32.10

S.3'161-1/1/TE EVERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 2nd Edition.
11::.- . ... F,,:91 .313 pages 915.50

SATELLITE HACKERS HANDBOOK Corm 120 pages.118.-5

SATELLITE PROJECTS HANDBOOK. L Hams 514.99

SATELLITE TELEVISION...A IJ,111J1,, guide Peter Pearsoll

3 11gSATELLITE TELEVISION- INSTALLATION GUIDE. sift Erlii John Breeds .."6-.9PaPtti.iiiii ijf1fiCl

WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 4th Eduloh Dr Ralph E. Taggart 'ICFRIDQT 192 pages..0 9.90

WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE. 199- Edition. Ban Ku pew 1449 pages. 18.95

SCA.V\
AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING BP3II. I. D Poole 152 stges /499

SCANNER BUSTERS 2. DC Poolc

SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL Met -1100w Gi DEW .261 pages a;.9 99

SCANNERS 3 PI 7TING SCANNERS LVTO PRACTICE

4th Recision.
SCANNING 5f (15 1

paws. 19.95

....21R I pagan. /1.1E95

AMATEUR RADIO

ANTENNAS & TRANSMISSION LINES
25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125. N, dl.

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW .4.ERIALS 13P136. F Noll..

.63 paws. .95

in p4,Pes...ti1.-i

25 SIMPLE SHORT %AVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP132. E 91 Noll ...... pages. 91.95

25 SIMPLE TROPICAL .-LID MU- BAND AERIALS BPI45. E. NA Not. . ...... it pages.

ALL ABOUT VERTICAL .A.NTENNA.S. 9 1 011u,sAi K s W2LX.

.LUTE ..VA EXPERLME.NTERS GLIDE (RSGB) Peter Dfidd 631:DO.

192 pages..V

ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARRL). Wilfred Corm.

A.VTE.VNAS FOR VHF .4.11) UHF BP30.1. I D Poole. . .

g .11 5: 1.. 1,i1951L)91

ANTENNAS & TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND DX1NG (ARRL) 9

ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 18lb Edition 1997. 32

agigeess...i11 23%91

ARRL ANTEVNA COMPENDICE Volume One.
ARRL A.rTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two. )1:18c pil4.1..gTe!;.1M11(j111411

ARR/. ANTEVNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three. EditM to jern Fall KIm. . ..239 pages..1.12 941

ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Voltane Four. 1,191. pages. 515.511

ARM. ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Five. S]51 0

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK 9 I. Orr ToSsAl & D. Cowan 12a.

No Rages

2619 pages £8 50

BUILDING & USING BALUNS. errs Seekk 125 pages1151.95

BUILD YOUR OW.V SHORT S4 VE ANTENNAS 2nd Edition. Andrea 'Warr. .2iSloges- 515.99

CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Edition. 1);)]lid ra Orr WtstiAl and. Stuart Con an 1121A

UPERIMENTAL ANTE!9'.VA TOPICS BP278. 11 C. Wright. Rages.

G-QRP CLUE .ANTENNA HANDBOOK
Ned and edited .rn P (.13PDI.4 T Nteht,Isuu .

1

911149

1-29

HE ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB). Ec 11%1: hr Ervin Daniel2.1.,:1
HE ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS {RSGB). Its Mutton 0.659, (12 :4ign.

I IMORE OLT OF THIN AIR (PUP). ! pages..tily9i

PRACTICAL ANTEVVAS FOR .NOVICES. Islet flees 63RDQ page.. M.5.311

PRACTICAL ANTE.VIA HANDBOOK 2ndIi,,,Eidki,tIon.63111J;Q.seph Carr........

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB. '; I k

RADIO AMATEUR .1.1TENNA HANDBOOK w I Orr tbtiAl & ti 1 S C, I.g8 pages. /8.50

RECEIVING ANTE.VV4 HANDBOOK 1,, Carr. I 09 Pages. 11-.511

SIMPLE. LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMA TF1. R.S.

91:. I Orr I

DrWIFE'S A.V TENNA NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Di.nnt Ma n V .11S.1

page-s. M.511

123 pages

BEGINNERS (INC RAE)
AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB). Vin tr,r Brand (133911. 115 Pages £3 50

AV INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO BP257. 1 a Poolc ISO pages i3 99

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315.
.122 pages. a+.95

1.1 RAF STUDENTS NOTEBOOK Pn,hCriiiuin,li '.1 1:

16

1 PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' .EXAMINATION (RSGB)
t. ;. . , 'Zit..L11(1 ,1..,ts.tr Flenbov. G3103. . . 8g pages. /$..-995

PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS R. .... 1h9 pages. £1290

THE .v0VICE RADIO AMATEURS EX.AMIN.ATION HANDBOOK (BP375)
. 1911 pages L1.9i

TILL. R.90/0 .1.IIATEt 'RS' QUESTION & ANSWER /WERE:1'CE tVIANUAL.
P.iy Penn GI 10.4T. £13.95

RAE MANL.AL (RSGB). (1. Betas ,s9 691111 r pages.

RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGE). G 1.6entxrn G3.11B 92 page, 15

REVISION QUESTIONS FOR THE NOVICE RAE (RSGB). Esele Tvler paw, r
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THE NOVICE LICENCE. STUDENTS NOTEBOOK 1,1111C.hc GWIEJINT. 12i pages. £5.011

SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS.
A1114211'0.1 k FA:" .1 p;iws. £ In 9;

TRAINING FOR THE .NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL FOR THE INSTRUCTOR (RSGB)
I: (;11..1 1,11 rugus ,
WIER'S HELP FOR .NEW HAMS (ARRL). 11x,11, 1),..1.1%% a 1FH 1-55114C.S.

CALLBOOKS
A:IfA TER RADIO CALL BOOK AND INFORMATION DIRECTORY (RSGB)
199 -Edition- 129 rope, a..13 511

JOINT INTNAMERICAN CAILBOOK CD-ROM /997

COMPUTING
ACCESS 95 ONE STEP AT A TIME Si' 08.

. 115 paws 111/9

AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS BPI -7
B. :l roil,

;11.22 IT:: 129491ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR YOLR PC 11P320. +. . ,.

EXPERIMENTING WITH PCs r
HOW TO EXPAND, MODERNISE .AND REPAIR Pa AND COMPATIBLES BP2'1
R. A. Pellliikl .

. . NW!, 5.99

INTERFACING PCs A.VD COMPATIBLES BP22. R A. Perifold . .84 pages -14.99

MS -OFFICE ONE STEP A r A TIME (BP402) -- pages. £595

MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED BP e. .5 1-5 pages. x5.11

NEW NES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK
I

. .. 256 pages. 51295
PASSPORT TO WEB RADIO Or
PCs .MADE EASY Second Edition. 1. 11! 58 pago.£15.9;
PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN THE HAM SHACK ORM.) £12.;1J

THE INTERNET .A.ND WORLD WIDE WEB EXPLAINED. I .

WINDOWS 95 EriPLAINED (BP -a00).

EMC
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK E

THE RADIO AMA rEars GUIDE TO EMC (RSGB). R, bin i..31111 11

HISTORICAL
193-i OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL. FAWN f

OLD TIME RADIOS  RESTORATION & REPAIR r I .in

CRYSTAL SET PROJECTS E'1,11.111 [1[x,,11

EXPERIMEVIAL TELEVISION (1932)
HENLEYS 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS 1192

.

HOW TO BIRO YOUR RAMO RECEIVER ,n,r,.1111Ji !! \
SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT REGENERATIVE RECETS I:RS (Rocker)
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER 5,, i \I
THE ATM SET SOCIETY' .NEWSLEITER. \, _

THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 3 A7.lEISSUTTPR
THE ATM SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER. 1.. nI

THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 5 AT.AL WI SUTTER. r.

CRYSTAL RADIO HISTORE FUNDAMENTALS .IND DESIGN P

THOSE. GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RE'CLIVER5 (1929 + 1934)
WIRELESS FOR THE WARRIOR VOL 1.1+.
VISION BY RADIO (1925) -I,nki11

MAPS AND LOG BOOKS

1 in [raw, 1-1,,

AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK (RSGB). .....£3 -;
.NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART U s 520mm.111.511

QTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE NEW EDITION 1118111,:Nilirom.1-191

RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD. NEW EDITION
. ............. 980 N41:10111[11. 1.111

RADIO AMA TEL'RS WORLD ATLAS Ill pages.
RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK (RSGB).
RSGB PREFIX GUDE .

MORSE
MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS (RSGB)
SECRETS OF LEARNING MORSE CODE Iljrk

2M paws...S.. [.25

[Lign %).,

MICROWAVES
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES (BP312). F A . .131 .141155ki
ARRL UHF:MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANT:AL .. ....Hi!, ]ages 111.5,,

ARRL 1.11F./.VICROWAVES PROJECT MANUAL (ARRI). .100 pages. SI 5.51/

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - COMPONENTS & OPERATING 1.,,; 1.1t+[;[11 ..........................£111511

MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - CONSTRUCTION & TESTING voi 2, It3G13 . 111 -A

MICROWAVE. HANDBOOK -BANDS & EQUIPMENT 1 .,131F1.5GRI ....1 I -; or bur all 3 fora 42

OPERATING AND HANDBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB). R.L1 Ei.ki.1-51cii GIFT) ........2 i9 pages x12.23
ARRE HANDBOOK 1997 ON CDROM 5,911

ARRL OPERATING MANUAL 199'16.111
BASIC RADIO & ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS. Ray Petri GOOAT 113.9;.

COMPLETE DEER. bnihLticher pages -a9+5.5

HAM RADIO MADE EASY (ARM.), 211F [WO M12.914

HINTS AND K1.% S' FOR THE RADIO . 1; 1111.i R.

1-:,.111ci1 Pk !, . 129 pages a9.;0
LOW PROFILE AM R RADIO (41:R1.). Jim Kearman KRIS 124 pages c.511
RADIO COMMI It TIO1 HANDBOOK (RSGB).
,,rh Fdir...in 11. , - 71.I pages 12100

SETTING LP AN OM irEUR RADIO srAno.v BP300. I II Nike HI pages. £395
TRANSMITTER III ITING - RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED.
Joseph 12.1kxt11 1111x,11::.14111'11.1. .42S loge,. A2I195

PACIaT RADIO PRIMER (RSGB). 11.11c / 1.Mur,ni
PACKET. SPEED & MORE SPEED APPLICATIONS

YOUR PACKET COMPANION. FI1111 11 15.1 1 9 11.

.266 pages.

14Rpages £10.59

..111 page:. 15.9;

PROPAGATION
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293. f ti 116 u...13.95

QRP
G-QRP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK Lilo' In Re+. t;. 1)ohh., G3111' c.)n. S.9 It I

INTRODUCLYG QRP, Dick Pascoe
W QRP NOTEBOOK (ARRL). I Erlirri in !king De Ilan 111.1FB 1-5 Pap:n.1-.95

TEST EQUIPMENT
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTOIETER BP239. N A Pu.111,1,- . . !112 rag -s

HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES. !....

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQI.1PMENT
22' p.i.ges a1-.91

11. A 11111,,1,! nit 13.511

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUPMEIT CONSTRUCTION BP249. k lid TIC iragcs..1.3.ii1

MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE. MULTIMETER BP265. R. A. Perifolii. 91 pagrN.1295
PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES. 1L dm 4f111 -R.

TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO Ai/ATER. Clive /1:./.11

. 126 pages. 1111191

1-0 n[..111195

VHF
ALL ABOUT VHF AMArEIR RADIO. 11 Orr UM! ]93 1

1krc s. 19 50

ELECTRONICS
A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TERMS BP287.
F A ..431 pages 13.95

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BP285.
15 .9 Purl, nes 13.95
C/RalT SO! RUE BOOK 1 - BP32 I. red, 183 page,x55 95
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 - Br322. NA. Po ift,/d 21.1 page. 14.95

GETTING STARTED IV PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS 8P345 Owen Bi01,1. 198 page, 9;.

NEWNES ALM) AND HI-FI ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.

NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK
POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76.
PREAMPLIFIER & FILTER CIRCUITS BP309 R A Penfold
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299. OwcriBkhor
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK 1.1n Simi:1LT

PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS BP.03 A. Rind

TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248.
THE ART OF SOLDERING BP324. R. [1.-,,,cr
UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS (ARRL).
AS IFB's DESIGN NO TEBODK (ARRI). 11111!,.! DOIAN 1F11 .

..21.11pa,ees 112.95

_304 papes.112.95

.. 91

.,-19 pages. 1 r 9',

.. [39 11.4irs 113 15;

payres. 11 99

1.11 paw,. i.39.1

...

page, ill

DATA
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK. 111,Lig DeMn 15.13

ELECTRONIC ITOBBITST DATA BOOK BP396. R A P011-4)14:

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE BP53.
.1 1111.,...1

PRACTICAL. ETH:TRO DESIGN DATA BP316. r El ..;

RADIO AM i 1E1 R Alp LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK
RADIO FREQ1 LAC} TRANSISTORS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICAL
NI nil nyi- A 114.1,w

SECRETS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN.
SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO .AMATEUR (ARRL).

1141

TOWERS INTERNA TIC/NAL MOSPOWER & OTHER PET SELECTOR

TOWERS LNTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR - UPDATE 5
TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES (BP -101).

.2(,4 pdges

212 imges..15.95

APPLEr 417L)N5

.119.9;

156 Rign.111.1.-111

1+11 pages. 119.93

page -12,.99

.. 1-8 pages. £5 91

PROJECTS
COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160. 11 13. i5alreni ........ 1116 p.;iir,e1. fig
HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BPI21. E S. Pi:rdi /1(1 ... .414. ixige,. (2 ;41

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS 8P192. A. Pen55k1 .92 rakes. a2.95

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND SWLS BP301. h A Penli kid . . .92 mes.13.95
SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP276 R.A. Pemiolg[. popes £295
SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONstRucriDs 19r275. R A N1111,1{1 RR pars. 13.95

VALVES -TUBES
ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR. George H. Filltr.iurr. 3111 p4o. S2 1.95

ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (TUBES & TRANSISTORS)
1(41...4 Reptih1i shed 1-n. 1111.1112c [1.2,1110k pgns..1111511

HANDBOOK OF RADIO. TV. INDUSTRIAL & TRANSMITTING TUBE & VALVE
NUM/FITS. Ix111:1ge z2 15

RADIO S.A111 GI IDE BOOKS I5
RCA Tall TUN(. TIRE MANUAL Onpnal Publishers Radii] Corporation Of Arncrirai
Ei , Elan -Link' SupptylArizunal.

RCA IVA I 511// (MG TOES
38I page!, 111.311

Pi:. f ., in -s it in 4,5 America) Re -published he 1914141LIC

Bl St i/S II 110N HANDBOOK

KITS

31R rage!, .11.11511

al5illl

THE PW CADET RECEIVER KIT (.4, fem an! Hi Allan 199-1

BRUNNING KIT
Id, it: Mired Pkr JIlls 159- - see PcperimmfiNg (.", HIV!! !YTS he K,k 111Corn purl 1155 secTinn,

PACKET
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN THE UK

MF',1 F.DIT1(19
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
PRACTICAL WIRELESS -1 YEAR

£25 (UK) 0 £30 (Europe 1st class)

£32 (Rest of World Airsaverl 71 f37 (Rest of World Airmail)

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH SHORT WAVE

MAGAZINE -1 YEAR
.0 £50 (UK) 71 £59 (Europe Airmail) 3 £63 (Rest of World Airsaver)

 £74 (Rest of World Airmail)

Please start my subscription with the issue.

MONITORING TIMES -1 YEAR (12 ISSUES)
0 £38 . 1 £43 ,;Europe £49 (Rest of World Airmail)

SATELLITE TIMES -1 YEAR (6 ISSUES)
0 £32 (UK:171 £32 (Europe Airmail)  £32 (Rest of World Airmail)

BINDERS
 Please send me Practical Wireless Binder(s) @ £6.50 each

plus £1 P&P UK, £2 P&P overseas.

BOOKS Please send me the following books

£

£

£

£

Postal Charges:
£1 for one, £2 for two or more (UK).
£2 per book or £10 for five books or more (overseas surface).
£2 per binder (overseas surface).

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK MAINLAND ONLY)

£4 per parcel (orders must be placed by 12 noon!

GRAND TOTAL

Now fill in your name and address

FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES
IN PRACTICAL WIRELESS

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
between the hours of 9.00am - 5.00pm. Outside these hours your order will be

recorded on an answering machine.

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be

acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

PAYMENT DETAILS

Name

Address

Telephone No.

Postcode

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £

or

Charge to my Access/Visa Card the sum of

Card No.

$

$

Valid from to

Signature

Telephone No

Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery.
Paces correct at time of going to press.
Please note: at Payments must be made in Steekne Cash not accepted with nail order.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950 A

PICK OF THE 12) lid
This month we're giving you the chance to buy three books from a choice of four for just £12
inc. P&P (UK) or £14 inc. P&P (overseas) The books on offer have all been selected from the
Babani range and would make ideal choices for any radio enthusiasts bookshelf.

The first book on offer is An Introduction to Radio Wave Propagation BP293 by I. G. Lee and offers explanations on all
aspects of the propagation phenomenon. Topics covered include Sunspots, the Ionosphere. Noise, Logarithms and
Decibels and much more. Normally this comprehensive book would cost £3.95 plus P&P.

Next on the list is Setting Up An Amateur Radio Station BP300 (normal price £3.95 plus P&P) written by Ian Poole
G3YWX. The aim of this book is to guide and help the reader make decisions on setting up their station. Areas covered include
receivers and transmitters, antennas, construction, test equipment and preparing for the Amateur Radio licence. This is an ideal
book for the beginner.

If you're a constructional enthusiast then Projects for Radio Amateurs and S.W.L.s BP304 by R. A. Penfold is just the book for
you] This book contain s a selection of electronic circuits covering everything from a simple active antenna, an audio notch filter
through to a speech processor and many more. Normal selling price of this would be £3.95 plus P&P.

And finally on offer is An Introduction to Microwaves BP312 by F. A. Wilson (normal price £3.95 plus P&P), which is aimed and those
who wish to find out more about the practical uses of microwaves in communications and television. There's also a section on radar and
heating and the domestic microwave cooker is not forgotten either. An ideal introductory book,

are m,
1;7-- Waiting fo b
tee r,

or I
erect

Ppride, todayii,

To order please use the order form above or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote PW10
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COMING NEXT MONTH - NOW/16ER
The new Waters & Stanton Catalogue is due to be published on 10th October,
however we're giving away a condensed version containing a selection of
their most popular products next month - Don't Miss It

SHOW GUIDE!
 The Leicester Amateur Radio Show - We bring you details of

what you can expect to find at this year's event.

REVIEWED!
 David Butler GlIASR reviews the 'Discovery' 2 and 6m amplifiers.
 Richard Newton GORSN puts the Palstar KH6 hand-held 50MHz transceiver to the test.

ANTENNAS!
 Don't miss Antennas In Action - It's packed with information relating to antennas

and all things associated.

BUILD!
4 A Crystal Controlled Hand -Held Transce!ver.  Luotents subject to ch,Ingt,

CAN If LW ra t;

TO MISS
ON SALE 9 o,

-ptol

RP d

FREE!
Waters & Stanton

16 -page Colour
Catalogue

THE UK'S BEST SELLING AMATEUR RADIO MAGAZINE

4

THIS MONTH - On sale NOW!
Find the answers in Short Wave Magazinef
 John Wilson G3PCY reviews the latest in the world of h.f. receivers - Fairhaven's RD500
 First of a two part SWM Project - by Robert Penfold on how to build a dr, Processor.
 More RadioScience Observing - Meteors from Joe Carr K4IVP
 Some TV history from Keith Hamer & Garry Smith looking at 30 Years of BBC Colour TV

COMING UP IN THE OCTOBER IS.S,UE
ON SALE 25TH SEPTEMBER
 John Wilson discusses the merits of using an HF-150 or FRG -100 receiver.,
 Build a CW Processor -Part 2 by Robert Penfold
 Oldies But Coodies Joe Carr K4IVP presents some worthwhile antenna iclaas.
 30 Years of BBC Colour TV - Part 2 the continuing story by Keith Hamer & Garry Smith.
 HF FAX Facts Philip C. Mitchell looks at some of the ins and outs of HF FAX reception.
 PROSAT for Windows, the latest version reviewed by Lpwrence Harris.
 Wonderful Radio London is back arris G3LWM tells all.
 Indoor Ionosphere, propagation entanon b,t the late Fred Judd G2BCX

 Plus all your regular favourites
Contents subject to change.
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FREE CB
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Dorset BH23 21J
Tel/Fax: 01202 490099

ESSEX Gglairl in 1

ICC
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at 9 Troopers Drive, Harold Hill
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Mid Glamorgan CF44 OAR

Tel: (1116851 8711,125
Fax:(014851876104

A full range or & receiving
antennas available for the amateur
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KENT

ICANGA QRP KITS
Our hooks: introducing QRP £7.95

Pascoe's Penny Pinchers £5.95
!ALI AlirrL7 Wirth ANr1.7,7,15V

Send an SAE fur our free catalogue
Seariew House, Crete Road East

Folkestone, Kent CT18 7EG
Tel/Fax 01303 8511(19 tB9:41-191/111

Imp r/www.kan gotleritooicti.uk

AVON/SOMERSET

QSL
COMMUNICATIONS

We stitek all notices of equipment
for the Amateur and Listener.

Part Exchange Welcome

I no It. Woilu ]'dust nut Centre. Coker Ruud..
'Work. Y.eston-Super-Mare B522 0115

Tel/Fax: 101934) 512757

NORTHWEST

ARC Ltd.
Everything for the radio
amateur under one roof!

39 Bridge Street. Earlestown. Newton -
le -Willows,

Merseyside WA E2 SBA

Tel: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882

Os

LONDON

/ANILTIN
oLYNen& So

For all your amateur radio needs

140-142 Northfield Avenue
Ealing London W13 9SB

Tel:

0181-566 1120
Fax;

0181-566 1207

41

ESSEX
The Not Working Radio Company

Selling an inn something that duestit work.' Mom n
PAS- can't he hothered to repair. sell or abeerii, '

Then write/e-mail ntr. Dave G3RCQ. tell me uh..it
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why nail write nt nw. Tell me what you want Lit
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make a prof ii 14 keep H far your perstmal bate.
WriierfMan David G3RCQ

9 Troopers 'rive, Harold Hill. Itomlard
Essex RM3 ODE

E_ mach tadk ut i3FICVN euntraerot
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SOUTHAMPTON

SMC Ltd
Main Dealer for: Yaesu.
Kenwood. Icons AOR &

Cushcraft

SM f lou,e. School Close. Chandler,: Ford
Industrial Estate. Easileigh.

Hampshire 905 She
Tel: (11171)31 258111

Fos: ((1171131 2638971

SCOTLAND

TENNAIVIAST
SCOTLAND LTL)

Nib's from 25ft  4Uft

AdaptAMast

(0195193824
Ill Mains 1.7..eshire, 0AI.5 .1117
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ICOM0
SIMPLE AND SECURE...

Air

no l'571rilmir
ICOM'S LATEST FM DUAL -BAND MOBILE

iiir nicr:
u;ara 'PAI FICA 11!::::1

M,CALL TONE LOW MONI

To satisfy the world-wide demand for dual -band transceivers, ICOM have developed the IC -

207H. This new style of transceiver avoids the high prices and difficult operative procedures that

can be associated with dual-banders. The IC -207H is designed with selected dual -band

features but at a single -band price.

Functions and features include; simple operation, detachable front panel for adaptable

installation and improved security, tone -squelch fitted as standard, data terminal for PACKET

operation, 180 memories, cloning (with CS -207 software), selectable output power and optional

wireless mic. The IC -207H is a welcome addition to the ICOM range and will entice new users

into the swelling ranks of dual -band operators.

InANT TO KNOW MORE? CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER TODAY!

ICOM... manufacturers of top performing base -stations, mobiles, handheld transceivers and receivers.
lcom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD. Telephone: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742.
INTERNET: http://www.icomuk.co.uk/ E-MAIL: icomsales@icomuk.co.uk.

Count on us!
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`The FT -920 is packed with
really high-tech features!"

"And, it's got 6 meters built
in, too!"

You know the difference --and so does
Yaesu. Signals buried in noise and
interference miraculously appear at your
speaker --the surest indicator of HF quality.
As always, cutting -edge technology inside
separates the world leader in amateur radio
from the rest of the pack. No surprise to
you.

What makes the difference? High-perfor-
mance 33MIPS* Digital Signal Processing
(DSP), for razor-sharp selectivity, increased
average power output, and voice pattern
contour choice; automatic seeking DSP
Notch filter and Noise Reduction; built-in
high-speed antenna tuner for RX and TX;
user-friendly DSP Bandwidth controls for
enhanced interference reduction; and exclu-
sive Shuttle Jog tuning controls for fine or
rapid frequence excursions. For operating
efficiency, the Ff-920 also has a Digital
Voice Recorder and Electronic Memory
Message Memory Keyer. Providing up to

"Yeah! Shuttle Jog. DSP--
with a 33M1PS" processor-
-fastest on the market."

"Looks like
Yaesu did it again!"

FT -920
All -Mode HF/6m Transceiver

100W of adjustable power output on all
amateur bands from 160 through 6 meters,
the FT -920 uses rugged, low -distortion
MOS FET final amplifier transistors. SSB,
CW, AM (25W carrier), AFSK, and FSK
are built in, with FM, optional.

All of this, and an ergonomically -
designed front panel --including Yaesu's
renowned Omni-GIowTM display --give you
the highest -performing, HF/6 meter rig in
its price class.

For more details on the new and
different Ff-920, call or write for a free
brochure, or better yet: hear the difference
at your dealer today!

YA E S -

. .. Choice of the World's top DX' ers

For the latest Yaesu news, hottest products,visit
us on the Internet! httpiwww.yaesu.com

The seal difference is the
signals you hear- -

nonhe ones you see.
POWER

No* vox
I 1 I 1

d KEY

0
D MIC

RC PWR

of

STCf

SQL COMP PROC GM% M0111

r ,I 1 .t r

http://www.yaesu.co.uk
Specifications subject to change without notice. Specifications guaranteed only within
amateur bands. Some accessories and/or options are standard in certain areas. Check
with your local Yaesu dealer for specific details. Collins is a trademark of Rockwell
International Corporation.

bfa411 , 111.1

Features
High Performance 33 MIPS'
Digital Signal Processing (DSP( in
0 Modes with one touch control
HF + 50 MHz with 100 Watts

Output on all Bands
New Design MOSFET PA Finals
Built-in High Speed Auto Antenna

Tuner including 50 MHz (Antenna
Tuner works on both RX & TX(

 Auto Notch/Noise Reduction
Control

 Simplified Tuning with Shuttle Jog
Control

 Omni-GIowTM Dual Display with
Twin VFO Knobs

 Separate FET RF Amplifier for
High & Low Bands

 Digital Voice Memory System
 Quick Memory Bank (QMB)

Instant Frequency Memory

System

Instructions Per Second

NMI NOTCH

EU*" -3' CT,' II'
- tor '  

\ 
State -of -the -Art

DSP Bandwidth Controls

1

Lt IS"'
.1101

10 W...417011111PliPliti

FT-1000MP
This HF standout
features a high -
intercept front end
design, EDSP, and
built-in Collins SSB
Mechanical Filter

YAESU UK LTD. Unit 2. Maple Grove Business Centre, Lawrence, Rd., Hounslow, Middlesex, TW4 6DR, U.K. 0181-814-2001


